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FOREWORD 

This study was performed ty personnel of the Ü. S. Amy Eneineer 

Waterways Experiment Station (WES) during the period June 1971-August 

1972. The project (l»A661t717D895, Task 22, Work Unit 012) was funded by 

the Directorate of Military Engineering, Office of the Chief of Engi- 

neers, U. S. Army. 

The analysis of the equipment with respect to the WES vehicle cone 

index system was performed under the direction of Messrs. S. J. Knight 

and E. S. Rush, Mobility and Environmenta." Systems Laboratory, WES. 

Analysis of flexible pavement, landing mat, unsurfaced media, and high- 

strength soils was performed by Mr. D. N. Brown, Soils and Pavements Lab- 

oratory, WES. The sections on "Collection of Terrain Intelligence Data 

for Port Construction," through "Hydrographie Surveying" (pages 19-102) 

were prepared by Mr. W. K. Dornbusch, also of the Soils and Pavements 

Laboratory. The section on "Consideration of Waves in Selecting Sites" 

was prepared by Dr. R. W. Whalin of the Hydraulics Laboratory, WES. 

The caioulation and preliminary design work for the prefabricated rein- 

forced concrete pier module was performed by Mr. F, B. Cox of the Con- 

crete Laboratory, WES. 

The study and coordination of the project were performed by 

CPT A. A. Clark and SPU R. J. Lacavich of the Hydraulics Laboratory, 

WES, under the general supervision of Mr. M. B. Boyd, Chief of the Mathe- 

matical Hydraulics Division, and Mr. H. B. Simmons, Chief of the Hydrau- 

lics Laboratory. Portions of this report not mentioned above were writ- 

ten by CPT Clark and S?h  Lacavich. 

Director of WES during the conduct of the study and preparation 

of this report was COL Ernest D. Peixotto, CE. Technical Director was 

Mr. F. R. Brown. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

British units of measurement used in this report ^an be converted to 

metric units as follows: 

Multiply 

inches 

feet 

square feet 

miles (ll. S. statute) 

miles (U. S. nautical) 

square inches 

acres 

cubic inches 

cubic yards 

pounds  (mass) 

kips  (mass) 

kips  (force) 

short tons  (2000 lb) 

]ong tons   (221+0 lb) 

pounds  (force)  per 
square inch 

pounds  (mass)  per 
square  foot 

pounds   ( force)   tser 
square  foot 

pounds  (mass) per 
cubic  inch 

kips per  foot 

J2_ 
2.5J» 

0.30W 

0.092903 

1.6093M 

I.852 

6.U516 

MU6.856 

16.3871 

0.761»555 

0.1+5359237 

1453.59237 

1+. 1+1) 8222 

0.907185 

1,016.05 

0.689^757 

1+. 8821+3 

1+7.88026 

27,679.91 

ll+.59?90 

To Obtain 

centimeters 

meters 

square meters 

kilometers 

kilometers 

square centimeters 

square meters 

cubic centimeters 

cubic meters 

kilograms 

kilograms 

kilonewtons 

metric tons 

kilograms 

nevrtons per square 
centimeter 

kilograms per square 
meter 

newtons per square 
meter 

kilograms per cubic 
meter 

kilonewtons per meter 
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Multiply  

kips (force) per 
square inch 

foot-pounds 

ft-kips 

feet per second 

miles per hour 

knots (international) 

 By 

6,891». 757 

0.138255 

138.255 

o.sone 
1.6093W 

0.51M 

_To Obtain 

kilonewtons per 
square meter 

meter-kilograms 

meter-k ilograms 

meters per second 

kilometers per hour 

meters per second 
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SUMMARY 

Recent develo{Hnents in siarine shipping will have a profound effect 
on military port construction. The use of large container vessels and 
super tankers already requires that connnercial marine terminals be ex- 
tensively modified in order to operate efficiently. The Anay must de- 
velop the capability to construct facilities that are compatible with 
these new developments. 

This report furnishes basic reference information for use in se- 
lecting sites for military ports and port facilities, fulfilling the re- 
quirements of container facilities, and solving engineering problems 
that nerf developments in shipping will place on the military engineer. 
It involves only present state-of-the-art techniques and equipment that 
permit the off-loading of all types of commercial and military cargo 
vessels at the earliest practical time after a site has been tactically 
secured. 

The report describes the effects of new shipping developments and 
the modifications that they will require in base development plans.  A 
number of suggestions, are introduced that will help in the planning of 
a port. 

A comprehensive section is included on the collection of terrain 
Intelligence data that will aid in proper planning of a port site. The 
intelligence data cover topographical, hydrographical, and cultural as- 
pects of the proposed port location and sources and techniques to 
acquire the data that are necessary for sound engineering decisions. 

Design considerations for structures are discussed with emphasis 
placed on container facilities. One of the critical design factors is 
the type of equipment that will be using the facility. Individual 
pieces of equipment will have to be checked to ensure that they do not 
impose greater leads than those for which the structure was designed. 

An evaluation was performed of the Army's existing DeLong barges 
to determine if they could be efficiently utilized as container facili- 
ties, end, if so, to determine the engineering problems that would 
develop. 

Trie design considerations and problems involved in the selection 
of fenders aro" also discussed herein.  Steps in designing a fender sys- 
tem arQ i7'lust rated using a DeLong barge as an example.  Fendering sys- 
tems for a DeLong pier are discussed and illustrated. 
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In the section on surfacing and transient storage areas,  flexible 
paveüäent curves, MoAi landing aat requirements, and vehicle cone indexes 
for sample container handling equipraent operating on unsurfaced soils 
are developed.    "Hie criteria for operation of aircraft on unsurfaced 
areas were used for isediunt- and high-strength soils, and the criteria 
for the design of military roads and airfields were employed in the 
analysis of M8A1 landing mat mid flexible pavements.    Surface area re- 
quirements for container facilities are discussed, and several layouts 
for different pieces of equipment are illustrated. 

The capabilities and uses of different types of dredges and new 
developments in transportability to the theater of operations are 
discussed. 

Cranes, pile driving equipment, and construction barges are dis- ■' 
cussed regarding their use in constructing port facilities in the short- 
est possible time. 

Results of the study indicate that recent developments in marine 
shipping will significantly change the requirements  for port facilities 
within the theater of operations. 
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PORT COHSTRUCTION IN THE THEATER OF OFERATIQNS 

PART I:  INTRODUCTIOH 

Purpose and Scope 

1. The purpose of this project was to prepare a technical report 

that would furnish basic infomaticn, guidelines, and reference material 

for use in selecting sites in a theater of operations (TO) for military- 

ports and port facilities, the types of facilities required, and appro- 

priate construction techniques. Primary emphasis was to be directed 

toward outlining procedures and techniques that would permit the off- 

loading of all types of commercial  id military cargo vessels at the 

earliest practical time after a site had been tactically secured. 

2. The scope of the research was to be limited to the immediate 

time frame, and only present state-of-the-art techniques, equipment, and 

materials were to be considered. The  capabilities of existing Army con- 

struction units were not to have a governing influence. Ports in Viet- 

nam were constructed almost entirely by civilian contractors whose 

capabilities far exceeded those of military engineer units primarily 

because of their experience and the equipment that was available to 

them. 

3. The definition of "port," as interpreted for this project, is 

a sheltered harbor area immediatclj ..djacent to the land/water interface 

in which marine terminal transportat: on units and the petroleuin wharf 

platoon normally operate.  Facilities normally associated with depot 

operations were not considered. 

Reports on Pant Port Construction 

'■>.     A  study was made of previous military port construction opera- 

tions.  These operations are summarized in the following paragraphs. 

European Theater, 19^2-19^ 

5.  Tiie final report of the Chief Engineer, European Theater of 



Operations (ETC), revieved the American port rehabilitation operations 

in France. Preliminary planning began with the collection of all avail- 

able information for each of the ports to be studied. This information 

permitted the Section Engineers to develop detailed plans that proved to 

be quite accurate in most cases. 

6. The Chief Engineer concluded that experience in the ETO showed 

that it is impossible to place too much emphasis on the value of modern, 

large-capacity construction equipment. He praised the hO-ton*  crawler 

crane as the most valuable individual piece of equipment but noted that 

there was a shortage of 60-ton trailers on which to transport then. 

Adequate dredging equipment was not available in sufficient quantities. 

Of the four hopper dredges available, only the shallow-draft "Hoffman" 

could be gainfully employed. A dipper or bucket dredge With a capacity 

of approximately 8 cu yd would have been of great assistance in removing 

underwater debris alongside the quays had one been available. Port re- 

pair ships were primarily used for their machine shops. When such ships 

are used, they should be amply supplied with various sizes of stojk and 

plate. 

Southwest Pacific, 19^1-19^ 

T. A number .of comments on port construction techniques were in- 

cluded by the Chief Engineer, General Headquarters, Army Forces, Pacific, 

in his report of engineer operations in the Southwest Pacific. The pier 

facilities developed in the South Pacific Theater were later adopted 

into the present Army's facility component system. 

8. Although no specific deficiencies were noted in the area of 

port construction, descriptions of indi'idaal operations indicated that 

seldom were pile-supported wharves constructed in less than 60 days 

after an operation began; usually construction of such wharves took much 

longer.  Floating piers constructed of Navy pontoons were usually assem- 

bled in a matter of days from causeway sections and [3 by 12 barges. 

These units apparently performed adequately when located in protected 

* A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to 
metric units is presented on page xv. 



areas. The lack of adequate port facilities in both Australia and New 

Guinea aggravated tiie shortage of available shipping, the high deadline 

rate of landing craft, and the shortage of repair parts for engineer 

equipment. Port construction companies did not participate until the 

capture of Manila. Prior to this, the task of building marine terminal 

facilities was assigned to whatever construction unit happened to be in 

the area. These units apparently had little or no experience in pile 

driving or overwater/construction. Some problems were experienced with 

attempting to drive timber piles into hard coral, damage caused by 

marine borers, piles of insufficient length, and with the use of cranes 

that were too small for heavy cOnstructior tasks. Most of the problems 

could be attributed to inadequate staff planning. Priority for planning 

was directed toward airfields and future amphibious and combat support 

operations'. 

Vietnam 
2 

9. A report by the Joint Logistics Review Board ''JLRB) docu- 

ments the logistic support to U. S. combat forces in Vietnam during the 

period 1965-1970.  This report provided the primary guidance to current 

research and development programs within the Department of the Army con- 

cerning base developments and transportation within the theater of 

operations. 

10. Many recommendations were made in all areas of combat service. 

support.  The ones that have the greatest bearing on port construction 

in the theater of operations were: 

£. The use of containers should be developed and exploited as. 
rapidly as possible. 

b_.  Rather than concentrating on specific details, such as in- 
dividual line item Identification and siting, contingency 
base development planning should emphasise the following: 

(1) Determination of gross requirements derived from 
typical site layouts. 

(2) Troop and contractor on-site construction effort 
requirements. 

(3) Funding 2*equirements for various force levels, loca- 
tions, types of operations, and climatic conditions. 



r 
{h) Key construction items with long lead tiraes with par- 

ticular attention to dredges, pile drivers, prefaßH- 
cated piers, and rock crushers. . 

c. The Military Sea Transport Service (MSTS), now Military 
Sealift Command (MSC), nucleus fleet should include a 
mixture of barge-carrying ships, medium-sized container 
ships, "handy-sized" tankers, and multipurpose ships. 

d. Personnel who possess specialized logistical skills of 
the type needed during a contingency operation should be 
identified (to the maximum extent practicable in the 
active forces—otherwise in the reserve forces). 

e. The planning and implementation of construction programs 
related to cbnticgency operations should incorporate the 
use of preengineered, prefabrieated, relocatable facili- 
ties as a means of improving construction responsiveness 
and reducing the construction effort. 

Effects of Hew Shipping Developments 

11. Recently a number of developments in ocean freight transpor- 

tation occurred that will have a significant effect on future military 

logistics operations. A number of studies have been made that evaluate 

the effectiveness of commercial operations that have been or could be 

incorporated into military logistic systems. 

12. One of the topics that is not receiving all the attention 

that it should is the effect that these new developments will have on 

military port construction. New container facilities at ports all over 

the world are being built because it is impractical to modify existing 

facilities to handle containerized cargo or to accept the high-speed 

discharge of roll-on/roll-off ships. This fact alone should be signifi- 

cant enough to focus attention on the inadequacy of existing contingency 

plans and standardized facility designs for use as container facilities. 

13. It is actually somewhat ironic that the military introduced 

the wide-scale use of roll-on/roll-off techniques, the use of large 

freight containers, and the use of lighter aboard ships (LASH), Civilian 

developments emanating from these concepts have outdistanced existing 

military capability for rapid employment of container ships. 
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I        Ctmtaioerizatioo 

I ll». Container!zation of cargo, as we know it today, has a number 

I        of advantages for military logistics operations. It allows ships to be 
i 
%, off-loaded seven to ten times faster than ships carrying break-bulk 

s 
|        cargo, thus reducing the required number of berthing facilities. Con- 

tainerization also allows the cargo to clear the port in a minimum time 

|        with a high degree of econoay ancl eliminates the need for large quanti- 

I        ties of covered storage. It also reduces pilferage and the need for 

| -       large security forces. 

I 15. On the other hand, there are a nunber of disadvantages to 

f        containerization. Because a large container ship will replace five 

break-bulk vessels, the loss of one ship will have five times the impact 

on the total system. One container berth is equal to seven to ten 

f        break-bulk berths, and its loss can have a staggering effect if reserve 

i facilities are not available. Each berth must be supplemented by large 

I        transient storage areas to achieve potential discharge rates, ind many 

I existing ports have only limited space available. Large capital invest- 

I ments and tremendous demands for good management are necessary for the 

: containerization syr^em ^o operate efficiently. 

I Large high-speed contai'.er ships 

S l6. Container ships have increased steadily in size since the 

; first ships were created by modifying existing break-bulk vessels. As 

f the traffic in containerized cargo has increased and terminals capable 

i of handling large volumes of containers have been constructed, the 

larger container ships have become more economically attractive. Ves- 

sels are now in operation and under construction that will carry more 

than two thousand 20-ft container equivalents. A number of the ships 

are more than 900 ft long and 100 ft wide, and draw more than 35 ft of 

water when fully loaded. Displacements run in excess of ^0,000 long 

tons. 

17- From a construction standpoint, the possible introduction of 

ships of this size into a military operation is of great importance. 

Berth facilities must be 1000 ft long or longer, and channel depths must 

be maintained in excess of 1*0 ft. Container cranes must be capable of 



lifting containers up to 110 ft from the face of the fenuer.    Fendering 

piers ärrd wharves in exposed locations will involve a major design and 

construction effort.    Transient storage areas will have to be large and 

carefully designed to permit the unimpeded flow of container handling 

equipment. 

Roll-on/roll-off ships 

18. Ihe major advantage of roll-on/roll-off ships over lift-on/ 

lift-off ships is their fast turnaround time in port.    This advantage 

may offset the large loss of shipping cubage on relatively short hauls 

when the time spent in port is a significant portion of the total  cycle. 

Roll-on/roll-off ships also permit a reduction in the number of terminal 

facilities because more ships can use an individual facility, and the 

cax'go can be cleared from the port very rapidly.    In addition to these 

vessels, there is an increasing nuniher of ships such as those operated 

by  the Atlantic Container Line which combine container li.ft-on/lift-off 

systems with roll-on/roll-off systems.    These vessels offer the advan- 

tages of either system,  depending on the needs of a particular customer. 

Construction considerations  for roll-on/roll-off ships vary considerably 

depending on the size of the ships using the facility,  the locations  of 

their doors and ramps,  and the tidal range of the port.    Navy LST's have 

their rätaps through or over the bow, while most commercial vessels have 

either stern ramps,  side  doors,  or both.    There appears to be no spe- 

cific  facility design that is compatible with all types of ships. 

Container handling equipment 

19. At the present,  standard commercial containers may weigh up 

to  30 long tons   (67,200 lb).    Equipment  capable of lifting and moving 

loads of this magnitude is commercially available.    Little work has 

been done,  however, on the effect that container handling equipment has 

on flexible  and rigid pavements,  and virtually no work has been done on 

the effect of container handling equipment on expedient surfaces  and 

unsurfaced soils.    The problem of designing pavements  and marine struc- 

tures  to carry these loads  is addrersed in this report. 

Shipboard and pier-mounted cranes 

20. Most existing dock cranes were not capable of lifting large 



freight containers when they were first introduced. Therefore, the 

early container ships were made self-sustaining by equipping them with 

their own deck-mounted gantry cranes. As the container trade routes 

developed and new Container shipping facilities were constructed, the 

new facilities were equipped with pier-mounted gantry cranes designed 

for concainer operations. 

21. With these pier-mounted cranes, it was possible to service a 

number of ships rather than just the one on which the deck crane was 

mounted. Pier-mounted cranes are also advantageous in that they do not 

burden the ship /ith nonrevenue producing cargo. Also, pier-mounted 

cranes ean be ganged at one berth so as many as four cranes can service 

a ship when the other berths along the wharf are not occupied. 

22. From a construction standpoint, these new cranes presented 

some interesting design problems. For one, the larger cranes weigh 

500 tons or more, with design wheel loads of 100,000 lb on U-  to 5-fl 

centers.  Piers had to be built that were capable of supporting these 

cranes as well as uniform live deck loads of 1000 Ib/sq ft. The Army's 

DeLong barge was designed for break-bulk cargo of 600 Ib/sq ft. Another 

problem involved with pier-mounted gantry cranes is that they take from 

two to .five months to erect and prepare for operation. This is hardly 

compatible with the time constraints of most military logistics 

operations. 

Heavy-lift helicopters 

23. A number of studies and tests have been made to determine the 

helicopter's ability to discharge container ships at sea. For the most 

part, these studies have shown that the costs are excessive and that 

some means must be available for removing hatch covers and preventing 

containers stored below deck from jamming in their cell guides during 

pickup. The heavy-lift helicopter also requires major construction ef- 

fort ashore in the form of dust palliation and surfacing mediums. 

Barge ships 

2h.    One of the latest    lopments in marine shipping has been 

the use of barges as contain-    There are presently two different sys-- 

terns in use; the LASH ffig. J.) and the Heabee (fig. 2). The LASH ships 
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(Courtesy of Ush Systems. Inc.. New Orleans, U.I 

Pig.  1.     LASH bargs ship 

Flo-.   ? 

(Courtesy of Ceiural Dynamics, Quincy. Muss.} 

Seabee barge  ship 
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carry a mixed cargo of !tl5-short-ton-capacity barges and standard con- 

tainers.    A 500-ton-capac.ity gantry crane lifts and lowers the barges 

into vertical cells and transports  them to and from the stern.    The 

Seabee barge ship carries thirty-eight 850-ton-capacity barges that are 

lifted from the water by a 2000-ton-capacity marine elevator.    The 

barges are stored on three noncellular decks and are moved by a tran.- • 

porter mounted on rol •  •:     fig.  3). 

(Courtesy of General Dynamics, Quincy, Mass.) 

Fig.   3.     Lower  ieck of oeabee barge ship 

25.    Both of these ships will have a significant influence on con- 

struction because they are  self-sustaining and they can transport ex- 

tremely large prefabricated engineer modules.    The Seabee is able to 

transport barges up to 100  ft long and TO  ft wide on its top deck.     If 

shortened,  the DeLong "B" barge  can be shipped to overseas locations 

three and one-half times  faster than by tne present method of towing. 

The ship can also transport construction barges,  dredges,  tugs,  landing 



craft, petroleum tanks, floating cranes, standard containers, helicop- 

ters, and «heeled and tracked vehicles (fig. h).    Because of its non- 

cellular horizontal hold, the Seabee can also be easily transformed into 

a tanker, troop carrier, or hospital ship by inserting,tanks or cbapart- 

mented modules. 

Fig. h.    Artist's concept of Seabee loaded with engineering equipment 

26. The standard LASH and Seabee barges are ideal for military 

operations because their shallow drafts and narrow beams allow them to 

be towed into restricted waters and unloaded by cranes currently in the 

inventory. This greatly reduces the dependency on dredging, wreckage 

clearance, and the construction of piers, wharves, tank farms, power 

generating facilities, machine shops, and repair pa.ts facilities in the 

early stages of port development. 

27. Because there will be only three of the Seabee ships in oper- 

ation by mid 1973, competition for their use will be great. During the 

study, an inquiry was made in an effort to determine just what the 
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probable uses of these ships would be during the deplpynent of troops to 

an overseas area. Because the Department of Defense's containerization 

program has .Just begun, no fira doctrine has yet been established 

concerning the role that, barge ships will have in a major logistics 

operation. 

Large tankers 

28. In 1955, 92.8 percent of the world tanker fleet tonnage was 

hauled in ships of 30,000 dwt capacity or less, and ships over 

50,000 äsrt capacity w^re Just being Introduced. By 1970, only 21.9 per- 

cent of the total tonnage was hauled in ships of 30,000 dwt capacity or 

less, and 52.5 percent was hauled in tankers of over 50,000 dwt capacity. 

These facts are important because tankers over 50,000 dwt Capacity nor- 

mally draw 50 ft of water or more when fully loaded.^ 

29. The use of large tankers will require construction of facili- 

ties with adequate water depths, high-capacity discharge systems, large 

tank farms, and effective provisions for controlling spillage. These 

facilities must be capable of being constructed under much more severe 

time restraints than is normally required for the construction of civil- 

ian facilities. 

11 



PA% II: PLAimiHG A MILITARY FORT 

Initial Planning 

30. Tbe initial planning of a military port is normally the func- 

tion of the base development planning board. This board is responsible 

to the theater comnander for projecting the facilities needed to provide 

adequate cosfcat service support to tactical units. Because ports can be 

expected to hangle 95 percent of the total resupply tonnage required for 

major operations* they logically should receive a significant portion of 

the planning effort. 

31. Tbe preparation of the theater base development, plan is gov- 

erned by the guidelines set forth in references h  and 5« The base de- 

velopment plan is actually an element of the logistics annex to the 

theater operations plan. The construction planning described in the 

document is very general in nature due to the level at which the plan- 

ning is conducted, the flexibility required for leng-range plans, and 

the need to allow subordinate commands freedom of action. 

32. One of the primary objectives of base development or any 

other contingency plan is to identify major problem areas so that appro- 

priate action can be taken to ensure that any detrimental effects on 

operations can^be maintained within tolerable limits. For instance, 

long-lead-time items must be identified to permit their prestockage or 

at least to "flag" them for early procurement should the operations plan 

be partially or wholly implemented. One limitation of the current sys- 

tem is that the items identified are only those currently listed in the 

Army Facilities Component System (AFCS), with the exception of self- 

elevating barges. 

33« Many items employed ir the construction of marine terminal 

facilities are either not listed Ln the AFCS as independent facilities 

or, when included, require specific knowledge of the site. For example, 

mooring buoys, anchors, and chains are included only as components of 

the submarine pipeline facility. These unidirectional mooring arrange- 

ments are not suitable for single-point mooring of ships and barges. 

12 
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I The  free-swinging^Tiser-type, and telephone-type moorings would hor- 

| «ally be emplcayed and are included in the Navy Advanced Base Component 

i - System. Because they are rot included in the AFCS, however, it is 

| doubtful that they would normally be included in most Army contingency 

I plans. The amount and type of fendering to be installed at piers pri- 

|      v marily depends on the size of the ships being berthed and the degree of 
i 
I        exposure of the site. All fendering presently included is designed for 
* —. i 
f.      - i . 

extremely light loading conditions that would be adequate only in shel- 

f        tered harbors. The situation may arise in which materials requisitioned 

| for the constructi^» of facilities Included in the AFCS are found to be 

f  v     cospletely incompatible with those that are actually needed. For in- 

stance, it may be found that even long timber piles are too short for 

foundation soils that are extremely weak. If materials must be used 

fron other planned projects» to complete a facility, the number of facil- 

ities to be constructed could be reduced. The port discharge rates may 

turn out to be only a fraction of those planned due to the reduced num- 

ber of facilities. The AFCS is currently being revised to include the 

design of marine facilities that can be adapted to a wide range of site 

condition and load requirements. 

Personnel 

3t, If large marine construction projects are to be conducted 

without major problems developing, personnel experienced in marine con- 

struction are an absolute necessity. A port engineer office staffed by 

experienced personnel should be established at each major site and 

should have staff responsibility for all design, construction, and main- 

tenance activities. It would function in the same general manner as a 

civilian nort engineer office within a port authority. 

35. Fig. 5 is a flow chart constructed to show the sequence of 

tasks that a port engineer office might perform during the various 

phases of planning, construction, and maintenance of port facilities. 
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Terrain Model 

36. A tool that would greatly assist in the planning of a port 

facility would he a terrain model. Once a particular area has heen des- 

ignated for a port, a physical modsl can he constructed for use in de- 

ciding where the individual facilities should be placed. Since the 

I        approval authority for base development lies within a number of head- 

quarters staffed hy personnel from different branches and backgrounds, 

the model serves.as "a monitor of the status of planning and construction, 

37. For instance, the different branches with vested interests 

and responsibilities in port planning are: 

Branch Interests and Responsibilities 

Engineers       Terrain intelligence, real estate alloca- 
tion, construction, and maintenance 

Transportation   Port operations 

Quartermaster    Petroleum, oil, and lubricant (POL) storage 

Military police  Security and traffic control 

Air defense     Air defense 
artillery 

U. S. Navy      Port debris clearance, offshore coastal 
defense, and inshore riverine warfare 

38. The port engineer office appears to be the most logical 

choice for preparation of the model. To determine the actual value a 

model would have In planning a military port, it was decided to con- 

struct a model of Cam Rahn Bay  in the Republic of Vietnam. 

39. The model (fig. 6) was constructed in about three 8-hr days 

and was approximately 63 in. square and v^ighed about 50 lb. With the 

experience gained from constructing this model, it was considered that 

the two trained draftsmen could construct subsequent models in approxi- 

mately half the time it took to construct the first. 

^0. The model was constructed of l/2-in. layers of urethane. A 

l:25,000-scale topographic map was enlarged to a scale of 1:6,250. By 

using the contour lines of the map as a guide, successive layers of 

urethane were cut. These layers of urethane were glued together on a 
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Fig, 6. Terrain model of Cam Rahn Bay, Vietnam 

base of 1/2-in. plyvood. Ihe model was then painted with blue repre- 

senting the area covered by water and tan for land areas. The material 

used for construction of this nndel was light and easily handled. New 

and pertinent information can be added when acquired. The model also 

acts as a check to determine if all the data needed for construction 

purposes have been acquired, 

^1. As soon as the model has been laid out and approved, a 

photograph can be taken to serve as the port development plan. Several 

such plans can be analyzed in a staff study format to give the approval 

authority a choice of several workable solutions. 

k2.    The physical model provides a tangible record of the progress 

of the planning process from the collection of terrain intelligence in- 

formation to the final approval by the responsible authority.  It forces 

a continual evaluation of the factors influencing decisions on site lay- 

out so that only the most pertinent factors need be collected and 

16 
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I displayed» The model also provides a much needed "open-endingw of the 

£ planning process so that the personnel involved in the collection opera- 

% tion have a specific objective upon which they can orient. 

I lt3. In the Cam Rahn Bay model, only two basic schemes (fig. 7) 

I were tried because of a problem with ammunition facility safety dis- 

I tances listed in reference 6. If there is insufficient time for dredg- 
I, 
I ing, the ammunition facility must be located in the outer harbor, as 

shown in fig. 7a, or there must be-a reliance in lighterage. LASH and 

I Seabee systems will apparently make problems worse by flooding the port 

I with a large number'of loaded barges. If these barges are spread out 

I according to safety regulations, the entire inner harbor is contaminated 

'jr      , for other uses. 

t hk.    It dredging is possible, the ammunition facility may be moved 
I 
f into the inner harbor, but must be located well north of the airstrip. 

I ISe tanker discharge facility should then be moved to a safer location 

in the outer harbor. Alternate pipelines should be run to the dry cargo 

. | or ammunition piers and charged with water for fire fighting. These 

} same lines should be capable of handling POL in the event that something 

I happens to the main POL facility. Of course, this same philosophy can 
it 

I be applied to the ammunition facility. If possible, at least one break- 

I bulk facility should be separated from the rest to act as a backup to 

l the primary ammunition pier or wharf. This was not possible at Cam Rahn 

I Bay because of limited space (see fig. 7b). 

Book Set 

145' During this study, a great amount of publishecl material was 

reviewed to gxean information pertinent to the project. A list has been 

compiled of material that will give both planning and design personnel 

information on port planning and the design of port facilities. This 

book list comprises civilian texts, handbooks, U. S. Navy Design Manuals, 

U. S. Army Field Manuals and Technical Manuals, and U. S. Army Engineer- 

ing Pamph.-ets. 

^6. The most comprehensive texts are, Design and Construction of 
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a.  Scheme I 

b.  Scheme II 

Fig. 7.  Schemes I and II of Cam Rahn Bay model 
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Ports and Marine Structttres. and Waterfront Operational Facilities. 

A ccanplete listing of the book set is presented as Appendix A. 

Collection of Terrain Intelligence 
Data for Port Construction 

kj.    Port construction in the Theater of Operations (TO) must be 

responsive to both the current and immediate needs, strategic and tacti- 

cal, of Army forces. It must consider the receipt, storage, and dissem- 

ination of enormous volumes of supplies that are required in support of 

the military operations. In addition, the construction must be respon» 

sive to the requirements of supporting elements of the Navy and Air 

Force. Since the port and component fac .ities represent construction 

effort of major proportions anji since time is a vital factor, compre- 

hensive and visionary planning is of an essence. The planning must 

consider the mission of the port, its requirements, general geographic 

location, tentative methods of construction, and personnel, and material 

requirements. To allow required decisions as to type and method of con- 

struction and to provide sufficient guidance as to the optimum layout, 

adequate area intelligence must be available. This intelligence must 

cover all of the topographical, hydrographical, and cultural aspects of 

the proposed port location ^o allow accurate evaluations regarding 

adequacy for navigation, volumes of shipping traffic, construction tech- 

niques, storage, expansion requirements, transportation and coitununica- 

tion, security, and protection from'natural phenomena, e.g., wind, 

waves, and flooding. Construction of TO ports capable of supporbing 

massive military operations within limited time frames has long pre- 

sented a major problem. Too often inadequate intelligence during the 

planning phases has resulted in ineffectual overall operation. Poorly 

conceived layouts, unrealistic choices of structural types, and improper 

construction techniques are avoidable when planning proceeds within the 

envi.ronmental limitations of the port location. 

^8. The purpose of this portion of the report is to present pro- 

cedures and techniques for the collection of relevant environmental data 

that are needed for meaningful planning of a port facility. Both the 
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collection" of background and on-site data are discussed. The types of 

data required and the sources from which they may be acquired are iden- 

tified. Field data collection techniques that can be applied in the 

time period allotted for the site investigation, i.e., two weeks, are 

also described and evaluated. Surveying systems that are optimum from 

the standpoint of operationability, accuracy, and expediency are de- 

scribed and recommended. Hie  economic aspects of the recommended sys- 

tems were not a factor in the evaluation and ultimate selection. The 

techniques described herein are sufficiently flexible to permit local 

conditions §uch as time and environmental complexity to dictate opera- 

tional changes. 

U9.    "Biis report Is specifically purposed to describe site in- 

vestigation techniques within priority areas where the construction of 

pile-supported structures, namely DeLong and Ammi piers, is considered 

the most feasible. Although the survey vessel is adequately staffed and 

equipped to conduct hydrographio surveys over an entire harbor area, its 

activities have been restricted to the priority areas. Surveys of an 

entire harbor for navigational purposes are characteristically a func- 

tion of the Kavy. The hydrographlc surveying systems package was gener- 

ated for this study, and it is doubtful that the unique range of 

capabilities, in total, could be as effectively applied to other survey- 

ing requirements. Many facets of the hydrographlc survey are direct 

adaptations of standard procedures detailed in the included references. 

The development of the site investigation techniques has been purposely 

oriented toward a time limitation of two weeks. The techniques have 

been kept as flexible as possible and thus m6,y be expanded or abbrevi- 

ated to meet changing time requirements. The list of sources for ocean- 

ographic data is partial but representative. It must, be realized that 

hydrographlc surveying is a rapidly expanding field of technology and 

that innovations in both techniques and instrumentation may offer sub- 

stantial improvements upon the techniques described herein. 

Types of Background Data 

50. Background data include all physical and cultural and 
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clizaatic intelligence that may be available in the general area of pro- 

posed port construction. The data include a wide variety of types, and 

the availability of each type may vary widely from one geographic locale 

to another. Background intelligence data required to evaluate the suit- 

ability of an area for port construction are principally; (a) physical 

and cultural aspects of the shoreline and contiguous interior, 

(b) weather regimes, intensities and extremes, and (c) bathymetric 

and subbottom characteristics. Types of data from which this intelli- 

gence may be derived can be conveniently categorized as: (a) maps, 

(b) photography and Imagery, (c) documents and records, and (d) histori- 

cal data describing existing port facilities. These data may be ob- 

tained from sources both in the Continental United States (CONIIS) and 

in the TO. The types of data and the principal sources are discussed in 

the following paragraphs. 

Maps 

51. Topographic maps. Scales of these maps vary widely. Cover- 

ages of 1:50,000 and 1:250,000 are available for sizable portions of 

the world, although more extensively for highly developed areas. Slope, 

relief, and configurations of shoreline landscapes are obtainable di- 

rectly from the maps, with the degree of accuracy being a function of 

the scale and contour interval. Drainage patterns, land use, natural 

vegetation, and cultivation are also portrayed on these maps as are pop- 

ulation centers and transportation networks. Bathymetric contours and 

navigation hazards, e.g., raud, shoals, rock, coral, etc., are delineated, 

52. Soil maps. These maps are prepared for a variety of purposes, 

e.g., agricultural potential, land use, and construction. Soil surveys 

have been conducted for entire countries in some instances but more fre- 

quently cover only limited areas. The distribution of soils is portrayed 

on soil maps, and descriptions are normally in textural terms. Depths 

to parent rock may be included. Scales vary widely; e.g., 1:25,000 maps 

are available for portions of West Germany, while 1:1,000,000 maps 

represent the best coverage for certain poorly developed countries. 

World soil maps, excluding the United States, have been prepared by the 

United States Soil Conservation Service (USCS) with descriptions in 
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United States Department of Agriculture terms. The distribution of 

soils portrayed on these maps is usually determined by landform and 

physiographic association and is of questionable accuracy. Detailed 

soils maps prepared in support of agricultural and engineering studies 

provide comparative ^»adl, but their occurrence is sporadic and unpre- 

dictable. In many cases, descriptive agricultural terms used in soil 

surveys are translatable into the engineering terms (USCS) required for 

this study (fig. 8). 

53. Geologic maps. Geologic maps depict a number of geologic or 

geologic-related conditions such as the surface and substrate distribu- 

tion of formations, structure, and the distribution of landforms. Such 

maps often provide information regarding the configurations and dimen- 

sions of shoreline landforms, engineering characteristics of overburden 

materials, the nature of surficial soils, and classification and distri- 

bution of surface or near-surface rock and associated soils. In addi- 

tion, the maps usually symbolize drainage patterns, land uie, and vegeta- 

tive patterns. Geologic maps, when prepared in sufficient detail, can 

provide a general basis for the selection of construction sites as well 

as sources of suitable construction materials. 

5l». Pictomaps. Pictomaps are usually large-scale maps, viz. 

1:25,000, which have been prepared from controlled aerial photomosaics. 

Colors and symbols are used to denote vegetation and hydrologic and 

cultural patterns, which are superimposed upon the photographic image. 

Surface and bathymetric contours are included on the maps most fre- 

quently at 1-, 5-, and 10-m intervals. The pictomap probably represents 

the most suitable base for generation of a three-dimensional terrain 

model of a port area (see paragraph 36). 

55. Hydrographie charts. These charts depict hydrologic condi- 

tions along and immediately inland of the shorelines of the world. 

Depth soundings in feet are presented for both offshore and inland 

waters. Navigable waterways are indicated, and navigation hazards and 

man-made structures such as platforms, stakes and markers, and light- 

houses are located.  Tidal information is provided for selected stations 
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on the chart. Topographically higher areas on land are indicated by 

ligtter colored patterns». 

56. Cliaatic maps. Biese maps may  be compiled for individual 

ccuntries; however, they are most often compiled for the entire world 

and thus are usually small scale. Ihey portray the distribution of 

areas characterized by ranges of mean annual temperatures and precipita- 

tion and climatic types determined by combinations of temperature ranges, 

amount and frequency of precipitation, and natural vegetation. Other 

climatic maps give distribution of major ocean currents, mean sea sur- 

face temperatures, hurricane tracks, ajr masses, etc. 

Photography and remote imagery 

57. Photography and imagery of various types potentially repre- 

sent an important source of terrain and hydrographic information. Pho- 

tography may be of two types: ground and aerial. Ground photography 

in remote areas is limited and often unavailable. When available, it is 

sporadic in coverage and most often ineffectual in its application to 

site descriptions. Cne of the most consistently useful ♦.ypes is photog- 

raphy used to document reconnaissance performed for military interests. 

Such reconnaissance usually evaluates existing facilities such as ports, 

bridges, airstrips, etc., and assesses terrain in terms of its potential 

for construction sites, cover and concealment, cross-country movement, 

sources of construction materials, etc. Aerial photography as discussed 

here includes both convent:'    rhotofraph., , black and white and color, 

in and near the visible portions of the electromagnetic spectrum and 

imagery from the near and far portions of the spectrum. Imagery 

systems currently being utilized for terrain evaluation purposes in- 

clude radar, infrared, microwave, ultraviolet, gamma-ray, etc. (fig. 9). 

All imagery data are recorded on magnetic tape to facilitate electronic 

manipulation, but most drla can readily be reduced to a conventional 

photographic format, although the resulting tones do not lend them- 

selves to classical photographic interpretation techniques. For in- 

stance, thermal infrared imagery taken at night reveals light tones for 

'.-jarmer marsh environments and d^.-k tones for cooler sand beaches. 
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which are exactly opposite the tones that would result fron conventional 

black and white photography. 

58. Photography and i&aL^ery coverages of areas being investigated 

as potential port sites provide several definite advantages over other 

data types as follows: 

a. Large-scale photography or photographic reproduction of 
Imagery provides details that are not presented on topo- 
graphic and other map coverages. For instance, even 
larjje-scale topographic maps 'with 5- and lO-m contour 
intervals may fail to identify surface features or con- 
ditions that are relevant to site investigation. 

b. Remote imageries can be obtained immediately after the 
occurrence of dramatic climatic or hydrologic events to 
permit assessment of damage or modification. Such events 
would include flooding, hurricanes, tidal surges, etc. 
Such information may often dictate the location for, 
type of, and technique for construction. 

£. Photography and imagery coverage permits current assess- 
ments to be made of man-made features such as transpor- 
tation networks, industrial complexes, urban development, 
and existing port facilities. 

ch Photography and imagery coverage permits periodic moni- 
toring of shoreline evolution and modification to deter- 
mine the influence of the physical and climatic elements 
on port location and construction. 

£. In the absence of map coverages, the photography sind 
imagery coverage would serve to provide topographical, 
geological, pedological, hydrographical, vegetational, 
and even cultural information required for site selection 
and investigation.  Identification of the required en- 
vironmental characteristics would necessitate interpreta- 
tion by personnel skilled in these various disciplines. 

59- Aerial photography and imagery at various scales are avail- 

able for areas throughout the world. These coverages are of various 

types, e.g., mapping, reconnaissance, tactical, surveying, etc., and may 

vary significantly in scale, format, sensor configurations, and reproduc- 

duction. The Defense Intelligence Agency in Washington, D.' C., is the 

official depository within the Department of Defense for all foreign 

film coverages. World coverages are plotted on 1:250,000 maps, each 

covering 1 deg latitude and 1 deg longitude. An overlay is provided for 

each separate coverage available with the 1-deg-square area.  Computer 
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tab runs are provided upon request, which is raade by providipg the co- 

ordinates of the area of interest. 

Documents and records 

60. Documents and records are valuable sources of various types 

of topographic, hydrographic, and historical information. These refer- 

ences are available from the COHÜS sources discussed in paragraphs Sh-Sk 

and from sources in the TO. Sane of the most camion of these types of 

references include-trade journals; geologic, geographic, soil, and 

oeeanographic bulletins; environmental handbooks; tourist guides and 

traveler accounts in periodicals and professional journals; pvublished 

tide tables and pilot handbooks; eoonofeic and transportation atlases; 

climatic records; and various indigenous governmental reports. Unpub- 

lished environmental, meteorological, and-scientific data are available 

at government offices and research centers both in COKUfi and in the TO. 

Reference materials are also available from engineering firms, private 

societies, and individuals with personal interests. 

61. Intelligence studies that deal with gross geographical arsas 

are prepared by various agencies of the Department of Defense such as 

the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), Central Intelligence Agency 

(CIA), and  Office of Naval Intelligence (no longer existent) and by 

foreign intelligence agencies such as the Naval Intelligence Division 

of the British Admiralty and indigenous intelligence organizations. If 

the potential port location is in sympathetic territories, information 

by these organizations is available. Some of the more useful of these 

are discussed briefly as follows. 

a. British Admiralty Naval Intelligence Division - 
geographical handbooks. The purpose of these handbooks 
is to provide the military with a concise, comprehensive 
account of +he physijal, climatic, and cultural aspects 
of selectee geographical regions. Topics included rele- 
vant to site description are geology and physical geog- 
raphy, descriptions of coasts, climate, vegetation, 
economic geography, and ports and towns.  Indexes on 
published volumes are available. 

b. Engineer Intelligence Files (EIF's). These reports cover 
a wide range of subjects of interest to those involved in 
port site description and construction.  Each report 
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deals with a specific topic and may have a unique format, 
unfortunately, there are no known indexes that list and 
describe available reports. These reports are on file at 
the Documents Library, DIA. 

c. National Intelligence Surveys (NIS's). Published under 
the auspices of the CIA, these surveys provide basic in- 
telligence Information for the countries of the world. 
"Biey also provide general terrain descriptions augmented 
by maps, charts, and tables. Subject areas included are 
soils, surface rock, landforras, vegetation, drainage, and 
suitability for various types of military construction. 

d. Lines of Cemmunication (LOG). These studies are usually 
accompanied by maps-that delineate the transportation 
network in specified areas. Highways, railroads, inland 
waterways, pipelines, airfields, ports, etc., are de- 
scribed and discussed in terms nfeaningful to military 
support operations. 

e. Terrain studies'. These reports are generally prepared 
for strategic planning purposes and describe gross ter- 
rain characteristics and major aspects of land, water, 
and air movement. 

f. Special reports on military geography. These are pre- 
pared principally for strategic planning and evaluate the 
major aspects of the environments in terms of cross- 
country movement, amphibious operations, and airborne 
operations. 

f^. Engineer reconnaissance reports. The purpose of these 
reports is to provide current infoxmation pertaining to 
the status of LOC's. Reconnaisance is also conducted for 
the purpose of locating construction sites, sources of 
construction materials, and water resource surveys. 

Historical port intelligence data 

62. Historical data concerning existing port facilities represent 

potentially the best source of information available in a TO. The types 

and orientations of piers, breakwaters, dock facilities, etc., are most 

often the result of comprehensive investigations or at worst trial-and- 

error type construction. The construction of these facilities is often 

well documented, with feasibility and investigative reports being avail- 

able at the old port headquarters, local governmental administrative 

offices, private engineering firms, or government archives. Types of 

information to be expected include soil borings, soil bearing and shear 
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tests, soil classification and analysis, pile friction tests, tidal sta- 

tion data, veather data, groundwater investigations, severity of flood- 

ing', locations and characteristics of construction materials, and bathy- 

netric surveys indicating the slope and configuration of the harbor 

bottom and the presence of obstacles such as rocks, reefs, and debris. 

Many potential TO port locations will be devoid of existing facilities, 

or, in other cases, the facilities may be in evidence but documentary 

data lacking. ... 

Sources of Background Data 

63. The  collection of background data is a function of the base 

development planning staff and is performed during the planning phase of 

the base development plan. This  information consists of (a) troop and 

equipment density, (b) standards of construction, (c) time phasing of 

troop/contractor construction forces, material, and development of fa- 

cilities, (d) expected duration of the operation, and (e) area site in- 

telligence. i>ata on the first four items are available within the the- 

ater command and are detailed as a part of the Operations Plan, while 

site intelligence data are available both from sources within the TO and 

from CONUS. The most prolific of these sources merit brief discussion 

in the following paragraphs. Discussions include the names of the 

sources and the types of data available. 

CONUS sources 

6k.    DIA, Washington. D. C. The DIA is the official DOD deposi- 

tory for foreign film coverage. All of their holdings are computerized 

and retrievable if map coordinates of the desired area are provided. 

Holdings are in photographic negative form and require reproduction. 

Suitable priorities normally ensure expedient processing.  The DIA main- 

tains an intelligence library consisting of books, serials, journals, 

documents, maps, and charts. Among the ...xtensive holdings In the tech- 

nical library are numerous intelligence reports that Include:  (a) NIS's, 

(b) EIF's, (c) terrain studies, (d) special reports on military geog- 

raphy, (e) LOC studies, and (f) engineer reconnaissance reports. 
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65. Library of Congress, Geography and Hap Division. Cameron 

Station, Alexandria, Virginia. No comprehensive catalog or the Divi- 

sion's holdings exists; however, extensive collections of large- and 

medium-scale topographic, geologic, and soils maps of many foreign 

cototries are available. Nautical and aeronautical charts are also 

collected. Selected groups of maps and atlases have been recorded in .; 

published bibliographies and are available on request. 

66' Amy Library, Office of the Chief o€ Engineers, Washington, , 

D. C. Numerous references document Corps activities in the fields of 

civil and military engineering, hydrology, hydraulics, geology, topo- 

graphic surveying, and soil mechanics throughout the world. 

67. U. S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories, Fort feelvoir, - 

Virginia. Holdings include books, periodicals, maps, catalogs, atlases, 

and bibliographies covering various parts of the world. Subject matter 

of these references includes climatology, engineering, geodesy, mapping, 

geography, geology, oceanography, and natural resources. 

68. Defense Mapping Agency, Washington, D. C. This agency serves 

as the central depository of topographic maps and related data for the 

DQD. Subjects include geography, geodesy, engineering, geology, and 

hydrology. The Defense Mapping Agency holdings are grossly divisible 

into three major categories as follows: 

ji. Stock items. Stock indexes cover all on-shelf topo- 
graphic maps. The indexes are published annually with 
periodic supplements. 

b. Ozalid indexes. These indexes include all old or out-of- 
print topographic, photo, and picto maps. Maps included 
in these indexes can be reproduced. 

c_.  IBM card index.  In addition to topographic maps, this 
index includes geologic, soils, vegetation, and land use 
maps filed by count-xes. A tab run, which consists of a 
complete printout of available items, can be obtained 
upon request. 

69. Coastal Engineering Research Center. U. S. Army Corps of 

Engineers, Washington, D. C. This Center collects, analyzes, and dis- 

seminates information on coastal engineering research and technology and 

also prepares bibliographies and state-of-the-art reports. The subject 
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matter includes vave action in coastal waters, shore processes, tides 

and surges, inlet dynamics, estuary dynamics, coastal vorks evaluation, 

functional design of coastal works, structural desi^pi of coastal works, 

coastal construction techniques, environmental data collection (coastal), 

and coastal harbors and channels. The Center maintains an extensive 

collection of photographs of foastal featuresv 

TO. Naval Facilities '.«gineering Command, Haval Civil Engineering 

Laboratory, Port Hueneme, California. The technical library contains 

numberous reports, books, monographs, and journals. The subject matter 

includes nuclear defense engineering, structural mechanics, construction 

materials, soil mechanics, pavements, water waves, waterfront struc- 

tures, amphibious equipmenti anchors and anchoring systems, ocean engi- 

neering. Water supply, and amphibious equipment. 

71. Office of Professional and Technical Information,, Naval 

Facilities Engineering Command« Arlington, Virginia. Areas of interest 

include planning and design of naval shore establishments, civil engi- 

neering, and construction of Navy yards, docks, airfields, and other 

naval facilities. 

72. Defense Documentation Center (DDC), Alexandria, Virginia. 

The DDC is the central depository of the DOD for all technical and 

scientific documents resulting from the research efforts of the Army, 

Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps and their contractors and grantees. 

Their collection covers all fields of science and technology including 

earth sciences, materials, structural engineering, military sciences, 

navigation and guidance, and ships and marine equipment. Bibliographic 

searches are available upon request by countries and by subject matter. 

Holdings are computerized for fast searching. A Technical Abstract 

Bulletin is prepared twice monthly containing bibliographic citations 

and abstracts of documents received. The Center operates a referral 

service that covers the activities within the DOD. 

73. CIA, Washington, D. C. The holdings of this agency and the 

library that it maintains are both extensive and diverse. However, no 

publications are issued that list these holdings, and access to informa- 

tion in the CIA's collection must be channelized through the appropriate 
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official offices. Nevertheless, the CIA collects a wealth of data on 

military and terrain intelligence throughout the world. Holdings in- 

clude documents, publications, maps, and photographic «.overages on nu- 

merous subjects. Requests funneled through official channels should 

identify the precise location of interest, type of subject matter, and 

the nature of interest. 

7k.    American Geographical Society, Mew York, N. Y. Holdings con- 

sist of books and periodicals covering all aspects of geography includ- 

ing physical geography. Also represented are holdings in such related 

fields as geology, climatology, etc. The Society's reference catalog is 

classified by region and subject, which from 1923 to 1961 has been pub- 

lished in book form. The Society also has a map department with hold- 

ings consisting of maps from U. S. Government agencies, foreign govern- 

ments, and commercial map publishers. Types of maps include general 

reference maps; topographic series; aeronautical and hydrographic 

charts; oceanographic maps of winds, currents, temperature, and salin- 

ity; communications; geological maps; soil surveys; and other special- 

purpose maps. The map catalog is arranged by geographic area and cross- 

referenced by author and publisher and by approximately 800 subject 

categories. A Society publication issued ten times yearly lists ad- 

ditions to the research catalog. 

75- Research Analysis Corporation, McLean, Virgina. This corpo- 

ration has an extensive collection of references including publications 

dealing with military operations and engineering. 

76. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachu- 

setts. Holdings cover all aspects of oceanography including instrumen- 

tation, marine meteorology, geology, and geophysics. The library dis- 

tributes a monthly accession bulletin. 

77. U« S. Naval Research Laboratory (MRL) Technical Library, 

Washington, D. C. This Library maintains a collection of technical ma- 

terial of Interest to NRL and to the Office of Naval Research (ONR). 

Holdings relate to a broad scope of physical sciences including ocean- 

ology and acoustics. The Library prepares and distributes several pub- 

lications periodically, among which is "Annual Holdings Lists of 
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Periodicals in the Naval Research Laboratory Library and the Office of 

If aval Research Libraiy." 

78. Haval Reconnaissance and Technical Support Center, Suitland. 

Maryland.    Holdings include volumes, periodicals, classified documents, 

charts, and maps.    Subject matter includes photographic interpretation, 

photography, photogranmetiy, terrain model making, and military 

intelligence. 

79. U. S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (MOAA), 

Scientific Information and Documentation Division (SIDD), Rockville, 

Maryland..   SIDD serves as the central point for all scientific and tech- 

nical information and documentation activities in NOAA.    Responsibili- 

ties include supervision, coordination. Information storage and re- 

trieval, documentation, and library functions.    SIDD facilitates the . 

transfer of Information both within NOAA and between NOAA and other 

governmental organizations, the scientific community, and other national 

and international Interests.    Subject coverage Includes oceanography, 

meteorology,  climatology, hydrology, hydrography, limnology, seismology, 

ocean surveyj-and sea condition forecasting.    SIDD publishes monthly 

publication announcements  and selective lists on request. 

80. U. S. National Oceanographic Data Center, Naval Oceanographlc 

Office, Washington, D> C.    This Center serves  as a national clearing- 

house for bathythermographic and oceanographlc station data.    While 

these data relate principally to the North Atlantic, increasing amounts 

of data from the Pacific and Indian Oceans  are being processed.    The 

Center also collects technical reports, scientific literature, and 

journals and exchanges information with other oceanographlc organiza- 

tions.    The Center will provide data in the form of listings, summaries, 

tabulations, and printouts  as required.    Requests should include type of 

data, specific geographic limits of the area involved, and other rele- 

vant information.    A newsletter is published eight times a year contain- 

ing information on the Center's programs and publications. 

81. U. S.fG-eological Survey (USGS), Washington, D. C. This is an 

extensive research library dealing with geology and geology-related sub- 

jects such as paleontology, mineralogy,  petrology, mineral resources, 
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water resources, surveying ar.d cartography, chemistry and physics, 

oceanography, soil science, zoology, natural history, remote sensing, 

and environmental science. The collection includes official publica- 

tions of all countries, societies, universities, etc. USG3 provides 

reference sources of information on published and otherwise available 

topographic and planimetric maps, geological and soils maps, aerial ph'>- 

tography, data on surveying and mapping, and aerial mosaics. USGS dis- 

tributes numerous publications indicating the availability of geologic 

and geology-related materials, both of the United States and foreign. 

The USGS maintains a publications exchange program with approximately 

500 foreign institutions. 

82. World Data Center A, Oceanography, Washington, D. C. This 

Center is collocated with and administered by the National Oceanographic 

Data Center. The Center conducts an international exchange of oceano- 

graphic data and publications in addition to collecting, cataloging, and 

archiving data. It acquires data for national programs, international 

cooperative expeditions, and other oceanographic programs. The subject 

coverage iucludes physical and chemical data of the following major 

types: serial station, bathytherraographic, current, bottom topographic, 

bottom composition, biological, meteorological, and sea surface. The 

international data base includes over 250,000 serial oceanographic sta- 

tion records and reports that have been machine processed and are in 

punched-card or tape form. Additional holdings include volumes of data 

on log sheets. The Center publishes catalogs containing data from 

special expeditions, accessioned publications, data available, and 

oceanographic data exchange. 

83. Naval Oceanographic Office, Washington, D. C. This office 

maintains files of Hydrographie charts for areas throughout the world 

exclusive of the United States. The office also prepares tide tables 

and other hydrographic data which, like the charts, are available upon 

request. Lists and publications include sailing directionfi, lists of 

lights, radio weather and navigational aids, current atlases, fleet 

guides, marine geographies, surface temperature charts, tide tables. 
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tidal current tables, general navigation charts, and coastal hydro- 

graphic charts. 

8h.    Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of gali- 

;ümia. La Jolla, California. Holdings include books, pamphlets, news- 

pape.-s, periodicsuls, and items in vertical files. Subject matter 

includes physics, geology, and oceanography. 

TO sources 

85. Without specifying a particular TO, it is impossible to com- 

pile a detailed listing of potential sources of background information. 

It is possible, however, to anticipate the general availability of cer- 

tain types of data and to categorize the probable sources. These are 

discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 

86. Governmental agencies. The governmental structure of each 

country of the world may differ markedly; however, the equivalent of 

certain major departmental offices should exist throughout the world. 

For instance, it is difficult to imagine any nation without the equiva- 

lent of Ministries of Agriculture, Transportation, Maritime, and Com- 

merce or tne equivalents of Departments of Mines, Weather and Climate, 

Drainage and Inland Waterways, Geology, Ports, etc. Several of these 

agencies that should hold data in their files relevant to port construc- 

tion are identified as follows: 

ji. Department of Transportation. This department could pro- 
vide information regarding the transportation network 
including road, rail, and inland waterways that could 
service the proposed port. Additional information would 
describe standards of construction, capacities, sources 
of construction materials, foundation investigations for 
bridges, locks, depots, terminals, etc. 

b_. Maritime Commlssion. This office should represent the 
source of most of the available oceanographic df.ta avail- 
able for the port area.  Information would include de- 
scriptions of existing facilities; navigational data; 
tidal characteristics; currents; documentation of storm 
intensity, frequency, and damage; and hydrographie 
charts, tables, etc. 

£_. Geological Survey. This department will probably have 
mapped the nature and occurrence of surface rocks and the 
general geological structure in the vicinity of the port. 
Some general assessment may be available as to the 
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suitability of local rocks for use as aggregate and their 
suitability for subsurface foundations. Copies of 
groundwater reports and well logs should be on file. 

d. Department of Surveys. "Riis department has the responsi- 
bility for all topographical surveying within the country. 
All available topographic, drainage, and special-purpose 
maps such as trafficability, engineering, intelligence, 
etc., should be obtainable from this office. The survey 
should have indexes of all aerial photography flown in 
the vicinity of the port area and should have the ca- 
pability of reproducing desired coverages. In addition, 
they should hold handbooks of local topographte-terms, 

** travel manuals, guides, and route books. ~"One of the most 
important holdings in the department files is topographic 
and geodetic control data. These may provide the neces- 
sary horizontal and vertical control required to tie in 
the topographic and hydrographic surveys conducted by the 
engineer teams. 

e. Depaitment of Agriculture. Any soils map of the vicinity 
of the port should be available at this agency. Since 
the soils will probably have been mapped for agricul- 
tural purposes, the map data will probably require con- 
version to engineering terms. 

_£. Department of Meteorology, This office should maintain 
records of long-period weather conditions for stations 
throughout the country. These should include measure- 
ments of rainfall, atmospheric pressure, air temperature, 
relative humidity, cloud cover, and wind. Weather sum- 
maries including normal conditions and departures from 
normal should be available. 

87. International organizations. A number of international de- 

velopmental organizations operating under the direction or auspices of 

the United States or the United Nations are active throughout the world. 

Some of the more prominent of these are listed below and discussed 

briefly: 

a. United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO)■ Located in Paris, France, this 
specialized agency of the United Nations sponsors scien- 
tific research as a means of promoting collaboration 
among the nations of the world.  Research is focused more 
on undeveloped nations and deals with such subjects as 
soils, hydrology, geography, etc. UNESCO consists of 125 
member nations. 
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b. United Nations Pood and Agrleultnräl Organization (FAQ). 
To raise levels of nutrition and staftdards of living by 
securing improvements in the efficiency of production of 
agricultural products, this organisation, with head- 
quarters in Rome, Italy, conducts and sponsors extensive 
research in soils and other related fields relevant to 
the production of crops. 

£. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFB). 
Offices in Asia» cities maintain filss and libraries with 
general information on the various aspects of the envi- 
ronment. Specific references may include hydrology, 
soils, minerals, and forests. 

d. United States Agency for Internatiopal, DeveloDiBent 
(USAID). USAID conducts United States oyerseas programs 
of economic and technical assistance to less developed 
countries. It also sponsors projects devoted to develop- 
ment of these nations through exploitation of natural re- 
sources and conducts inventories of undeveloped geo- 
graphic areas in terms of land use, soil types and distri- 
bution, vegetation, hydrology, etc. ÜSAID recommends pro- 

-i   grams that will promote s^gricultural and economic growth. 

e  United States Operationr. Mission (USOM). Among numerous 
interests in priiicipally underdeveloped countries of the 
world, USOM is Involved in the development of both 
groundtmter and surface water resources. They conduct or 
participate in groundwater investigations, damsite inves- 
tigations, irrigation projects, etc.  Useful well logs, 
soil borings, maps, and reports on investigations are on 
file in local offices. 

88. Universities. Local institutions always represent a poten- 

tial wealth of scientific data. In small countries, they may represent 

the only organizations involved in active research, iheir libraries 

should contain or reference all available scientific information. Vari- 

ous departments such as geology, geography, oceanography, engineering, 

agronomy, etc., may be actively involved in studies in port areas. Aca- 

demic contacts will identify othei potential sources of environmental 

data. 

89. Commercial organizatlcns. These consist principally of engi- 

neering and construction firms that have been actively involved in 

projects in port areas. If existing port facilities are evident, inves- 

tigation reports for foundation evaluations should be available. These 

should contain soil borings, groundwater and drainage information. 
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aggregate sources, dredging records, and soil test data connected with 

the construction of existing port facilities. Shipping firnr,, dredging 

contractors, commercial fishermen, bargelines, offshore construction 

firms, marine salvage cospanie.;, and marine surveying organizations 

represent additional sources of pertinent information. 

90. Individuals. These would consist of engineering and geologi- 

cal consultants aj)d independent researchers under contract or sponsored 

under the auspices of a national or international research contract who 

are actively engaged or have had experience in the area of interest, 

91. Port Authorities. These are the administrative bodies that 

have overall control of the planning and operation of port facilities. 

Some of their functions are development planning, traffic promotion, and 

to own and develop independent terminals, lease facilities, and operate 

harbor craft. Their engineering or construction sections will normally 

have construction drawings of the facilities under their control. 

General Site Selection 

92. The collection of background data discussed in the preceding 

paragraphs will provide the basis for the general location of a port and 

its facil-ties. The  seaport must, of course, be located in sheltered 

waters that may result either from natural indentations or recesses in 

the shoreline or from varying degrees of modification to achieve the de- 

sired setting.  Generally, three distinct situations may result:  (a) a 

natural setting along a shoreline such afe a bay, lagoon, estuary, etc., 

that would provide suitable protection; (b) a setting where natural bar- 

riers on the seaward side of port locations such as land arms, reefs, 

spits, tombolos, islands, etc., are inadequate for protective purposes 

but have been modified by engineering methods to increase protection 

capabilities; and (c) a setting where the port location has no natural 

protection by seaward barriers and where totally artificial protective 

measures such as the construction of breakwaters, .jetties, etc., are re- 

quired.  It should be pointed out that the construction of jetties, 

breakwaters, etc., is time-consuming and should be avoided in TO 
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port construction if alternative locations are available.    Even if re- 

quired, such structures are beyond the construction capabilities of 

engineer troop units and will act be discussed in this text.    Such re- 

q-aLreiaents, however, should represent one of the principal criteria in 

the evaluation of port site locations.    The port must additionally be 

adequate to handle the volume of shipping required to sustain the the- 

ater activity and to accosBoociate the vessels that will transport the re- 

quired cargo. 

93.    Although the general location of the port 'aay have been con- 

clusively established at this point as a result of careful  consideration 

of background inforraation, the precise location of the component facil- 

ities such as wharves, piers, quays, etc., must vesult frora comprehen- 

sive topographic and hydrographic surveys.    A number of factors roust be 

considered during the conduct of each of these surveys. 

ilydrographic surveys 

9^.    Ihese surveys must be conducted at the earliest possible time 

after the port area has been secured and conducted within a tine frame 

that is compatible with the assigned jompletion date for the port facil- 

ity.     The survey will,  include the collection,  reduction,  and analysis of 

hydrographic data and the effective presentation thereof to permit sub- 

sequent decisiuns.    Numerous hydrographic parameters must be considered 

during the „urvey. 

95. Depth of water.    Accurate bathymetric measurements must be 

obtained throughout the port area as well as in seaward approaches to 

the facilities.     Water depth is critical to the operation of ships  and 

craft  that will  utilize the facility.     Because the maximum draft for a 

cargo ship is expected to be kO  ft,  pier construction and location must 

be reasonant with suitable hydrographic conditions. 

96. Bottom character.     Detailed determinations must be made as 

to -ehe lithographic and micro-relief character of the bottom.    Foreign 

and random natural  objects such as boulders, oil drums, and ship wreck- 

•ige must be  delineated to  facilitate  removal or ensure  avoidance. 

97. Tidal   characteristics.    These are  controlling factors  in  the 

effective  operation of a port.     Tidal  parameters  requiring determination 
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are heights, range, interval, times, and behavior of tidal currents on a 

daily and seasonal basis and during periods of unusual vigor resulting 

from storm activity. Significant daily tidal ranges in certain parts of 

the world may exceed 20 ft. 

98. Discharge volumes and flov velocities of rivers. Discharge 

volumes and flow velocities at or in the vicinity of the port are  impor- 

tant considerations in the. regulation of vessel traffic, location and 

orientation of structures, sediment transport and deposition, and 

dredging. 

99. Extent, duration., and causes of flooding. Flooding at timeo 

during the year may affect inland portions of a port. Harbor routine 

may vary during flood season, and sediment introduced into the harbor 

areas may create navigation problems. Knowledge of the causes of flood- 

ing enables the adverse effects to be minimized. Examination of histor- 

ical data permits reasonably accurate forecasts. 

100. Tidal and river currents and velocities. Current directions 

and velocities are of continuing concern to navigation. These include 

longshore currents, wind currents, river currents, and permanent great 

currents. In some cases, several of these currents may be ia action 

concurrently, and the results must be considered. 

101. Shoreline data. The  land-water interface must be established 

for the various daily and seasonal stages of the tide. Extreme tidal 

stages occurring during severe storms must also be established. 

102. Location of landmarks as navigational aids. Location of 

landmarks can be greatly facilitated through the use of hydrographic and 

topographic maps and aerial photography. Field checks to ensure accept- 

able levels of visibility are required. 

103. Location of structures in water and along shore margins. 

These would include structures being currently utilized or abandoned. 

lOh.     Subbottom characteristics.  Subbottom information includes 

data on type of sediments, layering, bearing capacities, and 

consolidation. 

105. All of the parameters listed above are pertinent to the con- 

struction, operation, and maintenance of a port and support facilities, 
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but the iyrdrographic survey as detailed and subsequently discussed in 

this chapter will deal only with those that are relevant to the  con- 

struction of off-loading facilities and contiguous storage areas, e.g., 

DeLong and Anani piers and adjacent POL and ammunition storage areas. 

However, to ideally locate the desired structures, navigable routes for 

cargo vessels and topographically suited storage areas covering a much 

broader area must be determined through surveys. 

Topographic surveys 

106. übe term topographic is loosely used here to include all 

land-implemented surveys, conducted in support of the construction of 

off-loading, storage, and connection facilities. Parameters to be con- 

sidered as part of the topographic surveys are identified as follows. 

107. Topographic detail at site locations. Fine detail will be 

required to ensure optimum layout of facilities and the transportation 

network required to service them. Land-water interfaces at all possible 

tide levels should be checked with the hydrographic surveys, 

108. Pedologic parameters. A comprehensive investigation of the 

pedologic character of surficial materials is considered essential. The 

suitability of the soils to support various types of construction and 

suitability as construction materials must be determined.- Identifica- 

tion of soils can be greatly facilitated by use of aerial photographs. 

109- Drainage characteristics. Surface drainage patterns must be 

determined. Drainage can influence site selection, particularly if 

overflow from streams cannot be controlled and inundation of a site io 

possible. Streams may also provide convenient supplies of surface water 

for port use. 

110. Surface rock. An investigation of available sources of sur- 

face rock must be conducted to determine suitability of local supplies 

to construction requirements. 

ill.  Subsurface characteristics.  Investigation of subsurface 

soil conditions is required to determine parameters relevant to pile- 

type construction on shore locations. 

112. Vegetation types. A survey of natural vegetation in the 

vicinity of the port is required to determine (a) the construction 
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effort required to clea^ cne area required to accooonodate the port fa- 

cilities, and tb) the suitability of the timber for use in the construc- 

tion of certain facilities, e.g., vharves, piers, bridges, warehouses, 

etc. 

113. Cultural features. A survey is required at and in proximity 

to the port area including private, business, and government buildings, 

the transportaticrs network, utilities, recreation areas, and agricul- 

tural lands. 

llU. Ideally, the topographic Mid hydrographic surveys should be 

conducted simultaneously since the t^me available for the entire site 

investigation is limited, i.e., two weeks. A topographic survey team 

and a hydrographic survey team (or equivalent units) functioning under 

the control and supervision of the Port Engineer should have the respon- 

sibility for the collection of the field data. Coordination between 

these teams is imperative since certain phases of the investigations 

must be integrated. For instance, land-based surveys may indicate 

favorable locations for the construction of port facilities, tut these 

same locations may prove completely unacceptable because of adverse hy- 

drological considerations such as water depths, currents, exposure to 

wave attack, etc. 

115. The following paragraphs present in detail procedures to be 

applied by survey teams during the conduct of the site investigations. 

The scope of these discussions will be devoted entirely to the investi- 

gation of sites for the construction of off-loading and storage facili- 

ties, e.g., piers, quays, slips, navigation and graving locks, jetties, 

transit sheds, storage and repair facilities, cargo-handling facilities 

(railroads, railroad yards, highways, parking areas), and marine POL fa- 

cilities. So restricted, the report will not deal with the entire list- 

ing of hydrographic and topographic parameters identifir ^ during the 

previous discussions. Surveying techniques that adequately direct these 

investigations have been documented in previously published literature. 

Hydrologie parameters that will be addressed and for which techniques 

for the collection of field data will be described are:  (a) depth of 
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water, (b) t>ottoin character, (c) shoreline data, and (d) subbottom 

characteristics. 

116. As stated previously, the hydrographic investigation will be 

restricted to the construction site areas for the off-loading facilities 

and the approaches to the facilities from the harbor. Obviously, sur- 

veys of the entire port region are necessary to gain an appreciation of 

hydrographic conditions that will have favorable or adverse effects upon 

various activities normally associated with port operation. For in- 

stance, longshore drift and riverine deposition may result in seiiment 

buildup that requires periodic dredging or preventative maintenance. 

Port Requirements 

117. The initial step for the hydrographic survey team, closely 

coordinated by the Port Engineer, is to consider the marine environment 

in the vicinity of the proposed port location in terms of construction 

requirements of facilities on or immediately adjacent to the waterfront. 

Certain limiting criteria that must be considered in the location of 

waterfront facilities are: 

a^. 50-ft water depth (ralw) for vessels utilizing DeLong 
piers. 

b. 20-ft water depth for LST type vessels, barges, and 
lighters, which will be accommodated by a pier-type 
structure with shallow pile depth requirements. 

c. 50-ft water depth MLW within harbor of adequate area 
to permit vessels to maneuver. 

ci. Bottom soil conditions that are suitable as holding 
ground for anchors (soft soils or rock are unsuitable). 

e. Subbottom soil conditions (to 105 ft) suitable for the 
driving of piles for the erection of pier and wharf 
facilities. 

Surveying Equipment Requirements 

ll8.  Certain types of surveying equipment should be available to 
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the hydrographic survey teaic. This equipment should he selected on the 

consideration of the following criteria: 

a. Equipment will enable the survey team vr expediently 
acquire the necessary field data in th  squired time. 

b. Equipment will provide the required level of accuracy. 

£. Wie equipment should be compact and as portable as pos- 
sible and should be adaptable to various boat configu- 
rations that may be available for the survey, 

d. The  equipment should be relatively inexpensive, and the 
replacement parts should be available cm short notice or 
reparable by competent engineer technicians (modular, 
solid-state electronic components are relatively easy 
to troubleshoot, remove, and replace). 

e. Equipment must be sturdy in design to withstand unavoid- 
ably harsh treatment in the TO. 

f. The equipment should be simple in design and operation 
to enable efficient employment by survey personnel with- 
out electronic backgrounds and with a minimum of 
training. 

g. Equipment should provide direct data outputs or graph- 
ical records to avoid, if jxsssible, time-consuming and 
perhaps inconvenient computer processing. 

h^. The equipment must prove versatile in various types of 
shoreline environments, e.g., relatively straight shore- 
lines or estuarine locations. 

i^ The equipment must be operational under most weather 
conditions; surveying techniques requiring visual com- 
munication between ship and shore components would be 
seriously inhibited by fog, rain, etc. It must be con- 
sidered that drajnatically inclement weather would pro- 
hibit all surveying operations. 

119. The equipment required for the survey is extensive, and much 

of it, e.g., survey vessels, generators, compasses, radios, radar, etc., 

may be currently organic to engineer construction elements in a TO. The 

systems described herein are those that are necessary for conducting the 

surveys utilizing techniques that are discussed in this report. Much of 

this equipment has been developed only in recent years, and the full 

potential of its capabilities has not teen fully explored. Oceano- 

graphic survey ^uipment is currently enjoying a period of great pros- 

perity due largely to current interest in continental shelf, estuary. 
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arid oceanographic applications. Consequently, significant technological 

improvements are "being introduced. Competition in this field is keen, 

and innumerable systems are currently available on the market, each per- 

haps with more effective application toward a particular requirement. 

The discussions here have no promotional orientations but will be ex- 

pressed in terms of general operational techniques. 

Hydrographie Surveyinff Equipment 

120- The engineer element charged with the responsibility for the 

conduct of the survey is restricted to a period of approximately two 

weeks. Existing surveying techniques are incapable of providing the re- 

quired data within this time frame and are inherently inadequate for 

providing bathymetric and subbottom data in the detail required. The 

following paragraphs describe the general types of surveying systems 

that are  potentially applicable to the objectives of this study. Ra- 

tionale that was used in the ultimate selection of the system utilized 

in the development of the investigation techniques described in this 

report an  discussed later in the text. 

Bathymetric profiling systems 

121. These systems, commonly called fathometers, continuously 

record the distance from the water surface to the water bottom. Varia- 

tions in bottom configuration are measurable in tenths of feet. In prin- 

ciple, the system produces an acoustic signal from a transducer■in- 

stalled in the hull of the vessel or towed alongside. The signal 

travels to the bottom below the vessel and is reflected back toward the 

surface. The transducer radiates the sound, receives the reflected 

sound, and converts it to electrical energy. The acoustic energy round 

trip transit time can be converted into units of depth, which are 

graphically portrayed on a synchronized recorder (fig. 10). Fathom- 

eters of different types are utilized in different environmental condi- 

tions and may be classified in terms of their operating frequencies. 

Ea^-h typo is potentially best suited for certain applications. 
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Fig. 10. Continuous graphic recorder for bathymetric profiler 

122. Low-frequency fathometers. These types are the least 

inhibited by the transmitting media and thus are capable of achieving 

the deepest penetration. Unfortunately, the wavelengths utilized by 

these systems, 15 ^Hz or less, provide the poorest resolution. Low- 

frequency fathometers utilize relatively wide beam widths, which may 

preclude accurate definition of relevant bottom features.  Reflection 

from irregular bottom features or from confining slopes in restricted 

wüterways may create undesirable side echos that obscure bottom reflec- 

tions and make interpretation difficult. Water energy and ship noises 

also occur within this frequency range and create spurious signals on 

the records.  Because of minimum attenuation, fathometers of this fre- 

quency are most often utilij;ed in deep water, i.e., over 300 fathoms. 
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In soft bottom materials, signals at these frequencies often achieve 

shallow penetration, a circuiaoliaice that may inhibit accurate identifi- 

cation of the bottom, 

1?3.    Medium-frequency fathometers.    Ihese types are designed to 

operate in water depths of less than 300 fathoms, a range that includes 

the 10-fathom limiting operation depths of this study»    Ihe transducers 

required to generate the lU-r to 50-kHz frequencies utilized by these 

fathometers are small and may'lae mounted without difficulty on the boat 

hull or in a towed vehicle, or "fish."    These frequencies, unlike the 

low-frequency types, are not vulnerable to boat or background noises. 

Beams are relatively narrow within this range, providing good definition 

of the bottom and eliminating troubltsome side echoes.    There is greater 

attenuation of sound at these frequencies, but in the 10-fathom Operat- 

ing depths required by this study,  this is not a factor unless consider- 

able turbulence is evident. 

12U.    High-frequency fathometers.    These fathometers commonly have 

operating frequencies between 50 and 200 kHz.    Ihey are characterized by 

narrow beams  that provide the highest bottom resolution.    Attenuation of 

the acoustic signals is high at these frequencies; however, operation in 

shallow water poses no problem.    Bottom penetration is minimal, and re- 

sulting resolution is good.    Unfortunately, the high-frequency signals 

respond to numerous discontinuities evident in the water that iury be 

produced by turbulence, temperature gradients, density changes, sus- 

pended soil materials, or grasses and kelp beds. 

Acoustic subbottom profiling (ASP) systems 

125.    All ASP systems depend for their operation upon the genera- 

tion of controlled-frequency pulsed acoustic energy, which is introduced 

into the water beneath, behind, or alongside a moving vessel.    The sys- 

tems detect,  amplify,  and record signals  that are reflected back  from 

subbottom acoustic interfaces,  i.f .,  layers of contrasting acoustic 

impedance.    Each system consists of several basic components  (fig.  11) 

that may vary widely in their operational  capabilities.    The basic oper- 

ation technique of a typical subbottom profile system is also shown in 

fig.   11.    Table 1 lists some of the relevant operational  characteristics 
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of certain ASP systems currently in vise. Systems are most often grouped 

according to their operating frequencies and designated with appropriate 

names suggestive of their sound sources, such as "pingers," "boomers," 

"sparkers," "arcers," "gas guns," and "air guns" (fig. 12). Of these. 
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Fig. 12.  Sound sources used for sübbottom profiling systems 

the pingers, boomers, and sparkers are the  higher frequency systems and 

have higher resolution but shallower penetration.  In a given environ- 

ment, any one of the three may prove to be the superior system. The 

following paragraphs describe the basic components, operational charac- 

teristics, and inherent limitations of these three 5ysteras. 

126. Finger system. ■ Most pinger systems operate within frequency 

ranges of 2 to 16 kHz (see table l). The system is composed of five 

basic components: 

a.    A sound source, or transducer, which generates a rela- 
tively lew-frequency, regularly pulsed acoustic signal. 
Transducers are mounted singularly or in combinations of 
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b. 

c. 

two or four (fig. 13)» the configurations influencing 
the resolution and the directionability of the system (a 
four-transducer array transmits a narrower beam than a 
two-transducer array and achieves higher resolution). 
Transducers may be used for both transmitting and re- 
ceiving and may be mounted in an over-the-side array 
(fig. 13) or in a towed fish (fig. I*»). The fibtiV al- 
though restricted to areas with 10 ft. or more water 
depth, usually achieves better overall results and per- 
mits the vessel to travel at higher s^seds. The trans- 
ducers must be towed a minimum depth of 2 or 3 ft below 
the surface. 

A receiving component, or hydrophone, which detects the 
reflected signal. In most plngers, the transducers 
serve alternately as transmitters and hydrophones. 

A transceiver (fig. 15), which controls the operating 
frequency (in variable-frequency systems) and pulse 
lengths and amplifies the transmitted and reflected 
acoustic energy into the desired electrical signals. 

Fig. 13. Over-the- 
side mount for four- 
transducer array 
utilized with WES 

"pinger" system 

Fig. ih.    Towed fish containing the four transducers in the array shown 
in fig. 13. The fish permits the transducers to be towed at greater 
depths, thus eliminating certain background noises and enabling the 

vessel to move at greater speeds 
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TRANSDUCER TOWED   VtHiCLE 
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Fig. 15- Typical 'bathyinetric profiling system 

d. A graphic recorder (fig. 15), which portrays the elec- 
trical signals as continuous bottom and subbottom pro- 
files at controllable scales. 

£. A power supply consisting of a 3-kw (approximately) gen- 
erator to provide a continuous 110- to 120-v a-c current. 

127- Hoisting equipment must be installed on the vessel and 

^Lould consist of a winch and boom or A-frame capable of raising and 

lowering the fish-mounted transducers. Pinger systems provide excellent 

resolution of subbottom interfaces (1 to 2 ft) and, in optimum operating 

conditions, can penetrate to depths of 100 ft or more. Unfortunately, 

the relatively high-frequency signal may fail to penetrate some bottcm 

materials such as organics and certain sands. 

128. Boomer system. High-resolution boomer systems operate at 

frequencies ranging from approximately kOO  Hz to 8 or more kHz. Boomers 

are capable of penetrating to depths of 200 ft or more and achxeving 

resolution of approximately 2 to 3 ft, depending upon the energy level 

and operating frequency. With its greater power supply and lower 
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operating frequency, a booiaer can penetrate most botton conditions. 

Boomer systems consist of the following components: 

a- A single transmitting transducer, which is mounted on a 
catamaran and towed at a specified distance behind the 
vessel (fig. l5). 

b. A hydrophone streamer array (fig. 17), which receives 
the reflecte acoustic signal and trails the vessel on 
the side opposite the cataaaran. The  streamers may vary 

.-^•as?- :jr& 

5"-Ji- 

Fig. 16. Pooraer transducer mounted on catamaran 
trailing the survey boat 

, ■ff*£rv-S~~ 

Fig. 17. Hydrophone array trailing survey boat OP side 
opposite catamaran to avoid interference 
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in length from 10 to 100 ft and are composed of frot 5 
to 100 hydrophones that are usually piezoelectric ce- 
ramic devices. 

c_. A power supply, which serves as a high-vcltage source 
for charging the capacitor banks (fig. 18). 

d. A capacitor bank or capacitor banks for the storage of 
the required voltage to generate the high-powered 

POWER SUPPLY 

.   TRANSMITTING , 
TRANSDUCER 

Fig. 1.8. Recorder and power components of the high-resolution booner 
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electric«! pulse that aischarges into the transducer 
(fig. 18). 

e. .. xraphic recorder (fig. 18), which portrays the pro- 
cessed return signals as a continuous record. The re- 
corder times and triggers the outgoing acoustic pulses 
from the transducer. Hormally, a 5-lcw portable gener- 
ator will provide adequate power for the system. 

129. High-resolution sparker system. Sparker systems (fig. 19) 

axe  achieving growing recognition as a hydrographic surveying tool. Al- 

though normally a poor-resolution, deep-penetration system, recent mod- 

els operating at lower power and higher frequencies are obtaining good 

resolution (3 ft in some cases) and penetration of several hundred feet. 

They are less affected by adverse bottom conditions than either the 

pinger of boomer systems, although records in the upper horizons of the 

3übbottom may be of poor quality or washed out. The sparker is a com- 

paratively compact unit consisting of: (a) a towed spark array, which 

constitutes the sound source, (b) a towed hydrophone array somewhat sim- 

ilar to that of the boomer system, (c) a power supply, (d) capacitor 

banks, and (e) a graphic recorder. A 5-kw generator should provide ade- 

quate power for most high-resolution sparker systems. Sparker systems 

are characteristically more compact and less expensive than pinger and 

boomer systems. 

130. The basic components are quite often interchangeable on many 

ASP systems. The same graphic recorder may be utilized for all three of 

the prsvioubly discussed systems, although not always with equal effec- 

tiveness. The power supplies and capacitor banks are often interchange- 

able between boomer and sparker systems. Certain hydrophones are adapt- 

able to several systems. 

Electronic positioning equipment 

131. Bathymetric and subbottom data are meaningless unless they 

can be precisely located geodetically. Numerous positioning systems 

are presently available for hydrographic surveying that offer sub- 

stantial improvements over systems "^nd techniques currently being em- 

ployed by CE surveying teams in TO's. Typical of these are procedures 

requiring extensive surveying of lines perpendicular to the shorelines 
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and transit stations from which 

angular measurements can be 

taken as the vessel follows 

along the range line (fig. 20). 

Range lines are identified by a 

succession of flags from the 

shoreline inland often across 

landscapes and man-made struc- 

tures that may seriously inhibit 

line of sight. At best, the 

operation is slow and wholly de- 

pendent upon favorable weather 

conditions. In addition, nu- 

merous personnel are involved, 

both aboard ship and ashore, a 

circumstance that compounds the 

»«*•» 

Fig. 20. Simplified sketch of range- 
aziimith procedure of hydrographic 

survey in a harbor 

serious inadequacies already evident in the method. Electronic po- 

sitioning equipment offers a more expedient and accurate means of ac- 

quiring depth location data and requires fewer personnel. Positioning 

systems that are potentially applicable to the conduct of this study are 

classifiable into three basic typec: 

a. Range-ran^e. Distances to two surveyed shore stations 
are electronically measured from the moving survey 
vessel. 

b. Range-azimuth. An azimuth is measured from a known ref- 
erence (line A-B, fig. 20) and the distance determined 
from a surveyed control station (point B) to the moving 
vessel. 

£. Azimuth-azimuth. Two transits are used to track the 
moving vessels. 

_d. Doppler-sonar. A system that requires no shore sta- 
tions; the distances are determined in relation to known 
or arbitrarily selected reference points, and angles are 
computed in relation to the preselected courses. 

132. Range-range, range-azimuth, and azimuth-azimuth systems are 

widely used in hydrographic surveying throughout the world. All of these 

systems, however, are dependent for their accuracy upon surveyed shore 
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Station. With ihe exception of radio-frequency range-range types, all 

are line-of-sight systems i.e., limited by physical obstacles or the 

earth's curvature. This requires that stations be relocated as required 

hy the length, configuration, and elevation of the shoreline to ensure 

that operative ship-to-snore geometries are maintained (fig. 21). Over 

«ESPONDCK ; 

Fig. 21. Area of coverage provided by shore-located responders for 
a particular shoreline configuration 

a lengthy, irregular stretch of shoreline, numerous shore station setups 

would probably be required. Range-range systems provide instantaneous 

digital displays of the distance to the two shore stations that, when 

the exact baseline distance between the stations has been determined, 

enable precise location of the ship (fig. 22).    These distances can be 

manually recorded, recorded on magnetic tape, or visually displayed on 

an X-Y plotter. Desirable elements of such a system are a hydrographio 

or electric clock and a data formatter. The data formatter interrogates 

both the position system and the fathometer and interfaces with the 

clock. As a result, a continuous record of depth, position, and time is 

recorded on magnetic tape for later reduction to a visual plot or di- 

rectly onto an X-Y plotter where the exact position is known throughout 

the survey and timely adjustments can be made to course direction. 
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Fig. 22.    Typical raige-range 
ship-tO-Shcre geometry IComesy of Ctraenl ElecMc) 

Doppler-sonar systems are neither line-of-sight restricted nor dependent 

upon surveyed shore stations and have proven acceptably accurate (error 

of 1/1000), reliable, and relatively simple to operate. Certain commer- 

cially available types are equipped with solid-state circuitry that is 

removable and replaceable without calibration. The system (fig. 23) con- 

sists of a control unit that computes both on- and off-course velocities 

in knots (00.00) and on- and off-course distances in nautical miles 

(000.000), an interfacing gyro compass that provides instantaneous bear- 

ings, and a 300-kHz transducer that is normally mounted in the hull but 

can "be placed on an over-the-side mount. The system may interface with 

an X~Y plotter and a digital electronic clock. The principal advantage 

of the Doppler system is that no shore-based instnunentation is necessary 

for its operation. Starting from a known or arbitrarily selected point, 

continuous computations are made of on- and off-course velocities and 

distances in reference either to magnetic north or to an arbitrarily se- 

lected course. The system is compact, relatively simple to .vperate, all 

weather, and not dependent upon line-of-sight. This system cannot be 

used in rivers or bays where the currents are moving a significant amount 

of bedload material as this may introduce an unacceptable velocity error. 

Side-scan sonar system 

133. A valuable complement to the bathymetric and subbottom sur- 

verying systems in an expedient type survey as described in this report 
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(Courtesy of Edo Western Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah) 

Fig.  23.     Basic operational components of the Doppler sonar system 
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is a side-scan sonar system (fig. 2h).    The basic system consists of: 

(a) a transducer (100 + 10 kHz) mounted in a hydrodynamically designed 

towed fish, (b) a transceiver, and (c) a graphic recorder. The system 

(Courtesy of U. S. Army Mobility Equipment Research 
and Development Center, Fort Belvoir,  Va.) 

Fig. 2U,    Side-scan sonar transducer, pinger probe set, and hydrophone 

can be operated entirely on batteries or from the vessel's power system. 

Certain systems have the ability to scan both to port and starboard 

distances of 1000 to 2000 ft, portraying both records simultaneously on 

the graphic recorder. Resolution is achievable in centimeters. Used 

with the bathymetric profiler, the side-scan sonar system provides a 

means of gaining a complete and accurate picture of the harbor bottom. 

The system not only discriminates natural configurations of the bottom 

but detects foreign objects such as debris or mines that represent po- 

tential hazards to navigation and thus require removal. The system 

enables identification of bottom materials and structures that are cor- 

relative with subbottom records obtained by the ASP sy^tim, thus facili- 

tating interpretation. 

Bottom samplers 

13^.  It is necessary during the conduct of the bathymetric survey 
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to identify the materials that compose the bottom in areas of antici- 

pated construction or dredging where navigation is required. There are 

numerous sampling techniques that are currently employed dependent 

largely upon the requirements of the particular survey. There are three 

general methods for the collection of bottom samples: (a) coring, 

(b) dredging, and (c) grab sampling. Each has definite advantages de- 

pendent upon the type of investigation, nature of the bottom and shallow 

subbottom materials, water depth, and equipment required for the lower- 

ing and raising of the samplers. For the purposes of this investiga- 

tion, the clamshell or orange peel grab sampler (fig. 25) was selected 

largely because of its ability to operate from a moving vessel. These 

samplers are also relatively light, easy to operate (they can be raised 

and lowered manually), relatively simple mechanically, and require 

little or no maintenance. Bottom penetration using these systems, how- 

ever, is limited to 1 decimeter or less. 

Subbottom sampling and coring 

135. Interpretation of the subbottom profile records enables se- 

lection of potential sites for pile-supported construction and areas re- 

quiring dredging to meet navigation requirements. Subbottom sampling is 

required at these locations to depths required for classification of the 

materials to be removed by dredging or to support near-shore facilities. 

The sampling can be performed either by drilling or coring techniques, 

both requiring the use of heavy equipment and significant expenditure of 

time. Since the sampling will be located on land as well as water, the 

equipment must be versatile. Either skid- or truck-mounted rotary well 

drilling rigs (figs. 26 and 27) could be effectively utilized.  For 

water locations, a self-propelled and self-elevating spud barge would be 

required as a drilling platform. For coring operations, a wire-line 

core barrel can be lowered through the drill pipe to the bottom of the 

hole. One type of core barrel is equipped with a driving mechanism that 

enables it to penetrate several feet into the bottom of the hole. The 

core is then retrieved using a wire line and reel.  In the absence of a 

rotary drill rig in the TO, hammer drill systems could be applied that 

would provide comparable results. These drills utilize double-walled 
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(Courtesy of U. S. Naval Oceanographk Office) 

Fig. 25. Orange peel bucket sampler 
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(Department of the Army Technical Manual TM 5-297j 

Fig.  26.     Skid-mounted rotary drill in drilling position 
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(Department of the Army Technical 
Manual TM 5-297) 

Fig. 27. Rotary drill mounted on low-bed trailer 
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pipe that is driven by a pile haaiaer (figs. 28 and 29). The principal 

advantage of this system is that it can be easily adapted to conven- 

tional pile drivers utilized by the CE In the TO. Air or vater is 

forced through the annular space between the two pipes to transport the 

drilled materials to the surface where they can be analyzed for specific 

soil Bechanics parameters. The center of the drill pipe reraains clear, 

permitting use of test equipment such as penetrometers, 3helby tubes or 

split spoons, shear vanes, or static load testers. 

Hydrographie Surveying 

136. It is the purpose of this report to describe procedures that 

can be utilized in conducting a hydrographic survey that will provide 

the minimum information required to make the ultimate decision as to the 

location of pier facilities and to determine dredging requirements in TO 

ports. It is not within the scope of the study to detail procedures for 

hydrographic surveying. Conventional surveying techniques are well 

documented, ~  and continual reference throughout field operations, 

regardless of the nature, will always be a necessity. However, consid- 

eration is not given to situations for which expedient surveying is re- 

quired and less precise results are acceptable. In addition, standard 

surveying techniques are operative only during favorable weather condi- 

tions and are restricted to line-of-sight confli?urations. The tech- 

niques described herein are designed to be operative during weather 

conditions that would render normal procedures inactive, i.e., wind, sea 

state, fog, rain, etc. 

Selection of hydro- 
graphic surveying equipment 

137. Numerous types of equipment have been discussed that are 

considered applicable to the procedures described herein. The selection 

of the combination of systems which provide the basis for the techniques 

developed to accomplish the objectives of this study cannot be defended 

with the benefit of actual field experience. Study has been performed 

on the capabilities of each component, and field demonstrations of the 
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(Cmtruny of Becker DriUs, Inc.. Denver. Colo.) 

Fig. 29. Diagram of marine coring operation with barge- 
mounted hammer drill 
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performance of each have been observed. Based on these observations and 

recommendations of individuals active in the field of hydrographic sur- 

veying, the components of a survey package capable of providing the type 

of data required as the basis for site selection of port facilities were 

generated. 

138. In the selection of the surveying components, a number of 

factors were considered: 

a. Efficiency of operation, as assurance that acceptable 
levels of accuracy could be obtained. 

b. Simplicity of operation, because CE field personnel lack 
the electronic expertise to effectively operate some of 
the more complex systems. 

£. Simplicity of design, i.e. systems for which maintenance 
is minimal and little or no calibration is required. 

d. Cost of systems, which should not be the predominant 
criterion for selection, but, by necessity, must be con- 
sidered, especially in Instances in which competitive 
components with comparable capabilities cover a substan- 
tial price range. 

e^ Compactness of design, because even on a 1*0- to 5l'>-ft 
survey vessel, numerous systems operating simultan- 
eously and manned by required personnel can adversely 
affect the overall efficiency of the operation if con- 
sideration is not given to arrangement and dimension. 

j[. Compatibility of systems during periods of operation be- 
cause operating frequencies too similar in range can 
create noise levels that in some cases prohibit the re- 
ception of clear signals.  Configurations should also be 
compatible with boat geometry and the installation of 
the other systems. 

g,. Ability of the systems to operate during inclement 
weather and on a 2'4-hr-a-day basis. 

139' Based on these seven criteria, the following components were 

selected and are considered optimum for the conduct of the site investi- 

gation. A brief defense of each component based on its primary advan- 

tages is also given: 

a.    Survey vessel. Should be h0-30  ft long, have a draft 
of 5 ft or less, have a cabin, and be diesel-powered 
(fig. 30). The vessel should be equipped with a 110- 
and 220-v, a-c power system as well as adequate d-c 
power systems, e.g., 12 and 32 v. These systems are 
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required to furnish power for the operation of the posi- 
tioning equipment, the fathometer, and various compo- 
nents of the acoustic subbottom profiling system if 
required. 

-•"y(% 

S23S& 

Fig. 30. Diesel-powered survey boat operated by the New 
Orleans District, Corps of Engineers. The vessel is ap- 
proximately 50 ft long and has ample cabin space for the 

accommodation of all required surveying equipment 

b. Power supply. A portable generator of 3.5- to 5-kw out- 
put will be required (fig. 31). This is considered ade- 
quate for the operation of the sound source for the ASP 
and normally the other components, i.e., recorder and 
transceiver. 

T ^'„ ' " - 

Fig. 31. Portable generator on rear of survey- 
vessel.  The generator provides power for the 
operation of the subbottom profiling system 
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£. High-resolution sparker. This system was selected over 
the pinger and boomer prrmarlly on the strength of its 
superior penetration capabilities in a wide variety of 
bottoa conditions. Although the resolution of this sys- 
tem may be slightly inferior to that of the other two 
(approximately 3 ft is achievable in thp higher fre- 
quency operating ranges, i.e., 200 to 1000 Hz), it has 
been determined to be adequate for the requirements of 
this study. Resolution can be most simply considered as 
the inherent ability of generated signals to discrimi- 
nate or resolve subbottom layering. However, this 
should not preclude the superiority of the other two 
systems in a given application. The system is rela- 
tively inexpensive and comparatively simple to operate, 
and is potentially operational under more severe sea 
states than the other two types. Additionally, the unit 
is compact, and its configuration does not inhibit the 
functioning of the other survey system. 

d.* Fathometer and bathymetric equipment. A fathometer is 
required for continual reference by the boat operator 
during navigation in shallow waters. A fathometer with 
an operating frequency of approximately 50 kHz should be 
adequate for this purpose. The boat fathometer need not 
be operative in deeper waters where navigation is ob- 
viously no problem. The bathymetric system should be a 
medium-frequency type, e.g., 35 kHz, to provide good 
definition of the bottom and experience minimal attenua- 
tion effects. Each system shcjld be equipped with a 
graphic recorder which could include a digital dis- 
play for the boat operator. The transducers for both 
the fathometer and the bathymetric profiler should be 
permanently installed if possible (permanent survey 
vessels may not be available) in the hull of the 
vessel at points where water turbulence will have mini- 
mal effects. 

e_.    Side-scan sonar. A system with side-scan transducers 
mounted in a small, towed fish that trails alongside the 
survey vessel is desirable. The side-scan system should 
have an operating frequency compatible with those of the 
other systems (approximately 100 kHz is recommended) and 
should interface with the recording unit of the ASP, 
i.e., the records of both the ASP and the side-scan 
sonar can be graphically portrayed simultaneously on the 
same recorder (see fig. 32). The side-scan sonar should 
be capable of scanning a path of 1C00 to 2000 ft both to 
the left and right of the survey line, or, if restricted 
to a single path, the sonar should be equipped with a 
selection switch that would permit the operator to 
choose the direction of scan. A selectivity switch on 
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WATER DEPTH. 75 M. FiSH DEPTH. 25 M  SCALE. 50 M-DIVISION 

^ 

SUBBOTTÖM RECORD:   FREO .3.5 kHz   PULSE. 0.5 MSEC   POWER. 10 KW 

SIDE-SCAN SONAR RECORD:   FREQ. 96 km. PULSE. 0.1 MSEC. PO*ER. 2 KW 

GEOLOGICAL NOTATIONS    Ol.TCROPS OF FOLDED Atjrj ERODED BEDROCK 
SAND AND SILT FiLL THE DEPRESSIONS. 

rig. 3?. Subbottom and  sidt-scan sonar records portrayed 
simultaneously on a dual recorder 
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the recorder would enable the operator to simultaneously 
portray both the port and starboard records of the side- 
scan or the ASP record with either the port or starboard 
side-scan record. 

f. Doppler sonar. This positioning system was selected 
largely on the st.-ength of its all-weather capability, 
lack of dependence upon shore-established survey control, 
simplicity of operation and maintenance, and lack of 
calibration requirements. Doppler systems operate at 
frequencies from 150 to 300 kHz and thus create no in- 
terference problems with the other surveying systems. 
The small transducer should ideally be installed per- 
manently in the hull of the boat at a point where it 
will experience minimal turbulence from the movement of 
the vessel and where it will have a fixed orientation. 
However, the transducer can be installed on an over-the- 
side mount fixed as securely as possible to ensure de- 
sired angular orientation. Alignment errors can be 
compensated for through the interfaced gyro compass. 
The system interfaces with most commercial gyro com- 
passes that provide instantaneous computations of mag- 
netic bearings. The control unit computes and visually 
portrays velocity and distance values along or at right 
angles to the preselected courses. Documentation of the 
entire survey can be permanently recorded on an inter- 
facing digital plottCi.- that provides an instantaneous 
record of the position of the vessel in reference to the 
preplotted traverses. 

£. Short-wave two-way radio. The vessel must be equipped 
with an adequate ship-to-shore radio communication sys- 
tem to monitor weather conditions, gain navigation in- 
formation in the survey area, and receive, if needed, 
survey instructions from shore-based units. In addition, 
a small military channel unit is required for cornraunica- 
ticn between units operating in the area. 

h.'    Ship x-adar. Radar is vital to the all-weather capabil- 
ity of the survey vessel.  It also provides protection 
from collision with other vessels in Ihe port vicinity, 
especially since the survey vessels will he repeatedly 
crossing navigation channels. All survey vessels of the 
dimensions required for this investigation are equipped 
with adequate radar units. 

i_. Clamshell grab sampler. This type of sampler seems ade- 
quate for obtaining shallow samples of the bottom ma- 
terial. The jaws on these samplers are held open by an 
external spring arrangement and snap shut iraiuediately 
upon striking the bottom, enclosing a representative 
quantity of material. The effectiveness of the sampler 
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varies according to bottom materials; it is not opera- 
tive on rocky buttons, is unreliable on eravel bottoms, 
and is most effective in fine materials and sands. Irab 
samplers are available in various sizes with capacities 
varying from 15 to 500 cc; the smallest is deemed ade- 
quate for the needs of this survey. 

^    Coring equipment. The subbottom coring will be a sepa- 
rate operation from the site surveying and is discussed 
in more detail later in this report. A survey of avail- 
able coring type equipment revealed no significant 
innovations in recent years insofar as obtaining core 
samples at depths up to and exceeding 100 ft. There- 
fore, it was decided that a conventional drill rig with 
a capability for penetrating to depths of 100 ft or more 
and equipped with a wire-line coring assembly will be 
mounted on a spud-barge, towed to the site, and elevated 
to a height sufficiently above surface vater turbulence. 
To minimize the effects of sea state on the towing and 
coring operation, a site will be selected, when pos- 
sible, close to the shore. 

k_. Sample analysis equipment. Cores from various depths 
will be taken at each site. An engineer soil test lab- 
oratory at the Efigineer Command or Brigade Headauarters 
should have the capability of performing the laboratory 
tests required. Soil parameters of relevance will in- 
clude shear strengths, consolidation characteristics, 
density, void ratio or porosity, and grain-size distri- 
bution. Equipment for running these tests is standard 
and should be organic to any well equipped laboratory. 
The procedures for performing these tests are also stan- 
dardized and need not be discussed in this report. 

Hydrographie surveying procedures 

l^O. The hydrographic surveying phase of the port construction 

site investigation can be best discussed in a sequence of phases. These 

are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 

ikl.    Presurvey data examination. Previous portions of this re- 

port have discussed sources and types of information. These data should 

be collected from both United States and TO sources and provided to the 

engineer theater unit performing the investigation,.  Careful examination 

of these data should allow tentative selection of locations along a 

shoreline for the construction of a port facility based on a comprehen- 

sive examination of available topographic, hydrographic, and oceano- 

graphic data coupled with such vital considerations as the port facility 



requirements, proximity to existitiR transportation networks, and utili- 

zation of existing port facilities.  Inevitably, numerous corapromises 

must be involved in the ultimate selection of tne most likely locations. 

Once specific locations have been delineated, however, the topographic 

and hydrographic survey teams can actively pursue the requirec field op- 

erations that will provide the basis for final selection. It should be 

borne in mind that final selection of the port site will consider the 

composite investigations for all component facilities, i.e., ammunition 

dumi,5, POL storage, warehouses, road networks, wharfs, piers, quays, etc. 

lU2. Once the selection of potential port sites has been made 

based on the numerous criteria previously cited, topographic and hydro- 

graphic site investigations should be immediately initiated. The physi- 

cal and cultural considerations to be surveyed by the topographic survey 

team have been discussed in paragraph 50 and will not be reiterated 

here. There .nust be a continuing rapport between the topographic and 

hydrographic teams during the entire survey.  Critical or limiting data 

generated by one team can exert profound influence on the field activity 

of the other.  Inadequate POL storage or ammunition dump locations or 

impossible transportation tie-ins to locations determined as optimum by 

the hydrographic survey team would force relocation.  Conversely, ideal 

shore arrangements coupled with inadequate water depths or severe cur- 

rent activity would also probably force relocation. 

1^3.  The hydrographic survey team will first consider the off- 

shore areas for which surveying will be required.  If they are numerous, 

a priority should be assigned based on port requirements and assiduous 

examination of all available Information.  If the locations are geo- 

graphically remote, It may be necessary to select additional ports from 

Hhich to stage surveys. The staging ports must have adequate docking 

facilities; supply depots to provide fuel, water, rations, etc.; and 

the capability for providing necessary repairs to the vessel and to 

components of the electronic systems requiring routine and relatively 

unskilled maintenance. A schedule should be established thai, will per- 

mit the surveying to progress frorr. the highest to the lowest priority 

areas within the tiiw allotted for the field phase of the investigation. 



lUk.    Data for each of the p-iority areas should be assembled and 

exanained in detail. Large-scale topographic maps, hydrographic charts, 

tidal data, depth soundings, foundation data resulting frora construction 

of existing facilities, aerial photography, navigation data (particu- 

larly aids and deterrents), and well logs are among the most useful 

types of data. Based on the size of the priority areas, available map 

and chart coverages, apparent hydrographic complexity of the area, and 

the time available for the survey, a base map scale should be selected. 

This will probably be 1:10,000 or larger. Based on the geometric con- 

figuration of the shoreline o' each priority area, a series of survey 

traverses should be plotted on the base maps in a fashion designed to 

satisfy both the bathymetric and subbottom data requirements. Horraally 

these will be laid out in roughly rectangular grid fashion, with dip 

lines running approximately perpendicular to the shoreline at desig- 

nated intervals and strike lines running approximately parallel to the 

shoreline and, of course, intersecting the dip lines approximately at 

right angles {see fig. 33). The number of dip and strike lines cannot 

be specified in advance and must result from consideration of surveying 

time available, complexity of the priority survey area, and the degree 

of detail required. Simplicity of navigation and maneuverability of the 

survey vessel should always be important considerations to bear in mind 

when laying out the survey lines. Significant hydrographic and naviga- 

tional data obtainable from the reference material should be plotted on 

the base maps. 

li»5. The positions of potential navigation hazards become of 

paramount concern when operations are conducted during periods of in- 

clement weather. Also, the positions of navigation aids and hazards in- 

dicated on existing maps and charts should be resurveyed to ensure that 

they are precisely located. The positions of transient navigational 

hazards such as shoals, mud flats, debris, kelp beds, etc., can c\ly be 

noted at the time of survey and must be rechecked periodically to deter- 

mine location and extent. The position of the shoreline, as determined 

froin the most recent and reliable sources, should be plotted on the base 

map with reference to its outline at a specific tidal stage. The 
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locations of tidal stations within the priority areas should be deter- 

mined and plotted. If none are located within the area or vithin close 

proximity, a gage should be installed prior to the survey. Bathymetric 

data without an accurate datum would prove virtually worthless. 

1^6.  Ideally, a permanent survey vessel will be provided In the 

TO not only for the short-term type investigation described in this re- 

port but also for continuing hydrographic operations,  if not, addi- 

tional time must be müde available so the surveying equipment can be 

adapted to the space arrangement of the available vessel. The installa- 

tion of each system must be compatible with that of the others if opti- 

mum efficiency is to be achieved. The desired installation arrangement 

of each of the systems reco^jnended for this investigation is detailed 

specifically in the appropriate operation manual.  For example, the 

sparker array sound source must be towed 18 in. below the surface and 

behind the boat approximately 35 ft from the propeller. The hydrophone 

array, which receives the reflected acoustic signal, should be towed 

8 ft below the surface and 70 ft from the propeller on the opposite side 

of the vessel. The vessel is limited to a maximum speed of 5 knots. 

The hydrodynamically designed fish containing the side-scan transducers 

should L- towed alongside the vessel at a distance above the bottom 

equal to 10 to 20 percent of the range scale in use. The recorder, 

transceivers, and gyro must be operated in the vessel cabin under speci- 

fied temperature controls.  The Doppler sonar navigation system must be 

installed in the forward portion of the cabin in order to maintain con- 

tinual rapport between the boat art! sonar operators.  However, if the 

sonjr system is  equipped wi"", a left-right off-course indicator on the 

vessel's control panel, the installation of the soner system inside the 

cab-'n becomes less critical. 

147.  Prior to the actual survey, the traverses are manually 

transferred to the plotter chart.  Scale is an important consideration 

because the plotter sheets are restricted in size.  It may be that sev- 

eral plot sheets will be required to cover a priority survey area, but 

a single sheet should suffice for a day's operation. The scale factor 

must be correlated with the bathymetric profiler since it is desirable 
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to «take  direct correlations and transfers of information from the record 

of one system to the other. An electrically stimulated event marker is 

triggered by the positioning system to place a vertical mark at desired 

horizontal intervals on the bathymetric record. Care must be taken to 

properly orient the plot sheet. 

1^8. Doppler sonar systems reqvi-e no shore-based control points, 

but they do require accurately positioned reference points within the 

survey area. Ideally, this control wili be known at the starting point 

of the survey. If not, the point of departure can be arbitrarily as- 

signed and precisely positioned at a later time. Sir /> the Doppler 

system utilizes these reference points only as the basic ^or the compu- 

tation of distance and bearing, knowledge of their precise locations at 

the time of survey is not a vital requirement. Either the doc.  from 

which the survey is conducted or permanent navigational aids in the ;u/ 

vey area normally can be used as the reference points for this typ' of 

survey. 

1^9- As the boat proceeds along the line of survey, the Doppler 

positioning system constantly computes velocity and distance along the 

desired course and at right angles to the desired course. These mea- 

surements are synchronously fed into an interfaced data processing unit, 

e.g., a calculator or mini-computer which has been programmed to convert 

the values to digital coordinates for the interfaced X-Y plotter. The 

plotter in turn marks the graphic plot at the appropriate point deter- 

mined from the calculated X-Y coordinates. Points can be plotted at a 

rate of approximately one per second, but during a reconnaissance type 

survey, this leve.l of accuracy is not required. The positioning system 

is programmed to instruct the recorder unit for the bathymetric profiler 

to record an event mark it a specified horizontal interval, e.g., 

100 ft. This makes it :■ .jsible to correlate directly between the two 

systems at any chosen time during the survey and also provides a simpli- 

fied means of correlating the data during the subsequent office analysis 

phase of the study. 

150. Under ideal operating circumstances, it is desirable to 

spend at least a full day checking the various systems under survey area 
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coMitioQs to ensmre that tfeey are functlonins at peak efficiency and 

that they »re calibrated for opvimm sensing of the operational environ- 

ment. For Instance, water depths, bottom xiaposition, salinity, and 

bottom configuration may individually or in concert impose various ef- 

fects upon the operationabillty of the surveying systems. The sparicer's 

operation is dependent upon the discharge of stored electrical energy ir 

salt water between electrodes evenly spaced on a line array or streamer. 

A spark is generated and creates a higb^irtensity pressure pulse result- 

ing in an acoustic signal that travels through the water and into the 

subb'ottcm formations at a given frequency. The magnitude and duration 

of the initial pulse are functions of the voltage level and stored energy 

f       in the capacitor banks. % varying the voltagejand stored energy levels, 

I       it is possible to achieve various degreeo of penetration and ressolutiotu 

|       The  sparser must be operated in salt oi* brackish water having a minimum 
i? 
|        salt concentration of 15,000 parts per million (ppm) to generate the 

I        required spark between the elactrodes. In water bodies such as estu- 

I        aries where the salt concentration may be less, modification of the 

I        sparker array is required. The sparker is modified by enclosing the en- 

f        tire array in a brine-filled, sealed polyethylene hose. The modified 

I        array may prove hydrodynamically more cumbersome than the unencapsulated 

I        version, but it should not exert any appreciable inhibiting influence 

I        upon the towing operation. Wiese adjustments, as well as those to the 

|        other systems, should be made prior to the initiation of the survey to 

1        ensure compatibility of the systems with the operational environments. 

I 151. Since it is important that all phases of the hydrographic 

t        survey be related in time, a digital electronic clock should be uti- 

lized. In addition to providing a means of accurate synchronization 

between surveying systems, the clock also provides the means of relating 

;        the surveying to relevant physical changes in the environment, viz. 

tidal fluctuation. In some areas of the world, tidal ranges within a 

2^-hr period may exceed 20 ft. Inability to relate bathymetric data 

to tidal readings in real time could result in highly inaccurate depth 

computations. Hydrographic clocks can be automatieally timed to give 

i        signals at specified intervals or even interfaced with the bathymetric 
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I       recorder to produce aa event mark  at regular Intervals. For less de- 

t       raanding surveys such as the type described in thxs report less sophlati- 
I I       cated raeans of determining time, such as  the s^mual transfer of time 

I       values to the graphical records, are adequate. A siaple consecutive 

I       numbering system can be utilized whereby the records of the various 

t       systems can be manually marked periodically with identical digits. 

I       However, because this places an additional demand on available person- 

|       nel, an automatic electronic device should be utilized if possible. 

|       Electronic or manual time provides a means of correlating the various 

|       survey records. 

| 152. In conducting the survey, it would seem most advantageous 

|        to run the strike lines first, i.e., those that parallel the shoreline 

I to depths out to 50 ft or more of water. From a navigation standpoint, 

f        running these lines is relatively simple, as all that is required is to 

\ keep tlie vessel approximately on course. An advantage in running the 

I        strikes first is that it permits the ASP operator (the operator need not 

be a geologist but must have at least a working knowledge of the local 

georaorphology to enable interpretation of the acoustic records) to ex- 

;        amine the records and gain a general impression of the complexity of the 

subbottom stratigraphy. Examination of the strike records will quite 

;        often dictate shifting or relocation of the dip lines, i.e., those per- 

pendicular to the shoreline, to ensure coverage over questionable or 

»        anomalous features or sequences. Such features, for example, might 

later be identified as filled channels, faults, boulders, relict man- 

grove swamps, or shell and coral reefs, all of which would represent 

questionable locations for pier construction. It should be stressed 

that the dip and strike lines are not to be considered sacred. When 

local and current intelligence gained during the survey dictates that 

relocation would prove advantageous to the conduct of the investigation, 

then necessary changes should be made. These changes, e.g., relocation 

of profile lines or shore-based positioning equipment, will undoubtedly 

impose additional navigational hardships upon the vessel personnel, but 

experience has demonstrated that major changes in the survey format are 

quite possible. The number of strike lines must remain flexible because 
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!       the dip of the bottoaMmay vary significantly from one locale to another. 

;       In some instances, the vater may be 50 ft deep at a distance of less 

j       than 1 mile frcaa the shoreline, while in others, distances of 5 ndles 
i .-   . ■ 
j        tram the shoreline ma^be exceeded before the 50-ft depth is evident. 

j       The  spacing of dip lines is almost equally uncertain, with the apparent 
I 
I       homogeneity of the subbottom stratigraphy the controlling factor. 0b- 

|  I        viously, in seemingly unchanging conditions, a maximu» spacing, e.g., 

j        1 mile or greater, shonld suffice. However, in highly complex or un- 

I certain subbottom configurations, dip lines should be spaced no greater 
f - 
•f than 1000 ft apart. A raore leisurely and comprehensive examination of f 
i the,acoustic records in the office may indicate that it is necessary to 

I run additional lines for several reasons: (a) to ensure that the pre- 

j        vious records are directly attributable to stratigraphic conditions 

;        rather than to an electronic irregularity in the system or background 

noise in the water during the survey; (b) to delimit the siibaqueous 

i extent of any questionable or anomalous horizon that proves to be au- 

thentic; and (c) to acquire additional stratigraphic knowledge to enable 

(        more confident and definitive selection of sites for later coring. In 

running the dip lines, the draft of the survey vessel rather than inher- 

ent limitations in the surveying systems is the controlling criterion as 

to minimum operating depth. If the vessel draws 5 ft of water, it should 

cautiously negotiate depths cf less than 10 ft due to the presence of 

offshore bars and shoal. Determining the turning point of the dip tra- 

verses is the responsibility of the vessel pilot who by referral to the 

vessel's fathometer is continuously aware of decreasing water depths. 

153.  It is .highly desirable that the side-scan sonar be opera- 

tional along both the dip and strike traverses.  The side-scan sonar is 

capable of scanning both to the port and starboard sides of the vessel 

simultaneously. The records from both can be portrayed simultaneously 

on a single recorder. This arrangement would require an additional re- 

corder for the ASP system. An additional recorder is undesirable and 

actually unnecessary because the AflP and side-scan records can be syn- 

chronously portrayed on a single record, although loss of either the 

port or starboard side-scan records is necessary. A directional switch 
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on the siäe-scan sonatr permits Sfc..sing in either a port or starboard di- 

rection, leaving the option to the discretion of the operator. Contin- . 

ual scanning to starboard, for instance, on both ingoing and outgoing 

dip lines spaced 2000 ft apart should provide complete bottom coverage. 

15^. The side-scan system is capable of resolving minute (less 

than 1 ft) bottom features. Thus, in many  instances it provides infor- 

aation not only as to the physical configuration,of the bottom but also 

as to compositional variations. Sandy bottoms revealed by repetitious 

ripple patterns (cee fig. 3^), bottoms littered with boulders and rock 

a. Port side 

250 FT 

"'- /^^rf 
.is*. 

1500 FT 

Starboard side 

(Courtesy of hU&G Interimtiorml, Inc., GeoJyne Division) 

Fig. 3^.  Large sand ripple patterns revealed on both the port and 
starboard channels of a side-scan sonar E/stem 
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fragment«?, bodrocli bottoms, and shell sad. coral surfaces are all dis- 

cernible on side-scsn records. The  reliable prediction of rock or soil 

conditions on the bottom roinimizes laboratory analysis and provides a 
i 

more comprehensive picture of the fall compositional range of bottom 

conditions. 

155. AnT equally important role of the side-scan sonar is the de- 

tection of debris, rock pinacles, large boulders, reefs, and relict man- 

made structures that represent serious hazards to navigation and that, in 

many cases, are not sensed by the bathyraetric profiler. The  side-scan 

records should be monitored during the purveying operation and signif- 

icant features noted. Additional passes should be made over bottom 

features not readily identified. Botton conditions revealed on the 

side-scan records often provide useful clues that facilitate the incer- 

pretation of the subbottora acoustic records. Figs. 35-38 are examples 

of typical side-scan records of various natural and man-made features. 

156. Sufficient bottom sample« should be taken along the survey 

to positively identify bottom composition. As stated, assiduous exami- 

nation of the side-scan records during the survey can provide valuable 

clues and thus reduce the required number of samples to a minimum. 

Samples should be stored in glass Jars or plastic containers and their 

origins marked at the appropriate point on the bathyraetric profile. 

157. It should be stressed that the procedures for the conduct of 

the site investigation described in this text are not in adequate detail 

for performing any but a reconnaissance type of survey.  Hydrographie 

mapyi'.ig, establishing survey control, and detailed descriptions of stan- 

dard items of hydrographic equipment are discussed in required detail in 

previously cited references (paragraph 136). The procedures must remain 

flexible due to changing environmental conditions.  Surveying equipment 

unique to this report has been discussed in general terms to include 

numerous competitive commercial types. Certain systems have been se- 

lected that represent at least the equivalent of the best available sys- 

tems. The requirements of the site investigation discussed in this text 

are restrictive, necessitating the generation of a hydrographin systems 

package that should be considered as unique to this study and thus not 
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(Courtesy of EG&G in'ernettonal. Inc., Waltfmm, Mass.} 

Fig.  35.    Dual side-scan records of typical natural bottom conditions 

(Courtesy of KG AC International, Inc., (Jeodyne Division) 

Fig.   36.    Side-scan sonar record of sunken 'barge 
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necessarily applicable to other types of investigations. 

158. Interpretation of survey datar Interpretation of the hydro- 

graphic records should he initiated during the actual survey and con- 

cluded a short time after the öurvey is completed. The following F'«'a- 

graphs discuss some of the procedures that are considered of primary 

relevance to the investigation: 

a. Survey routes. All significant features representing an 
aid or a hazard to navigation either existing ana con- 
finned or not before recognized should he noted and 
transferred to the base imps. The actual routes of the 
survey, i.e., the dips and strikes, as well as additional 
traverses should be transferred to the base naps. The 
^adequacy of coverage within the priority area should be 
immediately determined. Deviations from preplotted 
routes due to navigation difficulties or to judgments 
made from examination of the records during the actual 
survey may result in areas inadequately covered. How- 
ever, any decision for additional surveying should bene- 
fit from a comprehensive examination of the records. 

—'    Correlation of records  Subhottom, bathymetric, and 
side-scan record« should he accurately located in rela- 
tion +o the survey routes protrayed on the plot sheet. 
The three survey coverages should be accurately corre- 
lated with each other and indexed in terms of the dip 
and strike survey lines. Points of intersection of dip 
and strike traverses should be noted and cross-indexed 
to facilitate comparisons of records during the inter- 
pretation phase of the study. 

£.'    Interpretation of records. The investigation in its 
simplest terras can be divided into separate surveys, 
i.e., the bottom investigation and the subbottora inves- 
tigation. The purposes of each have been previously 
discussed in sufficient detail. The bottom investiga- 
tion is principally for the purposes of navigation and 
determination of suitability of sites in terms of bottom 
materials, water depths, and bottom slopes for the con- 
struction of port facilities and the determination of 
dredging requirements. The subbottora investigation is 
devoted exclusively to the adequacy of the soils under- 
lying the bottom for pile-supported structures or removal 
by dredging. The bottom investigation is accomplished 
through the comprehensive examination of background in- 
formation, the reduction and interpretation of bathy- 
metric and side-scan records, and the analysis of bottom 
samples. The subbottora investigation must consider the 
historical data coupl^'i with the acoustic subbottora 
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i recordst  the core samples, and, indirectly, the side- 
|r scan sonar recorde. Both iiwestigations are limited in 

accuracy to the effectivenets of the positioning 
equipment. 

d. Bottoffl investigation. Reduction of the bathymetric pro- 
files and adjustment to tidal, readings at the time of 
surveying provide.the basic cata requirements for the 
preparation of a bathymetric map of the priority area. 
Depth determinations are made at intervals, selected 
along the survey grid&_&Iy, at locations established from 
the navigation plots. Tiiv.s  c'ata are then transferred 
to vhe base map of^ the area. Bathymetric contours can 
be generated at desired intervils, with the amount of 
detail being dependent upon tht» time available for prep- 
aration and precision necessary for site evaluation. 
The side-scan records are then examined to determine the 
existence of bottom features or debris in the treas be- 
tween the bathymetric profiles. The presence ol all 
features with an order of magnitude greater than the se- 
lected contour interval must be located and identified 
as accurately as  possible. Direct height determinations 
cannot be made from the side-scan records, and features» 
of significant proportions may roquire resurrering. 
Heights of repetitive or extensive natural features 
should be incorporated into the fcathym'itric contouring. 
Natural features, areally restrictive, should be iden- 
tified on the map as point or closed contours. Debris 
should be identified, if possible, and its extent and 
height above bottom determined. Locations of debris 
should be included on the final sv',e map unless removed 
by aalvage operations. The type of material composing 
the bottom should be determined iinc delineated as accu- 
rately as possible. The side-scan records provide valu- 
able clues to bottom compositions, e.g., ripple patterns 
denote sandy material. Ideally, sufficient bottom sam- 
ples should have been taken to permit verification of 
compositional interpretations; however, questionable 
areas that will require additional sampling will almost 
certainly occur. Accurate positioning is vital to the 
effectiveness of supplementary sampling. The nature of 
bottom materials is a vital criterion in the selection 
of a site for pile-supported construction and determina- 
tion of the feasibility of dredging operations. The 
presence of rock or coral may preclude pile-driving 
operations, whereas very soft, organic materials may 
dictate additional piling footage to ensure adequate 
foundations. Details for the preparation of hydro- 
graphic survey maps are included in reference 10. It 
should be reemphasized that the techniques described in 
reference 10 are precision mapping techniques for the 
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preparation of published hydrographic charts and should 
be isodified to the extent necessary to satisfy the re- 
quirements of this study. 

e. Subbottom investigation. The specific purpose of the 
j ,     y subbottoTä investigation is to provide the basis for the 
! evaluation of the soils; underlying the priority area in 
i terms of their physical properties relevant to pile-type 
j construction. The interpretation of the ASP records 
j coupled with the analysis of bottoia characteristics re- 
j vealed by the bathyraetric and side-scan records and grab 
t samples and all other hydrographic data collected in 
f .  - - support of various requirements of the port construction 
| will enhance the selection of an optimum site for pile- 
j supported construction. The final step in the investi- 
i gation and the final basis for the site evaluation will 
i be obtaining cores from the anticipated foundation 
I depths at each location. 

I 159« It should be stressed that the current state-of-the-art of 

|        subbottom acoustic profiling has not yet reached the point that direct 

}        values of the soil mechanics values relevant to offshore construction 

*        are measurable or even infallibly deducible from acoustical records. 

l The ASP system, in this case the high-resoiution sparker, generates an 

J        acoustic signal that penetrates the subbottom and reflects from subbot- 

;        torn horizons within the resolution capability of its signal, i.e., ap- 

proximately 3 ft in thickness. Unfortunately, the reflecting horizon 

"        does not always represent a dramatic change in lithology, e.g., clay to 

I sand, sand to bedrock, etc., but rather a change in acoustic impedance. 

f        Acoustic impedance, an inherent property of the material to reflect 

'■ sound, is primarily a function of density, and subtle changes in density 

may result in subbottom reflections which have little or no relationship 

to the lithologic nature of the sediment transmitting the signal. Grain 

size and shape, water content, temperature, salinity, and porosity may 

also influence acoustic contrast and result in acoustic reflections on 

the ASP records. In addition, the number and thickness of the sediment 

horizons in which one or more of these variables is evident may result 

in acoustii" contrast. Thus, the soil properties that arc relevant to 

pile-supported construction may or may not produce acoustic contrast on 

the records. A change from sand to clay may not produce a reflection, 

whereas the contact between dense sand and a thicker layer of 
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1       leSs-HSOHipacteä sand may produce a strong reflection. 

l|5o. A further difficulty arises when attempting to correlate a 

core log with an ASP record. Sharp contacts indicating changes in soil 

type on the core log are not necessarily evident on the acoustic rec- 

ords. Conversely, apparent layering evident on the acoustic records 

quite often does not appear on the core log. For general interpretation 

purposes, it is accepted that many of the physical aM compositional 

properties that differentiate between sediment and rock and are relevant 

to this investigation will produce acoustic layering. One of the pri- 

mary advantages in the utilization of continuous subbottom profiling is 

that it enables the interpreter to recognize bedding planes and folloxr 

them over considerable distances. 

161. Through the identification of subbotöom bedding, it is also 

possible io recognize micro or regional geologic structure. The hori- 

zontal or gently dipping top of a bedrock (fig. 39) or an erosional sur- 

face normally produces a strong reflecting surface that can be followed 

over considerable horizontal distances (fig. ^0). Dramatic vertical 

offsets in otherwise consistently layered sediments provide valuable ev- 

idence of faulting. Horizontal offsets in bottom features, as revealed 

on the side-scan sonar records, offer additional evidence of faulting, 

and the two records examined simultaneously add additional credence to 

interpretations. The bulging of parallel layers to form a domelike 

structure often provides evidence of Intrusive activity (fig. 4l). 

Parabolic reflections (figs. ^2 arid ^3) usually identify the existence 

of large boulders or oyster or coral reefs. Ancient filled channels 

(fig. kk)  occurring within erosional surfaces (Pleistocene) can be read- 

ily identified. Lenticular deposits of sand, gravel, or shell are nor- 

mally readily discernible on the acoustic records. Thus, although no 

techniques have been developed that permit the classification of layer- 

ing revealed on the acoustic records in terms of the soil parameters 

pertinent to this investigation within acceptable levels of competence, 

it is possible to infer the lithology of the layering by the interpret 

tion of the stratigraphic sequences and the morphological configurations, 

162. The effectiveness with which acoustic records can be 
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interpretated laust be at least partly attributed to the expertise of the 

interpreter. Apparent layering may be discernible on acoustic records 

to all who examine theai, but the significance of this layering requires 

at least a fundaisental knowledge of the recent geological history of the 

area being surveyed. This historical information should be provided as 

part of the background information collected, prior ^o the initiation of 

the survey. All coastal environments may be classified in terms of 

their geomorphological development. Each type, such as a prograding 

shoreline overlying shallow Pleistocere sediments, 5s characterized by 

a classical sequence of landfonas and associated soils. These landforms 

can be described in terms of their geometry, soils, distribution, and 

association with other landforms. These  landforms are ultimately de- 

stroyed or buried under more recent sediment with the passage of time. 

Many, such as  beach ridges, shell and coral reefs, entrenched valleys, 

lagoons, and mangrove swamps, can sometimes be recognized on the acous- 

tic records. Since each landform is characterized by a specific soil 

type or an association of soils, e.g., beach ridges may be sand or shell 

or mixtures of the two, it is possible to make reaL-onably confident pre- 

diction? of its lithologic character. 

163. Care must be taken in the interpretation of acoustic records 

not to confuse multiple reflections of the bottom (see fig. ^5) with 

subbottom layering. Multiple reflections occur when the pcoustic sig- 

nals encounter the bottom, are reflected back to the surface, and then 

reflected downward again. This process may be repeated, vth as many as 

six or seven reflections of the bottom appearing on the record. The 

multiple reflections may result from a number of factors such as  water 

depth, nature of the bottcm material, and power levels acting singularly 

or in concert. Multiple reflecxLoi s are readily recognizable in crudely 

parallel arrangement downward from the initial signal. The first ap- 

pears at twice the depth and slope of the bottom, and each succeeding 

reflection is displaced downward a distance equal to the depth of the 

water. Successive refleetions may completely mask the shallow subbottom 

layering.  Quite often, adjustment of power levels, gain controls, and 

transducer depths may eliminate or partially remedy the T>^  blen, so 
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remedial measures should be initiated at the earliest opportunity, 

l&i.   No .amount, of, discussion can prepare the interpreter for all 

of the possible acoustic signatures that may appear on the records. In- 

struction sad experience should enable the interpreter to make almost 

israediate evaluations as to whether the signals appearing on the records 

are responses fTcaa natural conditions or are the result of some inherent 

operational malfunction of the system itself. Recognition of acoustic 

layering does not necessarily imply changes of relevant significance in 

soil properties. However, the sequences and attitudes of the layering 

often identify geologic structure and landforms, thus allowing reliable 

predictions of soil characteristics. Anomalous features on the records 

not. definitely attributable to natural or mechanical causes must be 

identified if they sure within the site area. Poor-quality and question- 

able records may dictate resurveying of certain areas if time permits. 

165. Coring operations. The final field activity associated with 

the site investigation is the coring operatian. Each potential site for 

the pier facility imist have a minimum of one core to provide a conclu- 

sive means of evaluating the soil properties, i.e., shear strengths, 

density, porosity, consolidation characteristics, grain-size distribu- 

tion, organic content, moisture content, etc. Since one core hole per 

site appears to be the limit within the time frame imposed for the in- 

vestigation, utmost care must be taken to ensure its most advantageous 

location. The ultimate selection of the core hole site must result from 

a comprehensive examination and evaluation of all the data that have 

been collected and assimilated during the investigation. These include 

not only the hydrographic data but topographic, climatic, and logistical 

data in support of port facility requirements. The examination of the 

hydrographic and acoustic records represents merely the final step in 

establishing the core location after all of the other site requirements 

have been satisfied. 

166. Unfortunately, there are apparently no expedient innovations 

in the art of offshore coring that can be applied to the requirements of 

this investigation. However, refinements have been made in techniques 

that can be applied to coring operations. These will be incorporated, 
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where practicable, in the brief discussion that follows. 

167. It shovld be reeraphasized that the selection of the core 

site should result tram an examination of the survey records. Since 

only one site per priority area is considered practicable within the 

tiiae frame of this study, it is of paramount importance that available 

intelligence has been utilized as comprehensively as possible. In cer- 

tain instances in which interpretation of the acoustic records has indi- 

cated that the subbottom stratigraphlc and lithologic conditions are 

relatively honsogeneous, a greater option may be exercised as to the 

ehcice of th» 35te. This becomes important when water depths may vary 

in tens of feet, ar. coring operations should encounter far less diffi-' 

culty on «r near shore than in 50 ft of water. 

168. A standard Army rotary drill rig capable of drilling to 

depths of several hundred feet may be utilized for the coring operation. 

The rig may be either the skid- or truck-mounted type (figs. 26 and 27). 

Drill pipe may be used in standard lengths of 10 ft with sufficient in- 

side diameter to accommodate the necessary sampling tools. Bits may be 

either cone-type or fishtail and equipped with a center hole that will 

likewise pass the coring tools. A mud circulation system consisting 

principally of a pump, drilling fluid, and mud tanks is required. In 

marine operations, surface casing extending from the drilling platform 

into the bottom materials is required to keep sea waters from invading 

the hole. 

169. For offshore operations, a spud-type, self-elevating barge 

40 ft or more in length will be required as a stable platform for the 

coring operations. Either three- or four-legged types may be used, with 

each leg equipped with a jacking mechanism for leveling purposes. Each 

leg should be equipped with adequate footing to x->rovide support under 

varying bottom conditions. The barge would desirably be of the self- 

propelled type; however, this is not essential. 

170. Coring is accomplished by alternately drilling to desired 

depths and then lowering the coring system to the bottom of the hole on 

a wire line. The coring device is composed of a cylindrical sampler or 

core barrel attached to a driving mechanism on the wire line or cable 
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(fig. k6).    The driving mechanism consists of weights or jars that may 

weigh more than 500 lb and are alternately lifted and dropped a distance 

of 3 to 5 ft until the barrel has been driven the required depth. Re- 

trieval by wire line permits immediate resumption of the drilling opera- 

tions. Care must be taken to accurately determine depth from the drill- 

ing platform to the ocean floor to ensure coring at the desired depths. 

It is wise to start the coring 1 or 2 ft above the horizon or interface 

to be sampled in order to avoid the possibility of drilling desired 

samples. 

171. It should be pointed out that although cores from desired 

depths for laboratory classification and tests represent in-place sam- 

ples, they dc it represent undisturbed samples. Adequate values can 

bs '1 -.• "vr ' < ir; rb laloratcr- tcavs  for such parameters as gj-aln-size 

distribrcic ., m.:-.  jture content, plastic and liquid limits, density, and 

organic contetit. However, the derivation of accurate shear strength 

values from disturbed samples is impossible sinc.= the percussion coring 

technique induces siariifieant structural modification. The extent of 

this modification is not presently determinable, nor is the laboratory- 

derived test value necessarily reliable. Still the values offer valu- 

able if not conclusive insight -egarding the ability of the cored hori- 

zon to withstand pile-supported construction. Soils laboratories 

equipped to handle these sairples are normally organic to an Engineer 

Command in the TO, 

172. The results of the coring operation provide the final basis 

for selection of the construction site. These results must be evaluated 

along with the data resulting from the other investigations and compared 

with similar data from the other priority areas before final selection 

is possible. 

Consideration of Waves in Selecting Sites 

Water waves 

173. This section attempts to present the proble.'iiF arising from 

all types of water waves, problems that must be considered in t>K 
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selection of a marine facility location. A discussion of the wave cli- 

mate is followed by a brief indication of the effect of each type of 

wave cat the operational characteristics of a port. 

Ilk.    One portion is devoted to explosion-generated water waves, 

an extremely important consideration for military ports and a nonexis- 

tent problem for a normal civilian port. This phenomenon must not he 

overlooked in the selection of a military port that is in a TO where 

there is any possibility of nuclear weapons being used in the event of 

con lict. 

175. Finally, a summary is presented that includes recommenda- 

tions for work units that must be accomplished in order to make the nec- 

essary information for rapid and intelligent decisions of site selection 

available, 

Wave climate 

176. A major item of importance in selecting a marine facility 

location is wave climate.    Wave climate consists of three types of 

waves:    wind waves, long-period waves, and extremely long-period waves 

such as tsunami waves and hurricane surge.    Wind waves refer to those 

waves?  generated by either local winds or distant storms and comprise the 

majority of the wave climate.    Lcng-period waves may be generated by 

several mechanisms and are important since they have periods that may 

coincide with the resonant modes of a harbor or the resonant frequency 

of a moored ship.    Tsunami and hurricane surge waves are self- 

explanatory.    Each of these comporjents of the wave climate is discussed 

in the following sections. 

Wind waves 

177- The wave climate of an area (primarily consisting of wind 

waves) is represented by a ('irectional spectrum that yields the percent- 

age of time that waves of a specified height range (e.g. h-6  ft) in a 

specified period range (e.g. 10-12 sec) occur from a certain direction 

in deep water. Deep water is defined as water of sufficient depth that 

the bottom topography has a negligible influence on wave propagation. 

This depth is defined as a depth that is greater than or equal to one- 

half the deepwater wave length, L , which is 5.1^ (T = wave period). 
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Usually, the wave climate is given on a monthly basis and summarized in 

yearly statistics. r 

1T8, TWO methods are available for determinittg the wave climate 

of an area. The first method consists or measuring waves and computing 

the wave statistics. However, this really is not very practical since 

(a) data for several year" axe required to obtain reliable statistic^, 

(b) it is difficult to iu ■>?u <» waves in deep water due to the lack of a 

stable platform unless an expensive system is designed, (c) it is ex- 

tremely difficult to compute an accurate directional spectrum over the 

entire wave climate due to the vastly different optimum spacings between 

wave sensors, (d) sensor reliability almost precludes an attempt to mea- 

sure the wave climate ove', such a long period of time, and (e) the man- 

agement and analysis of such a volume of data would be extremely expen- 

sive and time-consuming. Thus, it is really impractical to attempt to 

obtain deepwater wave climate information through a measurement program. 

The second method used to define the deepwater wave climate is called 

wave hindcasting. Through a combination of analytical and empirical 

techniques, one can start with weather maps (depicting atmospheric pres- 

sure distributions over the open ocean), compute the waves generated by 

local winds and distant storms, and then compute the characteristics of 

these waves as they propagate to the desired deepwater area. Thus, the 

wave climate, is built up es these computations are made on a yearly 

basis  In compiling wave statistics, a minimum of three years' hindcast 

data is usually used; the common practice is to choose a severe storm 

year, a nild storm year, anä a typical or average storm yaav. 

179. There is a third methoc ?f computing wave statistics, i.e., 

use of visual ship observations, but data compiled using this method are 

not considered as reliable as data obtained using the hindcasting 

method. The National Oceanograpbi/j Data Center compiles ship observa- 

tions as a function of location of the ship. The ocean is divided into 

1-deg squares (l deg latitude and 1 deg longitude) called marsden 

squares. These data are not as reliable as those obtained from hind- 

casting due to the limited accuracy of visual observations talr'jn from a 

moored platform (the ship). It has been shown that an observer tends 
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to see only the highest one-third of the waires present; thus the under- 

i^ing reason for a commnlj used parameter in. wave statistics, ^i/o » 

which refers to the average height of the highest one-third of the waves 

present. 

180, In order to obtain the type of wave data needed at a pro- 

posed marine facility location, the deepwater wave statistics must be 

converted to a wave climate at the location in question. This involves 

computing the effects of a decreasing water depth (wave shoaling), the 

effects of the bottom topography (wave refraction), and the effects of 

bottoE. friction (usually negligible except for extremely long-period 

waves and shallow continental shelves). 

i8l. The shallow-water climate can then be used to design a pro- 

tective structure (breakwater) for a proposed harbor, to calculate wave 

forces on structures, and as input for a hydraulic model to ascertain 

the characteristics of the harbor itself. 

182. Determination of the wind wave climate is quite an involved 

and time-consuming task. Deepwater wave climate data are available at 

sufficiently spaced stations to cover the West Coast of the United 

States, and wave climate data are available to slightly lesser degrees 

of reliability for the East and Gulf Coasts of the United States. Data 

are available from various sources for the European countries and to 

lesser degrees of reliability for coastal areas in Africa and Asia. 

Thus, in order to evaluate the wave climate at a proposed location for 

a marine facility, it is necessary to evaluate the reliability of exist- 

ing wind wave data on a worldwide basis and to supplement these data 

with additional hindcast information. If an existing port site or har- 

bor is being investigated, then information relative to that site can be 

obtained by interviewing port personnel; in some instances, recorded 

data may be available at the port. 

Long-period waves 

183. Long-period waves are commonly referred to as waves having 

periods ranging from approximately 20 sec to several minutes. Long- 

period waves comprise a very small percentage of the total energy in the 

wave spectrum, which includes waves with periods ranging from fractions 
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of a second throng the astroaoaical tidal period of approxiisately 

2U hr.    Iljese wave periods are inportant at a port because sost harbors 

have resonant frequencies in this range, and, even though the incident 

aBplitude of the long-period wave is siaall, it may be smplified several 

times depending upon the tendency of the harbor to resonate.    The reso- 

nant frequencies of the b-   i^or are a function of its depth, geometric 

shape, bottc« topography, and the bottom friction. 

i81».    Long-period waves can originate from several different 

sources.    A few of these are:    (a) they can be the leading waves froa 

a distant stona (due to wave dispersion);  (b) they can be waves gener- 

ated by large-scale atmospheric pressure variations;  (c) they can be the 

res«lt of nonlinear interaction of two shorter period wind waves, which 

can produce a long-period wave with a frequency equal to the difference 

in the frequencies of the shorter period waves; or (d) they can be waves 

generated by the resonance of an offshore underwater canyon, a continen- 

tal »helf, or a bay.    From a practical standpoint, how Irng-period waves 

are generated is not so important.    However, it is important to  leter- 

ffiine if the long-period waves persist to any degree of regularity.    A 

long-period wave with an amplitude of 0.2 ft or more v   •/:,  In general, 

cause a severe problem of ship surging if the resonant  ^requsncy of the 

moored ship is of approximately the same period (20 sec to several min- 

utes, depending on the ship size, load, and mooring conditions). 

l85.    Information on the long-period wave environment is practi- 

cally nil everywhere in the world.    The best information is probably 

available  for the West Coast of the United States where long-period 

waves  do persist.    The East Coajt of the United States has very little 

if any problem resulting from a long-period wave environment.     Long- 

period waves in other parts of the world are even less veil documented. 

Since 'no statistical information exists  for the long-period wave envi- 

ronment, the best method of obtaining such information is to survey the 

existing ports  and harbors,  catalog their first  several natural frequen- 

cies  of oscillation,  determine which are most likely to be susceptible 

to long-period wave problems,  and then interview port personnel in an 

effort to establish the occurrence of ship surging. 
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Tsunamis and hmrlcane surge 

186. fsunaads are vezy long-perlc^ wares (usually 5 to 30 mn in 

period) that are caused by a displacement of the ocean hot tea due to 

seismic activity. Ports around the entire Pacific Ocean are susce|r-i- 

ble to tsunaad. wavesj however, the effects at different harbors vary 

considerably due to the local batbyisetry front the continental slope 

shoreward and to the direction of approach by the tsunaiai. Although 

tsunamis occur rather infrequently, there is probably enough documented 

evidence in the more populated areas to ascertain if any area is sucep- 

tible to tsunami damage. Ports and harbors bordering the Atlantic Ocean 

have practically no problem from tsunamis due to the lack of active 

seismic regions around the periphery of the Atlantic Basin. Analytical 

metheds are being developed to determine the susceptibility of an area 

to tsunaiai damage. It is anticipated that in the very near future such 

computations can be made with a relatively high degree of confidence. 

187. Hurricane surge (or typhoon surge) is more conmon than 

tsunami surge and presents a problem on the East and Gulf Coasts  of 

North and Central America end the Eastern and Southeastern Coasts of 

Asia and islands in that area of the Pacific. The occurrence of hurri- 

canes and typhoons is fairly well documented (especially in the United 

States), and the frequency of occurrence of various Intensity hurricanes 

and the resulting waves and hurricane surge can be calculated. It would 

be considerably beneficial to the site selection process to catalog all 

existing data on hurricanes and typhoons in order to assess the prob- 

ability of operational downtime for each year and the probability of 

extensive damap-' from both hurricane surge and winds. 

Effects of waves on opera- 
tional characteristics of a port 

188. Ports and harbors are built to provide protected locations 

for ships to load and unload cargo. The current trend toward larger 

ships and tankers has posed new problems to many harbors. Container 

ships have more stringent restrictions on their movement for optimum 

operation during loading and unloading than do break-bulk vessels. 

Deep-draft vessels require deeper entrance channels, which allow more 
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I 
I        wave energy to enter a harbor. Although larger ships can utilise the 
,- 
|        harbor, its total capacity say be decreased by a deterloratioB in the 
t 
| wave enviroraaent. 
it 

-|        Damage to breakwaters 
f 
| 189. It is not normally practical to design breakwaters to with« 

I        stand Biajor storm conditions without suffering damage. Usually, break- 
j 
I        waters are designed to withstand some design storai (e.g.. a 30- or 

I        100-year storm) with limited damage (e.g., less than 5 percent). Should 
t 
I        damage occur to a breakwater, it is anticipated that sufficient time 

I        would be available to repair it before another severe storm could damage 

I        exposed inner harbor facilities. The selection of design storm condi- 
f 
I        tions for breakwaters at military port facilities is very difficult. If 

j        the breakwater were designed for a relatively common storm (i.e., a 6- 

I        month to 1-year stona) and a 50- to 100-year storm occurred, there would 

f        be a good possibility that both the breakwater and port facility would 

I        be effectively destroyed Instead of suffering minor damage. Such a sit- 
i 
I        uation occurred during the invasion of Hormandy during World War II. 

I        Since design criteria for breakwaters are now existent, it would be 

f        prudent to develop designs covering a variety of wave climates. A spe- 
I 
I        cific design could then be selected on the basis of required design life, 
l 
L        tactical importance, and construction resources. 

I Damage to ships and port facilities 

r 190. Damage to piers, Carves, storage areas, and cargo handling 
I 
I facilities can occur from each component of the wave climate discussed 

in paragraph 176, A tsunami wave that inundates an area occupied by 

such structures will destroy or seriously damage most of them. However, 

the small probability of occurrence of tsunamis plus the fact that most 

areas are not sxibject to tsunami inundation make the probability of 

damage from a tsunami relatively unlikely. Of considerably more concern 

are hurricanes or typhoons (in areas where they occur). Design criteria 

for buildings are available to prevent extensive damage from the winds; 

however, damage from the hurricane surge itself (sometimes erroneously 

called a tide) is practically impossible to prevent unless the storage 

facilities are built at a sufficient elevation. This elevation should 
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be established fron the wave statistics (rt-coaaended to be compiled) for 

the area under consideration. 

191. Piers and ■Ktmrves ean be constructed to sustain limited dam- 

age under hurricane surge conditions. A prime consideration is not to 

design a pier with long continuous spans if the possibility exists that 

it will be exposed to waves that will reach 'the underside of the deck. 

Pressures from waves striking the underside of a deck have been found to 

exceed lUOO Ib/sq ft. Because it is not practical to design decking to 

withstand this magnitude of load, provisions should be made in the de- 

sign for breakaway components that will prevent damage to major struc- 

tural elements. 

192. Although long-period waves are seldom high enough to reach 

the underside of a pier or wharf deck, damage may result from wave- 

induced movement of a ship. In such circuipstances, a properly designed 

fender system is an important factor in limiting damage to both the ship 

and pier facilities. 

193. Ihe probability of major ship damage from natural causes 

within the harbor itself is extremely small unless a tsunami, hurricane 

or typhoon, or deterioration of the breakwater occurs. Modern communi- 

cation should provide sufficient warning for ships to head for the open 

ocean should a tsunami, hurricane, or storm threaten a harbor. 

Explosion-generated water waves 

19^*. Selection of a, marine facility location for a military oper- 

ation without consideration of explosion-generated watar waves would be 

incomplete if not completely foolhardy. It is well-established that the 

detonation of a nuclear weapon in or over the ocean produces an 

explosion-generated train of water waves.  It is also extremely well- 

established that in some cases these waves can be quite large and can 

travel long distances. 

Characteristics of 
explosion-generated water waves 

195» Explosion-generated water waves exhibit the same character- 

istics as any vaves produced by a local disturbance in deep water. A 

train of waves is generated where the maximum amplitude wave always has 
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I 

the saae period (regardless of distance of propagation). The smplitnae 

of this vave decreases as l/R (R "being the distance propagated frcaa the 

source). Ihere are several envelopes of waves. Ite nuiabfcr of waves in 

|        each envelope is relative to the distance from the source to the enve- 

I        lope, i.e., the farther the envelope is from the source, the more waves 

I        that are in the envelope. The longer period waves appear at the front 

of each envelope. The  initial waves travel at Vgh (g - acceleration 

due to gravity, and h = water depth), and the energy travels at the 

|  .     group velocity of the maximum amplitude wave. The :wave envelopes are 

j        well described hj a third- or fourth-order Bessel function that modu- 

lates a circulir function describing the individual vaves themselves. 

196« If the explosion occurs in shallow water, the first wave is 

usually the largest, regardless of propagation distance due to a very 

'        slow rate of dispersion. 

197. The amplitude and frequency of the largest wave are func- 

tions of explosion yield, height or depth of burst, distance from the 

explosion, water depth, and bottom topography. 

198. Because an explosion is an inefficient method of generating 

water waves, a relatively large-yield nuclear explosion is required to 

;        create waves of appreciable height. It can also be stated that a tsu- 

nami cannot be generated by an explosion unless it triggers an earth- 

quake. The area affected by explosion-generated waves is extremely 

localized when compared with the several-hundred-mile-wide area affected 

by a tsunami. The periods of nuclear-explosion-generated waves can 

roughly be classified as being between that of wind waves and tsunami 

waves, i.e., they- are in the long-period wave region but can have ampli- 

tudes considerably greater than those of normal long-period waves found 

in the open ocean. 

Effects on ports 

199. Before considering the concept of small, dispersed military 

harbors or ports, explosion-generated waves must be considered. Depend- 

ing on the bottom topography, a properly placed large nuclear explosion 

might produce a breaking wave environment over a considerable length of 

shoreline and beginning in relatively deep water. 
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200. Although explosion-genera^eä waves are in the  long-period 

wave category, their effect will pro» ably be »ore dramatic than that of 

naturally produced long-period wavei since their amplitude is normally 

larger. However, a port that is well protected from long-period waves 

will probably offer good piotection from explosion waves. 

Effects on ships 

201. The effects of explosion-generated waves on surf «ice ships 

and submarines is not well known. However, should a ship be subjected 

to Severe breaking waves, it can be expected to sustain major damage and 

possible destruction. The  effects of airblast and underwater shock 

waves are discussed in reference ll». 

Summary 

202. A brief discussion of the wave conditions to be considered 

in the selection of a marine facility location has been presented. Al- 

though most of the information necessary for a rational selection is 

within the state-of-the-art, it is apparent that synthesizing this in- 

formation is a major task. Because this task is time-consuming, it 

should be accomplished well in advance of a survey and included in the 

theater base development plans. It is doubtful that sufficient re- 

sources will be available to accomplish the task after contingency plans 

have been implemented. Thus, the following recommendations are made in 

order to obtain the necessary data for a rational decision in selecting 

a marine facility location: 

au Compile deepwater wave statistics similar to those ex- 
isting for the West Coast of the United States for wind 
waves in all contingency areas. This will involve hind- 
casting for areas where data are nonexistent or where 
existing data are unreliable. 

b. Compile data on the long-period wave environment in 
various contingency areas to determine if long-period 
wave problems exist. The data in some cases may involve 
only verbal descriptions obtained for existing ports. 

£. Compute frequencies of occurrence for hurricane surge 
and typhoons for areas where such data are unavailable. 
Also pinpoint locations likely to suffer tsunarr.i 
inundation. 

(L, Predict the effects of explosion-generated water waves 
for sites designated in contingency plans. 
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PAIT III: SHIP DISCHARGE FACILITIES 

Discharge Facilities and Design 

203. Ship discharge facilities are normally named after the type 

of vessel that will be using the facility. General cargo, landing 

craft, and petrolem facilities have been dealt with by Mlitary engi- 

neers in the past. Ihe introduction of container ships and coomercial 

roll-on/roll-off systeas requires that two aore types of facilities be 

considered. 

20b. A dock is a general term used to describe a discharge facil- 

ity for unloading and loading the cargo chat & vessel transports. Usu- 

ally a dock is referred to as a pier or wharf, depending on its charac- 

teristics. A wharf is a facility that usually parallels the shore. The 

nuaber of linear feet at the face of the wharf is the length of the berth- 

ing accoranodation, A pier generally is a structure that projects into the 

water. It usually provides berthiiig on both sides of the structure and 

is perpendicular to or at an acute angle with the shore. 

205. A discharge facility in  usuelly constructed tc serve one 

type of ship. Many factors must be considered in the determination of 

the actual design of the facility to be constructed. Some of these fac- 

tors are the (a) design life of the installation; (b) sizes of ships that 

will use the facility; (c) types of cargo to be loaded and unloaded; 

(d) directions of waves, winds, and currents; (e) foundations conditions; 

(f) eonatruction time available; (g) availability of construction ma- 

terial and construction equipment; and (h) economics of the structure. 

Construction types 

206. Discharge facilities generally fall into two construction 

classifications: (a) structures of open construction with their decks 

supported by piles, and (b) structures of closed or solid construction, 

such as sheet-pile cells, bulkheads, and gravity walls. 

207. Structures of open construction can be further divided into 

high-level decks and relieving-type platforms. The relieving-type plat- 

form is designed with the main structural slab below the finished 
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surface, and the space between the two is filled with aggregate to add 

stability and distrihute concentrated wheel loads over a greater nuober 

of piles in the foundation. This type of structure is suitable for 

heavy deck loads. A high-level deck design is usually adequate for 

light loading conditions. High-level decks can he constructed quickly 

arid are well suited to pre fabrication. 

208. The  solid type of construction ca,*» be used when the soil 

conditions are suitable for gravity-type structures and the water depth 

does not exceed 35 ft. Solid construction units require a thorough 

understanding of the physical properties of all the materials being 

used. Steel sheet-pile walls require an extensive tieback system and 

are difficult to repair when daraaged. 

Materials 

209. Structures can be constructed of wood, steel, or concrete. 

Timber does not require highly skilled labor and is relatively inexpen- 

sive. It usually can be procured relatively close to the construction 

area. Its disadvantages are limited load capacity and susceptibility to 

fire and marine organisms. Vfood pilings do not normally come in lengths 

greater than 90 It and are difficult to splice. 

210. Steel has the advantage of a high strength-to-weight ratio 

but requires skilled labor and special equipment and is susceptible to 

corrosion and galvanic action. 

211. Concrete is being more widely used in commercial ports due 

to its low maintenance cost end ability to carry heavy loads. The prob- 

lem of producing and curing large quantities of concrete in the field is 

a major disadvantage. 

212. Prestressed concrete piles can now be produced in lengths up 

to 100 ft and shipped to the theater on LASH and Seabee barges. Their 

low maintenance cost while stored at depots makes them suitable for pre- 

stockage. Although concrete piles are difficult to splice, displacement 

piles longer than 100 ft are seldom necessary. 

Structure design 

213. A structure can be designed in two ways:  (a) as a rigid 

structure in which the lateral forces are absorbed by batter piles or 
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by rigid fraae action, or (b) as a flexible structure in which deflec- 

tion allows the structure to absorb a portion of the impact of berthing 

ships. The behavior of a structure under lateral loading must be con- 

sidered in the design of a fendering system. Fendering is discussed 

separately in Part V of this report. 

2ll*. A pier or wharf structure must be designed to resist lateral 

loads, vertical loads, and loads imposed on it due to berthing impact. 

215. Lateral loado consist of the forces caused by the mooring 

lines pulling a ship "Into or along the structure or holding it against 

the forces of vine*  and current. The design wind forces should equal the 

exposed bro«»,äside area of the ship in its light condition multiplied by 

th» wind pressure to which a shape factor of  .3 has been applied. The 

sh^pe factor takes into consideration a reduction due to height and an 

increase for suction on the leeward side of the ship. Usually, the wind 

forces are assumed to be not less than 10 or more than 20 Ib/sq ft (ref- 

erence 7» page 29^).  In designing a pier with berthing on both sides, 

allowances mast  be made for ships berthed on the leeward side. As can 

be seen, the characteristics of the ship aud the local wind pressures 

are needed to calculate the lateral forces.  If this information is not 

available, most port authorities and the Naval Facilities Engineering 
8 

Command recommend using a design load of 1000 lb per linear foot of 

pier or wharf. 

216. The force caused by currents will be negligible if the ship 

is moored parallel to the current.  However, if the ship is not moored 

parallel to the current, this force may become significant depending 

upon the current profiles, depth of water, and the proximity of other 

structures. 

217. The force exerted on the pier by the mooring line can be de- 

termined by the algebraic addition of the wind and current forces. 

218. Vertical loads are those imposed by the weight of the sup- 

porting structure (dead load) and those imposed by wheel loads from 

trucks, railroad cars, and cranes, c?;rgo, and equipment (live load). 

The uniform live load varies, but usually in the design of general cargo 

facilities, the load is assumed to be from 600 to 800 Ib/sq ft. The 
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design for wheel loads follows the procedures outlined by the American 
15 

Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO).   The uniform live load 

will control the design of the piles and pile caps, whereas the concen- 

trated wheel loads, including impact, will' control the design of the 

deck slab and beams. 

219. In an attaapt to evaluate the structural requirements of 

piers and wharves to handle large container equipment, a comparison was 

made using the analytical procedures outlined in section t-T of refer- 

ence l6. The same vehicles employed in the evaluation of relative sur- 

facing requirements (discussed in Part VI) were used in the analysis. 

The bridge class curves were generated for both shear (fig. kj)  and 

bending moment (fig. hS)  for each piece of container handling equipment. 

220. The calculations were made with the vehicles loaded with 

67,200 lb except for the Hyster, which has a maximum capacity of 

62,000 lb and the P&H and GC-500 cranes, which were not loaded. The 

curve for the GC-500 crane is for one wheel assembly of the crane only. 

This was done because each wheel assembly is approximately 12 ft wide 

and because the assemblies are on 25-ft centers. Therefore, it was felt 

that for comparison with the other vehicles, a curve for only one wheel 

assembly would be appropriate. A hypothetical vehicle width of l60 in. 

was used to determine the width deviation correction factor for vehicles 

of claases 150 and larger. 

221. To provide a meaningful comparison, these curves were plot- 

ted along with those for standard class hypothetical vehicler as defined 

in reference 16, the H20-S16 loading of the AASHO,15 and 500- and 

1000-lb/sq ft uniform live loads for 12-ft-wide lanes. The 

500-lb/sq ft uniform load is the value used in current facilities of the 

Army Facilities Component System. The 1000-lb/sq ft load is the value 

employed by the Port of New York Authority for container facilities and 
Q 

is recommended by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command. 

222. As can be seen from the two sets of curves, the design must 

include a consideration of the effects of concentrated wheel loads. In 

this investigation, it was found that on short spans the mobile cranes 

developed moments and  shear forces two to three times greater than those 
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developed by a 1000-lb/sq ft uniform loa?.. If a design incorporates 

span lengths in excess of approximately 15 ft, consideration must aLso 

be given to the possibility that more than  one vehicle i.iay be on a par- 

ticular span at one time. Unlike the case of military fixed bridges* 

vehicles will operate on piers and wharves perpendiculor to the ayis of 

the stringers. Vehicles that are particularly short ma;' be even more 

severe in this transverse orientation than when traveling parallel to 

the stringers. This loading condition should be thoroughly investigated. 

223. When engineer resources are limited, it may be necessary to 

rastrict use of a pier or whariv to certain types of equipment. If this 

is the case, access to the scructure should be controlled, and super- 

visors of cargo handling operations should be informed of the struc- 

ture's physical limitations. Signs should be posted at the approaches 

to the facility, and the port engineer should conduct periodic inspec- 

tions of the facility to ensure that regulations are being properly 

enforced. 

22U. Concentrated loads exerted v7 cranes and railroad equipment 

must be carefully examined. The IT-ton gantry crane loading used in the 

past no longer appears to be applicable. Crawler, wheeled, and truc?:- 

mounted cranes exhibit an extremely wide variation in magnitude and dis- 

tribution of concentrated loads. 

Prefabricatec' Reinforced Concrete Pier Module 

2 
225. As expressed in the Joint Logistics Review Board document," 

contingency operations should incorporate the use of preengineered, pre- 

fabricated facilities. A3 a result of recent developments in shipping, 

a need has arisen for a p-efabricated pier component capable of kindling 

live loads of 1000 Ib/sq ft, high concentra. i wheel loads, and a 

gantry-type container crane. 

226. A preliminary study was conducted to determine the feasibil- 

ity of designing a reinforced concrete p?er component that would (a) fit 

on the Seabee barge ship, (b) weigh less than 1000 tons, (c) have a deck 

live load capacity of 1000 Ib/sq ft and large concentrated wheel loads. 
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and (d) support a gantry-tgrpe container crane {vheel loads of 1000 kips 

on 5-ft centers). 

Concept 

227. The concept would-be that this nodule could be loaded on the 

Seabee barge ship to be transported to the TO. Ifcenty-nine barges would 

permit the construction of a 1000-ft-long pier or wharf. Ihe nodules 

were designed for use with 6-ft-diaaieter caissons and the 500~ton- 

capacity DeLong Jacks. The aodules would be unloaded tram the barge 

ship and floated into place, through use of four caissons and DeLong 

jacks, the modules would be Jacked to their required elevation, and then 

2lt-in-diaaa piles would be driven through precast holes and epoxied to 

the girders. After the 2i»-in.-diaiB piles were in place, the four cais- 

sons and DeLong Jsicks would be withdrawn to be used on another module. 

228. The module would be filled with a fine-grained material like 

sand with pavement placed over it, thus resulting in a relieving-type 

structure. This type of construction is used in commercial ports to 

allow high concentrated wheel loads and heavy loads to be dispersed over 

a number of pilings. The module could also be used as a causeway with a 

roadway width of 35 ft (see fig. U9). 

Preliminary design 

229. The module is 35 ft wide, 97.5 ft long, and 12,0 ft deep. 

The fabricated dead load is 970 to 980 short tons. This represents 

about '♦53 cu yd of concrete and 205,000 lb of reinforcing steel with a 

fabrication cost of $90,000 to $100,000 based on current bid prices plus 

20 percent for contingencies (see figs. 50-53). 

230. The module was designed according to the American Concrete 
17 

Institute  (ACI) code using the working stress method. The i'ioor sys- 

tem was analyzed as a two-way slab fixed on all edges. A total design 

load of ?!i00 Ib/sq ft (dead load + live load of 1000 Ib/sq ft) was used 

for all sections of the floor system. The  entire floor system was pro- 

vided with a uniform concrete depth and reinforcement ratio that satis- 

fied the positive and negative monents of the larger members of the 

system. 

231. All of the pilings were placed through the girders, thus 
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permitting each beam to transfer its load directly to the girders and 

each girder to then transfer its loads to the piling. This procedure 

permitted the beams to have minimus widths, which reduced the overall 

dead weight of the structure considerably. There is a question as to 

the best or most logical procedure for determining the reactions of the 

piling. Two procedures were selected. 

232. The first procedure assumed the girders to be continuous 

members completely fixed at each piling location. Distribution factors 

were calculated using the distances between the piles as the span 

lengths. Fixed-end moments were then calculated, and moment distribu- 

tion was applied to determine the end moments and consequently the pil- 

ing reactions. 

233. The second procedure assumed the girders to be completely 

rigid. This allowed the piling reactions to be determined from the 

downward load (V) and a moment (Ve ) concentrated about the centroid of x 
,,  Ve X 
V .  x 

the piling group through the u^e of the formula: V = — + r-r 

where V = reaction of piling, e = eccentricity or distance between 

V and the centroid of the piling group, and X = distance from pile In 

question to center of gravity of piling group. 

23^. The actual reactions are probably somewhere between those 

calculated from each of the two procedures; however, since the first 

procedure outlined (moment distribution) generally produced the more 

critical moments, it was used for designing all girders, as well as the 

beams. The maximum reaction obtained was less than 100 tons.  Girders 2 

and h  were designed to carry rails for a gantry-type crane. Each girder 

was designed to support 880 kips total load or 25 kips/ft uniform load. 

235- The inflection points in the floor system could not be pre- 

dicted with any great degree of accuracy; therefore, reinforcement was 

provided for maximum positive and negative moments throughout the entire 

system. 

236.  Further, due to the specific type of construction (piling 

driven through precast holes and then epoxied to the girders), a shear 

problem could exist near the locations of the piling and girder 
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connections. Although this area was provided with shear reinforcement 
18 

according to ACI Code, Section 318-71,  laboratory tests should be per- 

forsasd to ensure that the best placement of reinforcement is determined. 

These tests may Indicate that it is possible to obtain maximum benefits 

from the shear reinforcement when it is placed at angles to the piling 

and not in horizontal and vertical directions as is recommended in ref- 

erence 18 for all deep beams. 

237. Lateral movement due to wind and ship loads should not be a 

problem, especially since battered pilings are recommended for girders 

3 and 5 (checked for a horizontal load of 6 kips/linear foot of barge on 

the 35-ft faces). Lateral forces due to wave action have not been con- 

sidered at this stage in the preliminary design. It is emphasized, how- 

ever, that a final design should include a dynamic (vibratory) analysis 

to determine the natural frequency of the piling as well as the poten- 

tial settlement of each pile. 

238. Possibly, th»r "nost critical situation occurs when the loads 

are transferred to the edge be'yns (begins 1 and 6) during the jacking op- 

eration. During this operation, these beams must support their own 

weight, the end reactions of the girders, and the loads from tli? adja- 

cent slabs. At first, it was attempted to place the jacks near the ends 

or corners of the structure; however, this resulted in an unreasonably 

high positive moment. Therefore, the jack locations were moved to a 

point midway between girders 2 and 3 or nearer midspan. This relocation 

resulted in the positive moment being reduced to a very reasonable 

level; however, as suspected, the negative moment was increased con- 

siderably. This indicates that a more conservative design would have 

resulted if the jacks had been initially placed near girder 2. However, 

this could not have been anticipated because an indeterminate structure 

cannot be designed without initially making assumptions, analyzing, and 

revising, if necessary. 

239. Because the objective of this pier module was only to prove 

economic and practical feasibility, it was not believed necessary to 

completely redesign at this point in the investigation. 

2^0.  Counterforts were placed at both ends of girder 3 to provide 
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support to side beams 1 and 6 against lateral/torsional buckling during 

the jacking operation and to penait the beams to withstand the lateral 

pressures of the fill. 

2hl.    Foundation experts should determine if the proposed pile 

spacing will allow each pile to carry its anticipated load under normal 

site conditions. Conservative assumptions were made throu^iout the de- 

sign of the module. Tests should be run to determine if this degree of 

conservatism is necessary. 

2U2.    It is possible that this approach has potential for provid- 

ing expedient military ports- It uould provide a low-cost maintenance 

structure with the load capability and transportability needed for con- 

tainer operations in the future. 

Glued Laminated Wooden Deck 

Background 

2U3. Timber always has been one of the major construction materi- 

als used in a TO. Normally, it can be procured at or relatively close 

to the construction site. Timber construction techniques and the uses 

of timber can be readily taught to troops. The amount of construction 

equipment required for the installation of timber structures is kept to 

a minimum. Timber is relatively easy to work with and can be used in 

numerous situations. 

2^. The literature review for this project led to information on 

glued laminated deck research being conducted by personnel of the U. S. 
19 

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin,  who, in collaboration 

with the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Division of 

Engineering, are performing continuing research on timber bridges. The 

objectives of this research are to develop design procedures, to improve 

the preservative treatment of bridge members, and to improve deck 

systems. 

2!+5. The "Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges" by AASHO 

(reference 15) presents design criteria for nailed laminated deck sys- 

tems and doweled wood deck systems.  Reference 15 does not cover the 
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design of vertically glued laminated wood decking, which is thought to 

be superior to either of the other two systeas. The Forest Products 

Laboratory is now in the process of publishing design criteria for felued 

laminated decking based on its research on experimental bridges. 

Tests in progress 

2h6.    Results of deflection tests conducted by the Forest Products 

Laboratory on both glued and nailed laminated decks indicate that the 

glued decks are twice as stiff and superiar in strength to the nailed 

decks. 

2^7« A practical width for a glued panel is h  ft or less. This 

limitation is necessary because wood shrinks and  swells due to changes 

in moisture content. Because Joints will occur at ** ft or less, an ef- 

fective shear-moment connector system is required to minimize the move- 

ment between panels and provide for the transfer of load. 

2k8.    The Forest Products Laboratory has tested several different 

connector systems. Fig. 5^ shows the two extreme defleccion patterns 

obtained during the evaluation of connector systems. The steel dowel 

connectors (fig. 55) were the best of the connectors tested, and the 

Forest Products Laboratory is conducting research to define design cri- 

teria for the steel dowel. 

2^9. The Forest Products Laboratory has also conducted field 

tests to determine if creosote treatment of deck panels will retard a 

rapid change in moisture content during periods of wetting and drying of 

the panels. The creosoted panels showed a maximum change in dimension 

of O.U percent over a year, which seems sufficiently stable that the 

panels will perform well in service. 

250. The Forest Products Laboratory has also constructed test 

decks (fig. 56) to evaluate the performance of the glued laminated deck- 

ing. These field and laboratory studies have shown that glued laminated 

decking is superior to nailed laminated bridge decking. 

251. The field bridges have given some data for an economic com- 

parison of nailed and glued laminated systems. Placing the nailed deck 

requires about ten to twelve times the man-hours required to place the 

glued deck.  However, some additional equipment is required to handle 
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the heavy glued panels, so the ratio could he  conservatively put at 

about eight tines the number of man-hours. 

Possible uses 

252. A review of the literature obtained from the Forest Products 

Laboratory led to the conclusion that glued laminated panels have poten- 

tial uses in military construction. The main interest lies in the use 

of these panels for pier and wharf facilities; however, a number of 

other uses for glued-laminated panels seems possible: (a) bridge decks, 

(b) gun platforms, (c) protective structures, (d) expedient surfaces for 

heavy equipment, (e) landing craft ramps, (f) camels and dock fenders, 

and (g) deck reinforcement for barges. 

253. Initially, it was considered desirable that troops be capa- 

ble of fabricating the deck panels in the TO. However, fabrication 

techniques require the surfaces of the individual pieces to be planed to 

a tolerance of 0.008 in. and the moisture content of the wood to be 

around 13 percent. This would require kilns to dry the wood to the 

correct moisture content, buildings with controlled humidity for storage 

and fabrication, a plane to surface the members, and construction jigs 

that would be able to exert a pressure of 150 psi. Also, approximately 

h  hr are required for the glue on each panel to cure. 

25h.    The large amount of quality control and the precise fabrica- 

tion techniques make it impractical to fabricate panels in the TO. 

Therefore, the panels would be fabricated in commercial plants and then 

shipped to the TO for use. The prefabricated panels would replace a 

portion of the bulk timber normally shipped to the TO. The panels would 

greatly reduce the amount of time and manpower required to build 

facilities. 

255. Presently in the Army Facilities Component System, the de- 

sign live loads for piers and wharves are 500 Ib/sq ft uniform load, 

Cooper E-50 railroad loading, and side pressure on the wharf of 1000 lb 

per linear ft.  The use of containerization will require dock facil- 

ities to be designed for heavier loads than presently in the system. A 

container pier or wharf will require live loads of 900 to 1000 Ib/sq ft, 

concentrated wheel loads up to 50,000 lb, depending on the equipment. 
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and side pressure on the pier or wharf of 2000 lb per linear ft. 

256. A vertically glued laminated deck was designed to support 

the same loads as a deck and stringer system of a pier described in ref- 

erence 1. The glued laminated deck was designed using properties and 

design stresses ftrom "Standard Specifications for Structural Glued Lami- 
20 

nated Ttmber."   The deck was considered to be similar to that shown 

in fig. 57, in which no stringers were used. The irertically glued lami- 

nated system weighed 50 percent less than the normal nailed laminated 

deck and stringer superstructure. The Forest Service constructed the 

58-ft-long wooden bridge (fig. 57) in Hiawatha National Forest at a cost 

of $5.25/sq ft for the vertical*y laminated wooden deck panels. 

257- A composite design of vertically glued laminated wooden pan- 

els and concrete would fulfill the load requirements of a container 

wharf or pier. A composite section consisting of vertically glued 

(Courtesy of U. S. Forest Products Uboralory, 
Madison,  Wis.J 

Fig. 57. Glued laminated bridge 
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panels, made up of alternating 2x10*8 and 2x12'r and 5 in. of concrete 

was investigated. The section was designed to sect the specifications 
21 

of the AITC Tiraber Construction Manual  on vertically nailed laainated 

timber plank and concrete coraposite deck, because design procedures for 

vertically glued laMnated bridge decks (fig. 58) were not available at 

the time of the investigation. 

COMPOSITE DECK 

Fig. 58. Composite deck of glued laminated wood and concrete 

258. The glued laminated panels are also intended for use by 

themselves. If the panels are inverted so that the even surfaces are 

up, they can be used as class 80 bridge decking in span lengths up to 

20 ft. These panels (fig. 59) weigh approximately 1(200 lb and are thus 

transportable by CH^T helicopters. 

Paneled bridge system 

259. During the investigation of glued lajninated decking, it was 

found that Weyerhauser Company of Tacoraa, Washington, is currently 
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Fig. 59« Glued laainated deck panel 

marketing a. panelized bridge system {fig. 6o). These bridges are being 

used on secondary roads in Washington State and on private roads of log- 

ging companies. The bridges' superstructures consist of all glued laai- 

nated members, stringers, diaphragms, deck panels, and wheel guards. 
15 

The system is designed in accordance with AASHO standards.   The live 

load (from reference 15) is H20-S16 with no impact or overload. The 

dead load is 65 lb per square foot of roadway. A bridge system of this 

type appears to be suitable for use in the TO. 

DECK BRACKET GROOVE LAMINATED DECK PANEL B 

LAMINATED DECK PANEL A 

LAMINATED STRINGER 

LAMINATED STRINGER 

"ig. 60. Weyerhauser panelized bridge system 
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Roll-on/roll-off Facilities 

260. The United States Ara^y is the world's largest user of roll- 

on/roll-off vessels, aostly in the form of landing craft. In early 

stages of an amphibious operation, landing craft, lighters, and lavy 

landing ships can be expected to provide a major portion of the resupply 

tonnage. Landing beaches will be in continuous use. After a port site 

has been secured, lighter operations employing landing craft and barges 

may still continue. These vessels aay be employed to handle anaaunition, 

carrying it from the roadstead to the inner harbor where mooring fully 

loaded amniunition ships would be too great a safety hazard. Experience 

in Vietnam with the maintenance of landing craft beaches indicated seme 

lack of understanding of the equipment utilizing the facilities. The 

result was the construction of structures that were not as functional as 

they could have been and that often required more maintenance effort 

than the austere facilities they replaced. 

Commercial roll-on/roll-off vessels 

261. Unlike military landing craft, most commercial roll-on/roll- 

off vessels are equipped with stem ramps and side doors. At commercial 

harbors, one or more ramps similar to the ones shown in fig. 6l are 

li Kl 
IM!! !'! 
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Fig. 6l. Roll-on/roll-off ramp 
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usually constructed at intervals along a container wharf for use by 

those ships equipped with stem raaps. At adlitary harbors where Belong 

barges are used for container facilities, the top deck aay be 20 ft or 

aore above water level, even at hi^j tide. This Bakes it extremely dif- 

ficult to construct pile-supported rasps that will raatch up with both 

the ship's ramp and the pier deck. 

Landing craft facilities 

262. There are several very iraportant factors that should be 

takeit into consideration in the design of landing craft beaches or 

"raiaps." One of the raost important aspects is to fully understand the 

environmental conditions for which a landing craft was designed and the 

normal beaching and extraction procedures. 

263. Landing craft presently in the inventory were designed for 

use on beaches with gradients greater than 3 percent. With normal 

beaching loads, these craft draw 3 to U ft of water at the bow. If a 

landing craft is not to dry out with an outgoing tide, the shore landing 

ramp must extend out from the shoreline to within 20 ft of where 3 ft of 

water exists at low tide, assuming that the beach gradient is sufficient 

to preclude grounding at the stern of the vessel (see fig. 62). 

26U,    If it is assumed that the point of grounding at the bow is 

20 ft from the end of the lowered bow ramp, the gradient of the face of 

the beach ramp must be about 3:20, or about 15 percent. The ramp must 

be constructed out of material with the following characteristics: 

au It must be able to withstand the trafficking of heavy- 
material -handling equipment while in a completely satu- 
rated condition. 

b. It must provide adequate traction to vehicles entering 
or exiting the craft. 

£.  It must be flexible enough to prevent serious damage to 
the landing craft using the facility. 

cL It must be able to resist the scour action caused by the 
prop wash of landing craft exiting the facility and from 
currents flowing parallel with the shoreline. 

The most practical materials that will satisfy these necessary qualities 

are crushed rock, gravel, or small cobbles.  These materials are heavy 
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Fig. 62. Landing craft ramp 

enough to resist scour, do not lose their shear strength when saturated, 

and, if properly placed, are flexible enough to prevent highly concen- 

trated loading of the hull of the craft. 

265. If the littoral or tidal currents parallel to shore cause a 

continuous depletion of shore ramp material, it may be possible to slow 

this action by constructing a permeable timber pile grcin adjacent to 

the facility.  If this is done, the piles should be left extending well 

above high water level so that they do not become a navigation hazard. 

The groin should be extended slightly beyond the end of the ;• . p. The 

permeability of the groin should be decreased in stages by installing 

additional piling until scour has been reduced to tolerable levels. To 

install an impermeable groin would cause accretion to occur behind it 

and a steep drop-off at the end, which is usually undesirable. 

266. Pilings at a landing craft facility can also be driven 
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onshore to the side of each ramp to  act as mooring hits. Mooring lines 

can he connected from the stem of the landing craft to these piles so 

that the engines can he shut off while loading and unloading the craft. 

This will reduce the wear on "both the cooling system and the propellers 

and also reduce the number of operating hours on the engines. Another 

benefit is the reduction in the amount of scour caused by the flow of 

water beneath the hull. 

267. In some locations, particularly near the mouth of a river, 

rock may not be readily available, under such conditions, it may be 

necessary to construct a rigid landing ramp out of either concrete or 

timber. Under such circumstances, it is usually desirable to design the 

facility such in the same manner as those required for servicing ships 

with stern roll-on/roll-off i*amps or for ferry boats. Mooring facili- 

ties should be provided along the side of the craft so that the how does 

not have to bear against the rigid structure. The end of the ramp 

should not be more than 16 ft wide so that the shore ramp will not in- 

terfere with the bow doors on the old model LST's (1153 and 1156 

classes). If mooring dolphins are employed to secure the landing craft, 

it is highly desirable that they be connected by catwalks so that lines 

can be handled easily. The spacing of the dolphins should be compatible 

with the different size craft using the facility. The dolphins should 

be as permeable as possible so that the slips do not silt up. It may be 

considered beneficial to extend a pier between two landing craft ramps 

to provide both mooring and a platform from which a crane can deck-load 

LST's. This type of facility is also ideal for loading and unloading 

barges. The pier can be constructed from small self-elevating barges 

such as the Ammi barge (fig. 63). 

Roll-on/roll-off ramps 

268. Ho general solution was found to the protlem of providing 

facilities for discharging commercial roll-on/roll-off ships. There 

appears to be no standard height above water level of either side doors 

or stern ramps. Because the difference between loaded and light, draft 

of a ship may be as much as 20 ft and the tidal variation within many- 

harbors is 10 ft or more, provisions may be necessary to accommodate a 
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Fig. 63. Afiaai barge 

change in elevation of stern and side doors of as mich as  30 ft. If the 

gradient on a ramp is limited to 30 percent to ensure rapid discharge 

and loading of vehicles, a total rasp length of 60 to 70 ft may be re- 

quired, depending on the elevation at the shore end. 

269. If a stage is employed, it is usually best to use a flat 

deck barge with as much freeboard as possible. The decks of Ammi and 

Navy cube pontoons are usually too lov unless cribbing is placed between 

the deck and the ramp. A barge with 10 ft of freeboard would be more 

appropriate. The shore connecting ramp may be constructed out of tacti- 

cal bridging or available fixed bridge materials. TM 5-312, "Military 

Fixed Bridges,"  and TM 5-277, "Bailey Bridge,"22 may be used for de- 

sign, but, because the ramp may be on a significant ^lope, a live load 

impact of 25 percent or more should be employed in the design calcula- 

tions. Chapter 22 of reference 22 describes the use of panel bridging 

on barges. 

Tanker Discharge Facilities 

270. The increasing need for petroleum in the TO makes it 
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essential to develop tanker discharge facilities as soon as possible. 

During the investigation of these facilities, some equipment and methods 

were studied that may allow rapid construction of petroleian facilities. 

271. In the initial stages of port development, either tankers or 

barges can be employed as POL storage facilities. Fig. 6h  shows a 

122,000-bbl-capacity barge constructed from a T-2 tanker hull. Its four 

cargo pumps can discharge ITfl^O bbl per hour against a 300 ft head. 

Smaller liquid cargo barges could be transported overseeus aboard barge 

ships and either moored within a port or moved ashore on a compressed 

air cushion. 

272. The primary disadvantage of floating storage is its vulner- 

ability and. the threat that a major spill would have on the rest of the 

port. Oil booms and recovery equipment as well as fire fighting equip- 

ment must be on hand. 

273. The discharge of tankers directly ashore has bev-n a problem 

that has received a great deal of attention for a number c years. Sev- 

eral developments have been made toward solving this problem such as the 

retrievable hoseline, collapsible tanks, single-point mooring buoys, and 

explosive anchors. 

2lh.    By the time a port is secured, however, more reliable sys- 

tems will be required to transfer large quantities of petroleum ashore. 

The most practical means of laying a pipeline very rapidly appears to be 

the reel-type pipe laying barge. The Flour RB-2 (fig. 65) is capable of 

carrying 18,000 ft of 12-in.-diam American Petroleum Institute pipe and 

laying it at a rate of 2 miles per hour. With this piece of equipment, 

a normal submarine pipeline could be laid in one work day. 

275. Presently, the only proven method of mooring a tanker at an 

exposed site that is compatible with Army requirements is a single-point 

mooring buoy, as shown in fig. 66. This mooring method consists of a 

buoy normally 25 to ^0 ft in diameter, a set of four to eight anchors 

and chains to hold the buoy in place, and hoselines to connect the buoy 

to both the tanker and submarine pipeline. The Army currently owns 

three International Marine and Oil Development Corporation single-point 

moorings of this type. 
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Fig. 66.    Single-point mooring system 

276. Any buoy moored with heavy chain is a problem to install. 

Three-in.-diam chain weighs 83.3 lb per linear ft in the air and 72.5 lb 

per linear ft in water. If a buoy is equipped with eight legs each 

500 ft long, the total weight of chain required will be about 166.6 

short tons. Eight 15,000-ib anchors would account for another 60 tons. 

Handling weights of this magnitude in open water requires special equip- 

ment and trained personnel. The connection of a hoseline from the buoy 

to the submarine pipeline is a problem requiring skilled divers. This 

hoseline also requires considerable maintenance. 

277. Because of its complexity of installation, the conventional 

single-buoy mooring system is not ideally suited to military applica- 

tions. Alternatives were investigated, and a system believed to be most 

suitable was the rigid-arm mooring system patented by Equipment Mecani- 

quer & Hydrauliques (EMH) of Paris, France (fig. 67). This mooring sys- 

tem is unique in that it relies on a spreading foundation rather than 

either anchors or piling. Its rigid arm also eliminates the problem 
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associated with the hoseline from the hnoy to the submarine pipeline. 

The rigid-arm mooring system shown in fig. S'( was designed for a "hand 

size" tanker of 63,000 dwt's having a length of 76o ft and a draft of 

h2 Tt.    It can he used in water depths ranging from 35 to 120 ft over a 

bottom capable of supporting tOO Ib/sq ft. Design mooring conditions 

comprised an 8-ft (eight sec) swell with a 30-knot wind and a U-knot 

current. Design survival conditions were a 20-ft swell {lh  sec), a wind 

velocity of 75 knots, and a current of 7 knots. 

278. Hie shipping configuration of the buoy permits it to be 

transported aboard a Seabee barge ship. Preliminary design studies have 

been furnished to both the Directorate of Military Engineering, OCE, and 

to the Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center, Fort Belvoir, 

Va. A more detailed evaluation of this concept appears to be warranted. 
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PART IV: DELORG BAEGE 

leseription and. Past Uses 

279» The self-elevating spud barge pier, cananonly known as the 

DeLong pier, consists of barge units and a number of spuds or caissons 

that support the barge above the water. 

280. The desigii of the barge allows it to be towed from a prepa- 

ration site to its point of erection. Once at its erection site, the 

caissons are laced, and the Jacking operation can be started. The air 

jacks are approximately 10-1/2 ft in height and 10 ft in diameter. Each 

is capable of raising 500 tons at a nominal rate of 12 ft per hour with 

individual strokes of 12 in. The barge is supported from each jack by 

four tie bars, k master control panel synchronizes the operation of the 

air Jacks on all caissons. The Jacks can be operated individually 

through the use of control panels mounted on the side of each. 

281. There are presently two sizes of barges being used in the 

military system, The "A" barge is 300 ft long, 80 ft wide, and 13 ft 

deep.  It is supported by ten 6-ft-diam caissons and ten 500-ton- 

capacity jacks. The "B" barge is 150 ft long, 60 ft wide, and 10 ft 

deep.  It is supported by six 6-ft-diara caissons and six 500-ton- 

capacity jacks. Two "A" barges were used to form a öOO-ft-long pier at 

Da Sang, Couth Vietnam (fig. 68). A combination of "A" barges to form 

the pier and "B" barges to form the causeway was used as a temporary 

facility at Vung Ro Bay, South Vietnam (fig. 69). 

282. The DeLong barge is a welded steel honeycomb-like structure 

consisting of plates and stiffeners.  Tt is designed to support a uni- 

form live load of 600 lb and a medium-sixed tank. The barge is divided 

into watertight compartments to maintain safe subdivision in case of ac- 

cident during towing. Normally, h-  by 12-in. wood planking is laid over 

and secured to the steel deck plate to provide a nonskid working 

surface. 

283. Each caisson is essentially welded steel pips that is 6 ft 

in diameter and 140 ft long and weighs approximately 80 tons. The wall 
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(Ctmrtay of DtLmg Corpwatkm. New York, It Y.f 

Fig, 68.    "A" barge pier at Da Nang, South Vletoaa 

(Courtesy of Del.ong Corporation. New York. N   Y.j 

9.     Combination "A"  and "B" "barge pier and causeway at 
Vunp;  Po Bay,   ,1outh Vietnam 
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is noroelly 1-1/2 in. of ASTM A-131 steel. A steel dia^iragp is peti- 

tioned 19 ft kVcn the bottom end of each caisson to develop end bearing 

after sufficient penetration has been obtained to ensure lateral stabil- 

ity. Another diaphragn is fitted kO  in. fron the top end, thus enabling 

the caisson to float. The load-carrying capacity of the pier and the 

depth of penetration of the caissons depend upon both the foundation 

soils and the unbraced length of the caissons. Generally, the erection 

site will be suitable if the foundation soils consist of consolidated 

clays and nonplastic materials. If the soils arc impenetrable, organic, 

or highly plastic, they are generally considered to be unsuitable. 

28U. For a teaporary installation, the barge is Jacked to the de- 

sired elevation, the grippers within the Jacks are inflated to 350 psi, 

and the shutoff cocks and isolation valves are closed. This supports 

the barge on the caissons as long as the pressure is maintained. If a 

semipermanent installation is required, the caissons are driven or 

Jacked to sound footing or refusal. Then the barge is welded to the 

caissons, the jacks removed, the caissons cut off flush with the barge 

deck, and cover plates installed over the caisson wells. Before the 

caissons are welded off, however, a thorough foundation settlement anal- 

ysis should be performed. 

Utilization as Container Facilities 

285. One approach to providing container facilities at military 

ports would be to utilize existing "A" and "B" DeLong barges in the 

Army's inventory to support container gantry cranes. Installations of 

this type are being used at Cam Rahn Bay, South Vietnam (fig. 70), and 

in a civilian operation at Pier 13, Staten Island, New York (fig. 71). 

286. The barges at both of these facilities have been modified tc 

accept the wheel loads of the container gantry cranes. Gantry cranes of 

this type weigh approximately 1,000,000 lb and have design wheel loads 

of 100,000 lb with wheels on 5-ft centers. The gantry cranes at the Cam 

Rahn Bay installation have a lift capacity of 27-5 tons and will not lift 

a commercial Uo-ft container loaded to its maximum capacity of 67,200 lb, 
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(Counesy of Paccco. Ahmede, Calif.j 

Fig. 70. DeLong barges supporting gantry cranes at Cam Rahn Bay 

(Courlfii  D) Kaymonä Inlfrmlional, \cw  )(irk. A.   Y.i 

■'ig.   71.  DeLoru- bargf.T: supporting guntry  cranes at Pier 13, 
.'taten Island, New York 
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To load and off-load the larger container ships, the gantry cranes re- 

quire a lifting reach of approximately 115 ft. This varies with the 

crane's location with respect to the face of the pier, with the width of 

the fendering system, and with the beam of the ship. 

287. The miniaum desirable lifting capacity of a military gantry 

crane is 30 long tons at a waterside reach of approximately 105 ft. The 

gage of the support rails normally varies from 30 to 50 ft. Most com- 

mercial facilities are now using gages up to 100 ft. The longitudinal 

clear spread between legs should permit the handling of hatch covers up 

to 50 ft wide. Container gantry cranes can average about 20 container 

lifts per hour and represent the most efficient means of off-loading 

container ships. 

288. The erection time for a gantry crane is from 2 to 5 months, 

depending on the availability of the parts, construction equipment, and 

skilled technicians to erect it. At least one (preferably two) 100- to 

150-ton-capacity mobile crane Is required for erection. 

289. The initial cost of the gantry-type container crane varies 

according to its specifications, but normally it is approximately 

$1,000,000. The lead time for manufacturing these cranes is about a 

year. In a military operation, a crane of this size would present 

enormous security problems, and repair would be extremely difficult. 

Also, there is some question as to whether existing DeLong "A" barges 

can be economically modified to support these cranes. 

290. Another approach to off-loading container ships is through 

the use of large mobile truck- and crawler-mounted cranes operating from 

the deck of a DeLong barge (see fig. 72). Table 2 and fig. 73 show the 

manufacturer's rated capacities for a number of commercially available 

cranes. The capacities shown do not reflect any reduction for lift 

block or spreader bar. These two pieces of equipment may weigh up to 

15»000 lb. Fig. 73 shows that the large mobile cranes are not capable 

of lifting lt0-ft containers weighing 6f,200 lb beyond a 90-ft radius. 

This means that the heavy containers must be loaded into the inboard 

cells of ships with large beams. This does not appear to be a great 

problem because most Uo-ft containers will probably not exceed 50,000 lb. 
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Ch&r&ct.gri::tEcs of V%riour Caag^r^la.;!:; n'^mll^hU- Cranes 
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.'^anltosor   . U'CD Crawler 150 ir i.9'..'- ;.; 7/f "<t 
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Fig,  73.    Crane capacities 
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However, it will require that perso- ael responsible for the placement of 

containers on the ship know the unloading capabilities at the ship's 

destination so that the containers will be placed in cells that are 

within the lifting capabilities of the cranes at the destination. 

291. Ilie large truck- and crawler-mounted cranes (figs. 7^ and 

75, respectively) mav weigh frca 350,000 to 500,000 lb, depending on the 

model and counterweight required.    A problem may arise if the DeLong 

barge is not structurally able to support these heavy loads.    A simpli- 

fied analysis of the DeLong deck indicates that the deck may require 

strengthening before a large mobile crane can operate en it. 

292. If the DeLong barges have been installed as a temporary in- 

stallation, caissons extending above the deck will possibly interfere 

with the swing of the crane's boom (see fig. 68).    The operator may be 

required to boom up and down to avoid the caissons in loading and un- 

loading containers.    This could have a dramatic effect on the rate of 

containers being discharged or loaded.    Ideally, a large mobile crane 

will average about 15 container lifts per hour.    The cost of these large 

mobile cranes is about one-half the cost of the container gantry cranes. 

They also have the advantage of being able to perform a number of other 

heavy-lift operations. 

293. A third approach to container discharge is the use of a 

series of fixed mounted stiffleg or whirley cranes.    Mounting the cranes 

on platforms (see figs.  16 and 77) would permit the unloading of ships 

from either side of the pier and provide a clear area beneath the crane 

for the movement of cargo.     The stiffleg system has  a low initial  cost, 

is  easy to store and maintain, and is  quickly erected.    The platform 

could be added to the DeLong barges before towing to the TO and the 

crane assembled after the barges have been jacked into place.    The cy- 

clic times woxild be very close to those of a large mobile or crawler 

crane.    The stiffleg crane also could be mounted on a barge and used for 

construction purposes. 

29^.    The DeLong barges were designed to support a uniform load of 

600 psi on the deck.    For container operations,  new porJ"  facilities are 

being designed to support  a uniform live load of 1,000  Ib/sq ft. 
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{Courtesy of Clark h'quipmail, Lima, Ohio) 

Fig. ?!*.  Lima 7700 truck-mounted crane 
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Fig. 76. American S-JiO stiffleg cranes mounted on 
300-ft DeLong "A" barges 
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For deck design, the concentrated wheel loads will usually be the 

governing factor. Concentrated wheel loads run as high as 80 kips for 

container handling equipment that is now commercially available. The 

deck system of the DeLong barge should be checked before permitting 

container equipment having high wheel loads to operate on it. 

Shore Connections 

295. The connection of the "A" and "BM DeLong barges with the 

shore is a construction task that has virtually been ignored. Although 

79- by 30-ft girder spans are currently in the Array's Inventory, the 

problem of installing a substructure for support is not addressed in 

Army publications. Installations in Vietnam employing these spans util- 

ize ^8-in. piling, which must be driven by a large pile hammer. These 

spans are also not capable of supporting large mobile cranes and con- 

tainer handing equipment. Panel bridging may be used to construct the 

girder spans but must be configured in a "deck" span arrangement rather 

than as the normal "through" span. The horizontal clearance limitation 

presented by the through span limits the efficient use of forklifts. 

Unreinforced Bailey decking is also not capable of supporting high con- 

centrated wheel loads. Floating causeways would be appropriate only as 

an expedient measure because of the difference in elevation of the 

DeLong and the causeway pontoons. Earth and rock causeways may be em- 

ployed but only after a study of the effects that they would have on the 

hydraulic regimen of the harbor. Also, stabilization of the sides of 

the causeway to protect it from the effects of wave and tidal action as 

well as from scour at the end of the causeway must be considered. 

296. Because of the length of time and the effort required to 

construct the shore connections mentioned above, an investigation was 

made of the Navy's Arami pontoon system as an alternative to employing 

DeLong "B" barges, as was done at a temporary installation at Vung Ro 

Bay, Vietnam (fig. 69). The Ammi pontoon (fig. 63), like the DeLong 

barge, is a spud-type barge that can be hoisted above the water. The 

Ammi, however, is designed primarily to supplement and replace the P or 
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T series pontoon causefajr sections for the discharge of ISf's  and land- 

ing craft. The ABad is designed for water ctepths of approximately 20 ft 

rather than the Uo to 50 ft of water in which a Del/jng oarge might be 

installed. It was concluded that standard Asml  cavseeway pontoons do 

not have safflcient structural strength to he employed as a causeway for 

the DeLong barges. 

297. "Ehere appears to be a aefinite need for a self-elevating 

pontoon that is between thy DeLong ^B" barge and the standard Asmi pon- 

toon in both size and strength. This barge should be corapatible with 

either the LASH or Seabee system to permit it to be easily transported 

to a» overseas TO. Its w^'.ght should not exceed the lift capability of 

Array floating cranes (100 short tons). It should be capable of func- 

tioning either as a flat-deck cargo barge or as a construction barge. 

The barge should be capable of performing as an elevated causeway module 

in water depths of 50 ft. Piling would, therefore, have unbraced 

lengths of approximately 75 ft. Each barge should be able to support 

the largest equipment that could be operated on the DeLong barge while 

in Its elevated position. It should provide a roadway width of at least 

22 ft (preferably 35 ft). It is desirable that it be equipped to handle 

liquid cargo after minor modifications, and its hull should be suitable 

for ocean touring at moderate speeds. 

Analysis of the DeLong "A" Barge 

Reasons for analysis 

^98. The DeLong "A" barge was analyzed because it was question- 

able whether it had the horizontal stability to resist the berthing 

forces that large new container ships could impose on it. In Vietnam, 

large earth moving tires were used for fendering the DeLong piers. This 

system was apparently satisfactory. Most of the ships used in Vietnam 

were break-bulk vessels of a C-^ class or less. The new container ships 

have dwt's that are two or three times greater than that of C-h  class 

vessels. 

299- As will be discussed in Part V, the horizontal load and the 
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energy-absorption capacities of the fendere-ä stmcture are two of the 

many factors that must be ts^eri into account when designing fenders. 

The  DeLong barg?? was investigated in this study due to a lack of infor- 

mation concerning the horizontal load and energy-absorption capacities 

of the barge. 

300. The  DeLong is essentially a box girder consisting of plates 

and stiffeners, and a thorough analysis would require the use of plate 

and raembrane theory. An analysis of this type was not within the time 

limit or funding capability of this study. Therefore, a simplified ap- 

proach was used to determine the horizontal load and energy-a-   jtion 

capacities of the barge with different lengths of caissons. 

Calculations 

301. Hand calculations were perfomed using two caissons end  a 

section of the barge an  a beam connecting the tops of the caissons. The 

bottoms of the caissons were assumed to have a point of fixity 10 ft be- 

low the bottom. A rigid frame analysis was performed for four different 

lengths of caissons (1*0, 50, 60, and TO ft). The allowabl« horizontal 

load was determined when the design stress was reached in a caisson. 

The resulting allowable horizontal loads seemed to be conservative, due 

to the fact that ihe barge is a large and very stiff structure and that 

more than just two caissons would be resisting tne berthing forces. 

302. A second analysis was performed in which the barge was con- 

sidered a one-story rigid frame with each caisson being a column and 

sections of the barge being beams between the columns (fig. T8). The 

moment of inertia, section modulus, radius of gyration, and weights wera 

calculated for the caissons and assumed beams using the geometric and 

material properties shown in figs. 79 and 80. 

303. After the geometric properties of the members had been cal- 

culated, the moments, forces, and displacements in the frame were de- 

termined using thn  three-dimensional beam element of the General Struc- 

tural Analysis Progran (SAP) presented in reference 23.  Computations 

were made for caissons with unbraced lengths of kö,   50, 60, and 70 ft. 

The unbraced len/^ths were chosen by assuming one point of fixity at the 

bottom of the birge and the other point 10 ft below the ground level. 
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Fig. 78.    Simplified frame used in barge analysis 

MATERIAL PROPERTJES 

MATERIAL 

YIELD POINT 

YOUNG'S MODULUS 
POISSON'S RATIO 
WEIGHT DENSITY 

SEAM 1 
ASTM 

A-131 STEEL 

BEAM 2 
ASTM 

A-131 STEEL 

BEAM 3 
ASTM 

A-131 STEEL 

COLUMNS 
ASTM 

A-131 STEEL 

58.000 PS I 58,000 PS! 56.000 PSI 58,000 PSI 
32.00C PSI 32.000 PSI 32,000 PS! 32.000 PSi 

29X106 PSI «:9Xt06 PSi 29X106 PSI 29X106  PSI 

0.25 0 25 0.25 0.25 
0.283 LB  IN.3 0.283 LB/IN.3 0.264 LB   IN.3 0.283 LB   IN.3 

Cross section 

Fig. 79. Material properties and cross section ysed for gei.metri' 
properties of columns 
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Therefoj'e, 20-, 30-, ä»0-, and 50-ft water depths were represented. The 

forces, noDents, and stresses were calculated based on the assuaption 

that there would he no localized failure in the piate structure of the 

barge and that the caissons would be the critical aesbers. 

30h.    The calculations were performed for four load cases at each 

of the unbraced lengths (see figs. 78 and Ci V: 

a. Horizontal load at Point A of the frame. 

b. Horizontal load at Point A of the frame and unifora deck 
load of 250 Ib/sq ft. 

£. Horizontal load at Point C of the fraae. 

d. Horizontal load at Point C of the fraaes and uniform 
deck load of 250 Ib/sq ft. 

1 

a. End-of-barge loading 

h. Center-of-barge loading 

Fig. 8l. Barge loading cases for SAP calculations 

The allowable horizontal load was determined for each load case vhen the 

stresses in the critical caisson satisfied the following requirements: 

f 
a   h 
~ + -r- « 1.0 
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where 

f   = cosputed axial stress 

F    = axial stress that would be peraitted If axial  face alone 
existed. 

f,   - cooputed bending stress 

F.   = compressive bending stress that would be peraltted if bending 
0      aoment alone existed (0.6 * 32.0 ksi = 19-2 ksi) 

305. The results uf the calculations perforaed using the SAP pro- 

grajs are shown in fig.  82  for the horizontal load place! at point A of 

the barge, and in fig.  83 for the horizontal load placed, at point C of 

the barge. 

306. The energy-absorption capacity of the bargt: was calculat-ad 

by multiplying the calculated allowable horizontal  force by one-half of 

the displacement at the point where the force was assumed to be applied. 

Fig.  Bk shows deflection versus allowable horizontal load for the load 

at point A of the barge, and fig.  85 for the load at point C of the 

o       c        00        c. 

X -   »iTM  UNtFORM  LOAD 
O -   WITHOUT UNIFORM LOAD 

*,00 HOC 1000 U00 

A.L_. O'WAHLE  HORIZONTAL   LOAD.  KIPS 

'ig. 32,  Result;: of PAP calculations Tor horizontal load 
'..': point A of barge 
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*LLUWA8i-E HOISiJONTAL  LOAD. Kt^S 

Fig. 83. Results of SAP calculations for horizontal load 
at point C of barge 

8«' t!Ne(WCFO CAISSON 1EN&!X 

X     •    WITH UMiPor/M LOAO 
O     -      WlTH'ijT   UN'FOPM  1  OAtl 

Fig. 8^4, Deflection versup allowable horizontal load for 
load at point A of barge 



*«r iijwm*c&& czntoiz i£*i&?** 

I^OO 1600 2OO0 

ALLOAABLE MORSZONTAL LOAD. KiPS 

Fig. 85. Deflection versus allowable horizontal load for 
load at point C of barge 

barge. Fig. 86 shows deflection versus energy for the load at point A 

of the barge, and fig. 8T for the load at point C of the barge. The ap- 

plication of these curves in designing fenders for DeLong barges is ex- 

plained in Part V. 

307. The calculations show that as the unbraced length of a 

caisson increases, the allowable horizontal force decreases and the 

energy-absorption'capacity of the structure increases. 

308. It is emphasized that the loads and curves that were devel- 

oped for the DeLong barge were calculated on a crude and simplified rep- 

resentation of the structural elements of the barge. The DeLong barge 

is a complicated structure consisting of plates and structural shapes. 

Localized damage would probably occur to the side and deck plating of 

the barge before failure occurred in the caissons. The curves in 

figs. 8U-87 should be used with good engineering judgment until a more 
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Fig. 87* Deflection versus energy for load at point C of barge 
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exact analysis can be perfcmed and the structural capabilities of the 

DeLong barge detensined. 

Caisson Installation 

309. An investigation was performed of the design and installa- 

tion techniques for the caissons of the DeLong barges owned by the krn^f. 

Through the use of a one-dimensional stress wave computer program devel- 

oped at Texas A&M University,  it was possible to analyze stresses in a 

piling during simulated driving. Because of funding limitations, it was 

decided to limit the objective of the study to either verifying exist- 

ing procedures or defining any problems that may warrant, further 

investigation. 

310. A pile hammer was chosen which met the specificalions listed 
25 

in paragraph 9.c of Tö >-360-l.   The hammer had a J*0,O0O-lb ram weight 

and a 3-ft stroke. The caisson had the standard 1-1/2-in. wall thick- 

ness and a diaphragm fplug) 19 ft from the bottow. 

311. The general findings of the study were that the caissons in 

their present configuration are not suited for driving. The soil plug 

increases the mass at the bottom of the caisson to such a magnitude that 

driving stresses immediately above the plug exceed the allowable 

strength of the steel walls.  Resistance resulting from inertia limits 

the driving capacity to approximately the same that can be obtained from 

Jacking. Damage to the caisson in the form of bulging and buckling at 

or immediately above the bottom plug prevents the caisson from being 

completely withdrawn from the deck well without first cutting off the 

bottom 20 to 25  ft. 

31?. There are a number of steps that ran  be taken to reduce the 

stresses developed in a caisson during driving.  For instance, the walls 

can be increased in thickness. Although this would increase the allow- 

able bending moment in the caissons, the greater allowable bending mo- 

ment would improve the barge's ability to withstand horizontal loads. 

Another remedial step would be to reduce the size of the soil plug or 

eliminate it altogether. The problem with this is that the location 
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of the bottom diaphragm determines the araount of penetration that can 

be obtained before end bearing is developed. If the diaphragm is in- 

stalled at the tip and the foundation soil happens to be dense sand, 

it is extremely likely that the 500-ton maxiiauii! Jacking force will be 

reached before fixity against rotation is achieved. A penetration of 

25 to 30 ft is normally required to achie\e fixity. If fixity is not 

developed, the allowable bending moments in the caissons are greatly re- 

duced; ccrüsequently, the allowable horizontal loading of the barge is 

greatly reduced. If the diaphragm is not installed and foundation soils 

are highly plastic, full end bearing will probably not develop and, 

vithout it, neither will the required 500 tons capacity. 

313. One suggested solution to this problere is to install two 

diaphragms, one at or near the tip and the other approximately 30 ft 

from the tip. If the soil would not permt sufficient penetration to 

achieve fixity, the bottom diaphragm could then be cut out with a torch 

or the pile could be driven with a hammer. 
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PART V: FENDERS AHD DOLPHINS 

Factors In Designinp' Fenders 
ii  „r.. IL. in .m   AH in   iiir-|. iL inMiii       —      i    ir'i       HI        it   i 

31^. "Hie desiffj of fender systems for marine structures reqiires 

working knowledge of the factors influencing the design. Some of these 

factors are: 

a. Size and berthing velocities of ships. 

b. Magnitudes of surge and wave action. 

£. Hull configurations of ships and other vessels using the 
facility. 

ji. Allowable force and deflection of pier or wharf 
structure. 

e. Soil conditions. 

£. Velocity and direction of winds. 

j£. Tidal variation. 

h. Velocity and direction of currents. 

i_. Availability and cost of niaterials, skilled labor, and 
equipisent. 

j_. Skill and experience of pilots. 

k.  Difficulty of approach. 

1_. Availability of tugboats. 

m.  Amount of list that will occur in vessels, especially in 
floating cranes and derricks. 

n_.  Willingness of operating personnel to maintain mooring 
lines. 

o_.  Presence and activity of marine borers and other causes 
of gradual deterioration. 

£.  Design life of the facility. 

Due to this large number of  factors, it can be easily understood why a 

single standard design for all sites would not be appropriate. 

31?. The purpose of a fender system is to protect both the vessel 

and the docking facility from damage resulting from relative motions 

tetveen the two. The berthing forces are usually the most critical be- 

cause .loading is concentrated over a fairly small portion of the facil- 

ity,  '"'here are situations, however, when a ship will be retained at a 
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pier under environmental conditions that /oul-? noracily be considered 

too dangerous to risk berthing, and these situations s.Muld be ex- 

amined. A ship approaching from an angle of 10 deg may ^ome in contact 

with as little as 10 to 30 linear ft of the fender. After securing, 

the same ship will normally have about one-half its length breasting 

against the fender. 

316. Table 3 (from reference 25) shows some of the forces from 

winds and currents acting on various types of ships. Inspection of 

this table readily reveals the importance of mooring a ship parallel to 

strong currents. Although both the <dnd and current forces can be con- 

sidered as static, when they are combined with surge forces, they can 

impose large roll and surge movements on a vessel. Under this situa- 

tion, a highly resilient fender rystem may tend to amplify movement of 

the vessel. If a natural frequency with large movements is established, 

major damage can be inflicted to the pier, the ship, and the fender 

within a very r-hort period of time. 

317. The danger of sustaining major damage to a discharge facil- 

ity by keeping a surging vessel at berth during adverse conditions can 

seldom be justified. Past operations have apparently relied upon the 

ship's master to determine the conditions that would warrant having a 

ship removed from the pier. This practice of relying on the judgment 

of the master is apparently based more on responsibility for the ship's 

safety rather than on knowledge of the structural properties cf the 

pier. Maximum deflections that the pier and fender ■""n tolerate under 

loading can normally be determined from an analysis of the structure. 

This information can then be used to rationally analyze the possibility 

of the structure being damaged. Tie most direct approach would be to 

monitor the amount of deflection occurring in the fender system.  If it 

approaches the maximum design level, then the ship should be moved. 

318. There are also steps that can be taken to discourage the 

development of large movements of vessels caused by wave and surge 

action.  The principle involved is one of changing the natural frequency 

of the ship and its mooring system so  that it is out of phase with the 
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coffibined raovements of the waves and surge. Some reiaedial steps that may 

be tried are: 

a. Hold the ship against the pier with a tugboat or 
constant-tension winch. 

b. Relocate or reorient the facility. 

£. Install nsooring bouys or dolphins outboard of the pier 
face. 

d. Kedge bower and stern anchors to outboard sides of ship 
during berthing maneuvers. 

£. Change to more or less elastic bow, stern, and breasting 
lines or install elastic snubbers or dampeners in the 
mooring lines. 

£. Add or remove fendering units. 

£. Install mooring dolx-Hins inboard of the pier face if the 
movement of the pier is significant. 

Design 

319. The actual design of a fendering system is based on the law 

of conservation of energy. To the port construction engineer, this 

meam that the amount of energy being introduced into the system must 

be determined «nd then a means devised to absorb the energy within the 

force and stress limitations of the ship's hull, the fender, and the 

pier. 

Steps in Designing Fenders 

320. The steps listed below represent one method of designing 

fenders: 

a. Determine the energy that will be delivered to the pier 
upon initial impact (see table U).    The  selection of a 
design vessel should be based on recommendations from 
the Military Traffic Management and Terminal Service and 
the Military Sealift Command. 

b_.  Determine the energy that can be absorbed by the pier or 
wharf (distribution of loading must be considered). For 
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Table 4 

Energy To Be Absorbed 8y Fenders 

VtMfl 
Lisr Boo» 

(hi 
Brah (If) DWT 

(Ions ions 
-1.000) 

VtlociV 

Skelte«! 

Vdot.«,* Volocily' 
ft sec 

E.p»M4 
1-lipS 

L*. DtTf E.|MU*ll 

ASWDII Ski|>s 
LHA 820 106 26 03 »17 04 163.0 06 3667 
LPD4 5/0 84 17 22 7 83 403 05 11196 0,7 2195 
LPA2» Hi 76 32 27 41 0 3 48.2 05 1338« 07 2624 
LKA 113 575 82 IM 255 14 03 310 055 10410 08 2303 
LS0 36 555 84 IS 19 55 03 311 055 11012 07 1*9 6 
1ST 11?» 518 68 115 15 35 035 255 06 74.M 09 1685 

Roll on Roll-gH 
C.timrt 500 7» 25 29 65 03 499 05 13873 0,7 2719 
Stalifl 540 81 195 29 121 03 57 2 05 158 80 07 3112 
tdmirut (latla^ftalt 694 92 195 27 13.5 03 605 05 16800 0,7 3293 

Gawrol Corao 
C-2 455 63 IS 27 9 7 03 40.4 055 13580 08 287 4 
C3 492 70 1« 29 12.7 03 52,1 0.5 144 69 07 2336 
C-4 564 72 20 33 14 0.3 663 05 18416 0.7 3610 

Tooken 
T-2 524 66 14 % 165 03 645 0 5 179 23 0.7 3513 
T5 656 86 16 5 35 236 03 997 045 22422 06 398 6 
MSTS 595 84 145 325 25 5 03 86» 045 19552 06 3476 
*0R2 659 96 21 35 25 03 856 0.45 194.87 06 345 4 
( mi foe it-litmi 1.135 175 26 79 3265 0.2 497.5 0.3 1,119,66 04 2,9847 

Boig# If on sports 
LASH 860 107 20 37 44 03 1615 0.35 219 83 0 5 4486 
Sraf,*-* 875 106 175 J2 27 0 03 1122 C,i 199 48 0 55 374 0 

Bieokbulk Freighter 
VC.2 455 62 15 5 29 106 0.3 461 05 127.91 08 3274 
IfuN'M-, 563 76 18 30 12.9 0.3 594 05 164.94 07 323 3 
f-tuff tUtnht 495 69 18 5 30 11 03 50,3 0 5 139 81 0,7 2740 

Freighter Coittotn«r 
Svmm\ti'' 573 82 21 30,5 12.8 03 62 5 05 173 60 0.7 340.3 
^u'lUl /,«. in 560 81 20 30 12 7 03 591 05 164.23 07 3219 
WtJi i 'tni' Misr,n,r 564 76 215 32 12/ 03 65 7 05 182.61 0,7 357 9 
t.1,,,1!,;,,;,; 560 75 20 315 135 0.3 60.8 0.5 168.80 07 330 8 

Container wifh Crane 
;•.„,•,,  I„„l,-, 544 70 21 32 123 03 68 1 0.5 190 59 0,7 3736 
Imcf.   (n iifrtt\ 700 90 2! 32 19 0.3 87.3 0.45 19645 0.65 409 87 

ContOin* Wilhaut Crone 
/■,.,■(/, ..■ / 523 72 22 31 97 03 58.6 0.5 162 64 0.7 318 8 
(hi'.lmJ 685 78 19 30 17 03 399 045 2000 0.65 414 8 
h,.UM,illr 524 68 19.5 31 116 03 685 0.5 190 34 07 373 1 

' Velocities shown were defefmmed ham fig. i-22 af teference 8, energies shown were caiculoted using procedures outlined in Chapter 7 of rcierence 8. 
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structures that are linearly elastic, the energy Is one- 
helf of the maximum static load le\el times the aeoimt 
of deflection. Allowance nust also be aade in cases 
when' other vessels «aj" be moormä at the pier. If the 
structure is gkcepticmali^r ri^ld, it can be assumed to 
absorb no energy. 

£. Subtract the energy that the pier will absorb from the 
effective ispact energy of the ship to daterKlne the 
eraount of energy that must be absorbed by the fender. 

d. Select a fender design capable of absorbing the amount 
cf energy determined using step 3 without exceeding the 
tsaximm allowable force in the pier. Consideration raust 
be given to the effect that the thickness of the fender 
will have on the lifting capacity of the ship's gear and 
dock cranes. 

Design Example 

h 321. A LASH ship must be berthed at a pier consisting of two 

DeLong "A" barges, 'ihe draft of the ship, the tidal variation, and 

the gradient of the bottom indicate thpt the caissons in the center of 

the pier will have an unbraced length of 8Uo in. The pier is located 

in a moderately sheltered area.. What type of fender should be 

installed? 

ia. In table ■*, the berthing energy of a LASH ship at a 
moderately sheltered site is given as 220 ft-kips. 

b. If it is assumed that the ship will initially impact 
near the center of the pier, it is likely to strike the 
end of one of the two barges. In figs. 82 and 6k,  the 
maximum horizontal force absorbed by a barge with 
caissons having S^O iu. of unbraced length is given as 
790 kips. Fig. 86 shows that the maximum energy ab- 
sorbed by the same barge is 66 ft-kips. 

£. Subtracting 66 ft-kips from 220 ft-kips leaves 15^ ft- 
Kips that must be absorbed by some type of fender. 

d. If the impact is assumed to occur over 20 linear ft of 
fender, each linear foot of fender must absorb 7.7 ft- 
kips (15I4 ft-kips/20) of energy without exceeding a 
force of 39.5 kips per linear ft (790 kips/20 ft). * 

322. References 7 and 8 indicate that an l6-in.-0.D,, 9-in.-I.D. 
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Cl8 x 9) cyiinärlcal rvStiber fender will absorb 8 ft-kips of eaergy per 

| linear ft at a load of to kips per ft.   Hie cylindrical-type feirter 

| offera Idle advantage of being suitable for a maaber of different fender 

I configurations.    Sane of the different configurations are shown in 
i 
|       figs. 88-91- .■: %« asrailability of this type of fender unit in the TO 

I would allow engineer units considerable flexibility in fender design. 

I       the curves in figs. 82 and 8*» are based on the assuoption that aaxiamm 

I       stresses occur In the caissons. Therefore, a check must be made to 

I detemine if the load distribution in the barge is adequate. 

323. Bie DeLong '*AM barge's side shell plating is stiffened every 

2.29 ft by a 7- by k- by 7/l6-ln. angle, as shown in fig. 92. If a 

width of shell plate equal, to 30 times the plate thickness is con- 

sidered to act with the angle as the flange of a beam, its cross sec- 

tion has a section modulus of 18.06 in.  If the allowable bending 

stress under Impact loading is taken as 25 ksi, the maximum allowable 

bending moment will be ^52.0 in.-kips. The allowable concentrated load 

can then be plotted as a function of its location along the beam, as 

shown in fig. 92. The values shown are somewhat conservative in that 

the ends of the beams are assumed to be simply supported and the be- 

havior of the plate as a membrane is not considered. It is felt that 

the allowable loads could be increased by 50 percent and still be safe, 

but should not exceed 2^ kips per linear ft, which is the maximum allow- 

able compressive load in the deck or bottom plating. In the case of 

the 18 x 9 cylindrical fender draped as shown in illustration 2 of 

fig« 93, the individual units would be limited to 10 kips per linear ft 

if they extended to 3 ft below the deck plate. At this loading, the 

fender would absorb only about 2 ft-kips per linear ft. To make matters 

worse, the total reaction in the barge would reach a magnltade of only 

200 kips per linear ft (10 kips per linear ft x 20). At this load, the 

barge will absorb only approximately k.3  ft-kips of energy. It can, 

therefore, be concluded that the 18 x 9 cylindrical fender will protect 

the caissons from being overloaded but that there is a good possibility 

that the side shell plating will sustain localized damage. This fender 

would be adequate for sheltered locations where a ship's effective 
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(Courtesy of Goodyear. Akron. Ohb) 

Fig.  88.    Fendering example (draped cylindrical rubber fender) 

Fig. 89. Fendering 
example (side-loaded 
cylindrical rubber 

fender) 

(Courtesy of Uniwyat, Mishawaka. hidmnaj 



Fig. 90. Fenderlng 
example (cylindrical 
rubber fender in end 

compression) 

(Couru-.iy of Uniroyal, Mislawaka, Indiana! 

'C'o.trWiV n!   (mroval   Uisltuwaku   huliiina, 

9.^. ... -Li' L'.it. e exairiple  (two side-loaded cylindrical ruboer fenders 
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Fig. 92. Side shell plating of DeLong ".V barge 

berthing energy does not exceed 68 ft-kips, which is approximately- 

equal to the energy of a C-k  general cargo vessel. 

32k.    Because of the limitations of the side shell plating, a 

draped cylindrical fender cannot reach an efficient working load. A 

wing-type fender that is a variation of a cylindrical fender cac be at- 

tached to the hull immediately below the deck level (see illustration 1, 

fig, 93). In this manner, the fender unit can be loaded to 2k kips per 

linear ft rather than be limited to 10 kips per linear ft, which would 

be the case if its center were located 2 ft below deck level. 

325. A Uniroyal 12-in.-0.D. by 5-in.-I.D. (12 x 5) wing-type 

marine fender can absorb 3.3 ft-kips of energy per linear ft at a load 

of 2h  kips per linear ft. If the impact is considered to occur over a 

span of 20 linear ft, the total energy absorption would be 66 ft-kips, 

and the load on the barge would be 1+80 kips. At this loading, the barge 

would absorb approximately 25 ft-kips of energy. The total energy ab- 

sorption for the system would therefore, be about 90 ft-kips. Examina- 

tion of table U shows that this system would be appropriate only for 

sheltered locations. 
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326. Prom the first two examples, it can be concluded that the 

existing design of the DeLong "A" barge's side shell plate is not par- 

ticularly well suited to cylindrical fender units. One alternative to 

loading the side shell plate is to install the caisson fenders des- 

cribed in reference 25. The spacing of these units at 05-rfc intervals 

makes them ill-üvited for absorbing berthing impacts axcept for those 

from small, highly maneuverable craft. Biese fenders, however,  are of 

considerable value for preventing barges from being caught ten ,tL the 

bottom of the pier during a rising tide. 

327. Based on the results of a study conducted in 1965 by she 
27 

Saval Civil Engineering Laboratory,  it was concluded that timber piles 

with rubber bearing blocks at deck level were the best method (at that 

time) for Tendering Na/y piers and wharves at <; -posed sites. The close 

spacing of the piles (usually 5 to 6 ft) and their projection into the 

bottom made them suitable for use by small vessels as well as by ships. 

However, this system requires considerably more time and effort to in- 

stall than are needed to erect a DeLong barge. Therefore, it is not 

considered compatible for use with the DeLong barge. 

328. A Bridgestone Super-Arch fender was selected for analysis 

and tentatively placed on 32.5-ft centers. This spacing permits the 

units to be placed in front of the caisson wells and the watertight 

bulkhead located at midspan between caissons. If the design procedures 
pQ 

presented in the manufacturer's catalog  are followed, an FVOO9 series 

fender will absorb full berthing energy for vessels with hull radii of 
28 

curvatures down to 80 ft. From the tables on the super-arch aeries, 

it is found thet with a type three elastomer, a sive  two unit will 

absorb 207.72 ft-kips of energy at a load of 185.2 kips. A Bridgestone 

FV009-2-3 Super-Arch fender will thus satisfy the requirement. The 

particular disadvantage of this system is that the face of the fender 

is only 59 in. long. The normal spacing of vertical bulkheads and 

horizontal ribs in a ship is from 10 to 15 ft. Ideally, the fender 

should be 15 ft long so that the ship's plating will not be over- 

loaded. Because this was not practical, the relatively soft type 3 

elastomer was selected. Because of the low horizontal load resulting, 
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no appreciable load «ill be taken by the barge. 

Fenderiog for DeLong "A" and "B" Barnes at Exposed Sites 

329. Without adequate rendering, the DeLong "A" and "B** barges 

are limited to sheltered harbors where adequate tug support is available. 

In Vietnam, the piers were located in reasonably sheltered areas and 

fendered with large n&ber tires.   IMs inexpensive fender system was 

apparently quite adequate and involved vexy little maintenance.   There 

is a good possibility, however, that in future operations well sheltered 

sites may not be available.    In such a case, a pier may be exposed to 

ship berthing energies that are two to five times greater than those that 

occurred in Vietnam.    The berthing energy of a 30,000-ton-displacement 

ship varies from 350 to U50 ft-kips.    If the barge is initially assumed 

to absorb 50 ft-kips, a fender system capable of absorbing from 300 to 

kQO ft-kips is needed. 

330. Fender units capable of absorbing this amount of energy and 

that sure compatible with the structurad aspects of the DeLong ,,A" barge 

are listed below along with dimensions and capacities as listed in 

reference 7: 

a. Bridgestone Super-Arch FV009-^-3 (see illustration 3, 
fig. 93). 

(1) Energy: 3^0.28 ft-kips 

(2) Load: 308.7 kips 

(3) Length: 118-3/16 in. 

{k) Width: 78-3A in. 

(5) Depth: 39-3/8 in. 

b. Siebu 1300 HV type rubber dock fender (two required). 

(1) Energy: 208.0 ft-kips 

(2) Load: 231.0 kips 

(3) Length: 157.^ in. 

ik) Width: 88.58 in. 

(5) Depth: 51.18 in. 
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£. Bridgestone Super-Arch FV009-5-3 (see illustration kt 

fig. 93). 

(1) Energy: k03.Uk ft-kips 

(2) Load: 370.1» kips 

(3) Length: 137.81 in. 

(1») Width: 78.75 in. 

(5) Depth: 39.38 in. 

d, Bridgestone Super-Arch PVOO. '"-k. 

U) Energy:        3l>0.28 ft-kips 

(2) Load: 288.8 kips 

(3) Length: 157.50 in. 

(k) Width: 78.75 in. 

(5) Depth: 39.38 in. 

331. The Super Arch FV009-U3 will apparently satisfy the minimum 

requirements, and the Fy009-5-3 will satisfy the maximum requirements. 

For maximum protection to the ship's hull, the longer 7V009-S-k unit 

should be selected. Because it uses a softer elastomer, the pressure 

on the hull is greatly reduced. Also, its increased length makes it 

more probable that at least one of the ship's ribs will be directly 

loaded. 

332. Although two Seibu 1300HV fenders will satisfy the energy- 

asorption requirements, they would have the same basic properties as 

one Super Arch FV009-6-3. The FV009-6-3 would not only be cheaper, but 

would hold the ship only ^0 in. from the pier rather than 51 in. 

Large tires from earth-moving equipment are also shown in the illus- 

trations in fig. 93. These would provide protection for small vessels 

and barges that may be docked alongside the DeLong barge. 

Dolphins 

333. Dolphins are independent marine structures that consist of 

a group of timber piles bound at the top with cable or wire rope. The 

term "dolphin" also refers to any other structure that serves the same 

purpose as  the timber pile cluster dolphin. In recent years, sheet-pile 
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I cells, single large-diameter steel pipes such as those employed in the 

I        DeLong barge, and clusters of small-diameter steel pipe have been used 
t 
|        with reasonable success. 

I 33^. Prior to selecting a design for a dolphin, the design engi- 

1 neer should have a reasonably good working knowledge of the following 

I factors: 

I a. Foundation soils. 

i b. The probable use of the dolphin. 

f £. Characteristics of the design vessels. 

| d.. Properties of available construction materials. 

f e^. Environmental factors such as wind, waves, currents, etc. 

t 335. If the soils of the foundation offer little resistance to 

| lateral loads from an individual pile, a flexible timber cluster dol- 

i ,   phin will be unsuitable. To evaluate the soil strength, the construct- 

\ ing unit can drive a single pile near the site of a proposed dolphin 

i and cyclically apply horizontal loads of increasing magnitude until 

permanent deflection is observed. The results of ^his simple lateral 

pile load test will indicate whether the strength of the soil or the 

j        pile material will be critical. If the soil yields under very light 
P. 
I        loads, alternative? to the cluster dolphin sould be investigated. 

§ 336- Of equal importance to the soil conditions is the use for 

»        which the dolphin is intended. These uses may be broken down into 

i. five categories: 

I a. Absorbing berthing impact loads. 

b. Resisting static mooring loads. 

c_. Guiding or warping vessels. 

d. Protecting structures from collisions. 

e_. Supporting navigational aids. 

337. when absorbing berthing impact loads, dolphins are usually- 

positioned just outboard of the pier face. The individual dolphins can 

be neither too rigid nor too flexible. Dolphins that are highly flexible 

must be positioned some distance from the pier face. This may result 

in the vessel's being held too far from the face to  permit efficient 

loading and off-loading operations. On the other hand, if the dolphin 
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is overly rigid and tte deflection is too small, the force that-inust te 

applied to account for the eoergy being released hy the ship may result 

in damage to the hull or to the dolphin. On ships with cruising speeds 

above 20 knots, slightly rippled hull plates will cause significant drag. 

338. When a dolphin is to he used solely for mooring vessels, it 

is usually desirable to make the structure as rigid as possible. This 

is accomplished by installing raked or battered piles and a rigid cap 

to carry the horizontal mooring forces. If the mooring doijhins are 

placed sufficiently inboard of the pier face, the danger of their being 

struck is reduced, and the mooring lines can be long enough to at?orb 

considerable energy caused by surge and wave action. Snubbers or 

constant-tension winches can also be installed in exposed locations. A 

snübber that can be constructed in the field from a section of tube-type 

fender is shown in fig. 9^. 

18" 00, 9" ID, 27" LONG 
ROBBER FENOER ■ 24'Dl/m, 2" STL PLATE 

2-DIAMUBQLr 

7" x 2" > 4" STL SPACER 
WELDED INP*.ACE 

SECTION A-A 

3) 

END V!EW 

60"   DEFLECTION (Courtesy of Vnited States Rubber Company) 

Fig, 9k.     Snubber for mooring linet 
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'i ^ Ä't" ^i^t'4"^ -'. 

3J5I.   ^ i^sdiriäg thieee tiies €t dolpblns am 'sctimliy variations 

of the first two, -Kiey are used as guicb vaiis at fewy ölips and at 

tite entrances" t«5' ICKäO ,   Hirplng or turning dolfbiss are commrüy cm- 

stnieted out of sheet-pile crlls with feadering around exposed faces. 

Dolphins ore also ushed to proiect brid^t piers l^oe collisions and, in 

colder re*^lonSj froa ice daasge, 

'/"'      S^to.   In the constrwstion of doliAiins, there .are several items that 

Should he takec into consideration-,.  £i ti«l«r pile cluster dclpbins, 

the piles shouJU "fe*- driven with the large end vbutt) down.   This tcch- 

nlque is a»?« ccMisistettt with the actt^ü. stress dtstrihutioa in the 

^ile during loading than is the noroal practice of driving the pile with 

the saai;? end down.    Another consideration that should be made is the 

ÜsplAcement of large amounts of soil when 19- and 30-pilfl dolphins are 

instsjled ("ez fig. 95).    In iapervioi^, c<*esive soils» excess pore 

® 
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Pig. 95. Timber pile dolphins 
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r TtFf; 

|       imtök' pressures My reach rexr hi^i magnitiKies. Because pore water 

i.      pressure lias a significant, effect on tfae -shear strength of the soil, 

I       ei»«ss pore voter pressure aay greatly .reduce the load capacity of a 

dolphin until the pressure-has dissipated. In sooe soils, dissipation 

/%' . of ^excess pore pressuire aay take three aonths or longer. 

3hl,   Itesign enginet^rs interested in detailed treatises on dol- 

J       pMns should refet to "Analysis and Design of Dolphins," 

& 
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PAM1 VI:    SORFACIBG RE^JlMSffinS FOB COWSAimB 
STORAGE AND MABSHALLUG AREAS 

Background 

3k2.   Many of the newer sontaii^er ship terminals in the United 

States are being provided with teem 12 to 18 acres of container storage 

and aarshalliag area per berth. If this were done in the TO, a port 

with only one container ship berth would requite as auch paved area as 

a medium-lift airfield in the stqaport area. Wheel loads and tire pres- 

sures of container handling equipment used at the coBMercial ports -m 

been determined to be as severe as those of a 0-130  aircraft. There- 

fore, it is clear that it is absolutely essential that military planners 

be able to deterraiae the amount of surfacing that is required so that 

sufficient resourcec- can be programmed into a base uiveiopraent plan. 

5^3. The task of determining surfacing requirements actually in- 

volves three decisions: the type of surfacing, the thickness required, 

and the amount required. All three of these elements are influenced by 

the characteristics of equipment operating on the surfacxng. Unfor- 

tunately, the type of container handling equipraent that will be adopted 

for military use his not yet been determined* Also, civil port authori- 

ties de not use aay rational method to determine the types of equipment 

that are allowed to operate on facilities leased to commercial shippers. 

3^. To circumvent the problem of not knowing what type of equip- 

ment will be used, it was decided to select representative pieces of 

commercial equipment that appeared to be suitable for use in the TO. 

Each of these pieces of equipment could then be evaluated as to its 

surfacing requirements with respect to t^pe, thickness and subgrade 

strength, and surface area. 

Objectives 

3^5. A study was initiated that had as its objectives to: 
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at.    Deteralne the ability of sample container handling equip- 
aent to operate on unsurfacea soils. 

b. Deteimne the stdtability of M8ä1 li^it-eluty landing ma.t 
as an exj^diont surfacing for storage and aarshalling 
areas. 

c. Deteraine the types of container handling e^udpnent that 
could be operated on storage and aarshalling areas sur- 
faced vith M8A1 landing mat. 

d. Determiae the required thickness of flexible paveaent for 
each piece of saaple equipiaent. 

e. Deteraine the surface area requirements for various types 
of container handling equipment. 

3k6.    M8A1 landing mat was selected because it was not felt that 

medium- or heavy-duty mat would be authorized for uses other than the 

surfacing of airfields in the TO.    Although the steel M8A1 is almost 

twice as heavy per square foot as the aluminum medium-duty mats 

presently available, it costs less than one-third as much.    It was felt 

that the additional weight would not present a significant disadvantage 

because the mat would not have to be transported by air and could be 

handled by material handling equipment available at the port. 

Factors ATfecting Surfacing Requirements 

Vehicle characteristics 

3^*7. Vehicles with the sane load-carrying capabilities may require 

extremely different surfacing, depending on individual vehicle charac- 

teristics. Surfacing requirements vary in type, thickness, and strength 

in accordance with wheel loads, the number of wheels and their arrange- 

ment, anl tire contact pressure and contact area. Because of this vari- 

aion in pavement requirements, the engineering construction and main- 

tenance effort may be several times greater "' r one vehicle than for 

another with equal load-carrying capability. 

Traffic volume and flow patterns 

3^8. Traffic volume is a primary consideration in the selection 

of the type of surfacing and its required thickness. It is essential 

that an adequate study be made to determine the number of passes and the 
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0|'j'fltf'jnal floir patterns of each vehicle under consideration so that a 

rea.. •«hie design volume for a particular facility and vehicle can be 

selected. 

Container selectivity 

3^9» Container selectivity involves the relative ease with which 

individual containers can be located and reaoved from a storage area. If 

containers are not stacked or are nounted on a chassis, selectivity would 

noraally be considered 100 percent because no other containers would have 

to be aoved in order to locate and remove a specific container from 

storage. 

350. Utilization of space is not particularly efficient, however, 

if containers are stacked two or three high or in blocks with very little 

space between containers. Space is nuudUnized at the expense of selec- 

tivity. Both locating a container and removing it from the stack would 

be difficult. The need for selectivity varies considerably. Empty con- 

tainers need virtually no degree of selectivity, but containers with 

cargo suitable for throughput need a high degree of selectivity. 

Area reaulrenients 

351. Another important factor affecting the effort involved in 

constructing adequate surfacing at military ports is the amount of area 

to be surfaced. It is extremely important that the total surface area 

be limited in order to minimize construction and maintenance efforts. 

Area requirements vary with vehicle characteristics, operational patterns, 

container sizes and weights, driver skill, number of vehicles, and pro- 

tective measures taken. 

352. Trends j.t  commercial ports in the Unites States indicate that 

up tc 18 acres of storage and marshalling area may be required for each 

container ship berth with a maximum retention time of two to three days. 

With a discharge xate of oirteen 20-ft containers per hour, a storage 

capacity of 320 containers would represent a one-day, one-direction re- 

tention time. Because an equal number of containers must be placed back 

on the sh5p, this quantity will double to 6k0  containers per container 

ship berth per day. If these containers we.*e temporarily stacked on a 

1+0-ft trailer chassis, approximately 8 acres of surfacing would be 
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required.    In a chassis operation of this type, the spacing between 

trailers in rows and the width of aisles depend on the skill of truclt 

drivers and the characteristics of the vehicles.    This variation can 

result in as mch as a 20 percent reduction in the number of containers 

that can be stored per acre.    If straddle carriers are eaplojred, the 6Uo 

containers can be stacked two high in an area of only 3 acres. 

353.    At many facilities, two and sanetlraes three gantry cranes 

are teamed to discharge one ship.    Under these circumstances, the storage 

area requirtiaents and the amount of container handling etuipaent needed 

are basically prcportional to the number of cranes.    If two cranes are 

eaployed, a two-direction chessis operation will require approximately 

16 acres, and a two-direction operation involving the me of straddle 

carriers would require approximately 6 acres-    As a matter of interest, 

lo acres is approjdmatejy equal ir surface area to 6 »aile£ of a 22-ft- 

wide road. 

35**.    Presently, approximately 52 percent of the slots in U, S. 

flag container ships are owned by three companies having containers in 

primary lengths of 2hi 27, and 35 ft.    A facility handling more than 

one size container, other than sizes in even multiples such as 20 and 

UO ft, will be less efficieat with respect to area x-e^uirenents than 

will a facility handling only one size.    For example, only one 2^-ft 

container will fit on a ^0-ft chdssis.    Stacking different size con- 

tainers is not possible because corner posts of the container on top 

raust be aligned with the corner posts of the one below it.    Also, locat- 

ing the proper size container for backloading a ship would be Inefficient 

and time-consuming.    The storage area and operational flow patterns 

would have to be organized to provide separate facilities for each con- 

tainer size.    The result would be an increase in area requirements be- 

cause of a less efficient utilization of space and longer retention 

tiffies for containers waiting for a ship with the proper size container 

cells. 

355-    Dispersion and/or camouflage may, in some Instances, be a 

factor in area requirements.    Although camouflage is somewhat lialted in 

effectiveness as a passive defensive measure for military ports. 
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dispersion of aaterials «waiting shipment out of the port crea is an iss- 

portant consideration. The number of required, container handling ve- 

hicles is drastically increased in a vas<V dispersed operation; also, 

the required aiaount of surfaced area is drastically increased. 

Staging of construction 

356. Considering the many factors that may affect the construc- 

tion effort relative to surfacing requirements, the decision confrontiog 

the military placier map become one of bai'ncing a-milabie engineer and 

transportation resources. In the early stages of a major base develop- 

aeni operation, construction requirements usually greatly exceed the 

capabilities of available engineer units. Until critically needed fa- 

cilities such as airfields becoiae operational, all construction isust be 

kept as austere as possible. The use of expedient surfaces such as 

landing mat is appropriate at this stage of the logistics support opera- 

tion. The type of mat employed should be capable of withstanding sus- 

tained container handling operations over a several-month period without 

a major maintenance effort. After the demand for engineer troop units 

becomes less critical and sources of aggregate have been developed, the 

siat can he replaced with either x'lexible or rigid pavement. 

Selection of Vehicles 

Categories considered 

357- The vehicles considered were selected on a ranaom basis with 

consideration given to individual vehicle characteristi:*-:. At least one 

vehicle representative of each major category of equipment currently be- 

ing manufactured and capable of handling a container weighing 30 long 

tons was considered. This payload was selected because it is the maxi- 

mum allowed for 1*0-ft commercial containers. Data were not available on 

the average weight of military freight containers. Vehicles considered 

in this studj' were selected from the following categories: 

a. Forklift (front and side loading), 

^b. Straddle carrier. 

£.  Yard gantry. 
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d.    Mobile crane. 

e..    Tractor-trailer coAination. 

Vehicles, selected 

358.    Bep,resentat5.i*e vehicles were selected from each major cate- 

gory with the assistance of the Mobility ukjuipraent Research and Develop- 

ment Center (HEBDC), Ft. Belvoir, Virginia.    The vehicles selected for 

consideration in this study along with a brief statenasnt relative to the 

reasons for selection of each are as follows: 

£•    MHC LÄ.    The LÄRC DC (fig. 96), formerly known a^ BAJRC, 
was included in the program more or less as a control 
vehicle because of its knc« n ability to operate on 
low-strength soils at a gross weight of 319»000 lb 
(120,000-lb payload).    The LAKC IÄ is capable of 
lightering ^50-ft containers, which can be discharged 
from the LARC by cranes, by narrow-straddle carriers, 
or by rollers similar to those us?"? in unloading cargo 
aircraft. 

It/    S 

Fig.  96.     IARC LX 

b.     Shoremaster  (straddle carrier).    The Shoremaster 
(fig.  97)  is constructed in such a manner as to dis- 
tribute the load evenly on eight wheels with a maximum 
single-wheel load of 16,500 lb at a rated gros:. weight 
of 132,000 lb.    This vehicle is  also narrow enough 
\ - ~-     ~ -   5 c*   nr^.\\j    us. 
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(Courtesy of Leke Shore. Inc.. 
Iron Mountain, Michigan) 

Fig. 97.    Shoremaster 

(13 ft, 8 in.), an LCM-VIII (lit ft, 6 in.), or a l6l0 
Class LCU (l^ ft) suid has a minimum overhead clearance 
of ll* ft. 

£_.    Clark ^12 (straddle carrier).    ITiis vehicle (fig. 98) is 
widely used in commercial shipping.     Its width of 13 ft, 
6 in.  allows  it to enter the ramp opening of the LCM-VIII 
and the l6l0 Class LCU. 

d.     Belotti  B6jh  (straddle carrier).    The Belotti  B67b 
(fig.  99)  has the ability to hoist 20-ft  containers o,.vt- 
board its basic frame.    This  allows  it to stack 20-ft 
containers three high as well as to load them aboard 
rail cars.     Containers longer than 20  ft  can be stacked 
only two hiJi because they extend beyond the end frajne 
jnesbers  nnc* cannot be shifted to the ?ide. 
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(Courtay of Oark Equipment Company, 
Battle Creek, Mkhigenj 

Fig. 98.    Clark 512 

(Courtesy oj Paceco, Aktmeda, 
Caitforniaj 

Wg.  99.     Belotti  B67b 
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e.    oyster li620B {front-loading forklift).    This forklift 
(fig. 100) can handle 50,000-lb containers.    The weigj-l 
is distributed primarily on four front tires having 
single-wheel loads of 32,500 lb at a gross vehicle wei^it 
of U0,710 lb. 

(Courtesy of Hyster Company. 
Portland, Oregon) 

Fig. 100. Hyster H620B 

t'    leTro-Porter 2582 (front-loading forklift).    This vehicle 
(fig. 101) was selected because it reportedly is capable 
of operating on most sandy beaches; its articulated body- 
also enhances its ability to operate on unsurfaced soils, 

£.     Lancer 3500  (side-loading forklift).    The Lancer 3500 
(fig. 102) can handle 30-long-ton container loads.    It. 
can transport these containers at 25 mph and stack the 
containers two high or load them on railroad cars. 

h.    Trg.yelifo CH 1150  (yard gantry).    This yard gantry 
(fig.  1C3) was selected because of its ability to span 
six traffic lanes and because i". is equipped with two 
large tir^s  on each  leg that distribute the load im- 
posed by the weight of the gantry.     Because individual 
containers do not exerc highly concentrated loads when 
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(Courtesy of Marathon LeTcameau Company, 
l-ongview. Texas/ 

Pig.  101.    LeTro-Porter 2582 

(Courtesy oj Allis-Chalmm, Malteson. Ulinmsl 

Fig,   102.     Lancer 3500 
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(Courtesy of Drott Manußcturing Company, 
Weumu, Wisconsin) 

Big. 103. Travelift CH 1150 

stacked on the ground, use of this vehicle would allow 
five rows of containers to be stacked while requiring 
only two treadways and one 10-ft traffic lane to be sur- 
faced. It was felt that a yard gantry of this size 
would permit the greatest concentration of containers 
for the least construction effort. 

P&H 6250~TC (mobile crane). This large mobile crane 
(fig. lOV) offers a quick solution to the problem of 
converting existing DeLong piers into container handling 
facilities- Of the four large-capacity truck cranes 
suitable for container discharge, the P&H 6250 truck 
crane is the only one that has wide usage in commercial 
operations at this time. 

LeTro Crane GC-500 (mobile gantry crane). The portal 
lower vorks of this crane (fig. 105) could permit its 
operation on the deck of a DeLong barge while allowing 
traffic to pass beneath it. It has been repotted by the 
Philadelphia Port Authority to be capable of handling 
up to 20 containers per hour. Although this vehicle is 
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(Courtesy of Hamischfeger Corporation, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin) 

Fig. 10k.    Pm 625O-TC 

■extremely heavy, its large, low-pressure tires may allow 
it to operate on beach se-^. 

M52 tractor-trailer.    Some difficulty wets encountered in 
selecting a representative tractor-trailer configuration 
for handling 30-long ton container loads.    Models cur- 
rently being tested do not appear to be capable of 
handling a fully loaded ^0-ft commercial container.     It 
waü decided that for comparative purposes the 5-ton M52 
tractor (fig.  106) would be used even though its capacity 
would be exceeded.    The M123 tractor, normally used to 
tow a trailer weighing 1+0 tons, weighs  approximately 
62,200 lb, which greatly exceeds the weight of commercial 
tractors normally used for pulling container chassis. 
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(Courtesy of Marathon LeToumeau 
Company, iMngview, Texas) 

tig.  105.,    LeTro crane GC-500 
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(U. S. Army Wtotogmph) 

Fig. 106.    M52 tractor~trailer 

l^ypes of Su-facing Considered 

359. The type of surfacing suitable for use in the TO varies with 

the design traffic, the materials, squipment, and labor available, and 

the required design life.    To provide data for comparing (as regards en- 

gineering construction effort and a wide range of conditions) the rela- 

tive surfacing requirements for the vehicles considered, each vehicle 

was evaluated for operational capability on soft and firm soils, M8A1 

landing mat, and flexible pavements. 

operational Capability on  Soft  Soils 

■50 
360. The WES vehicle cone index (VCl)  system      for predicting ve- 

hicle performance  for fine- and coarse-grained soft soils  includes 
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detemination of BIMüBä soil strength requireseats in term  of VCI, 

isaxinv towing force, and towed motion resistance while a vehicle is 

traveling in a straight line in unaccelerated notion on unobstrocteä 

level and sloping soil surfaces. All of the performance paraateters are 

related to rating cone index (RCI) for fine-grained soils and to cone in- 

dex (Cl) for coarse-grained soils. The pertinent soil-vehicle perfora- 

ance relations were eapirically derived frc» field test data, which in- 

cluded a range of vehicle characteristics and soil strengths, primarily 

developed for standard sdlitary vehicles used in off-road operations. 

In this respect, extrapolations ware necessary for sany of the vehicles 

considered in the study described herein. For exaaple, the heaviest 

«heel loads tested (except for Halted tests 'on the LARC LX) wer« about 

10 tons for fine-grained soils, and, in most instances, the wheel loads 

were 5 tons or less when the tire inflation pressure exceeded 63 psi. 

361. For the study reported herein, the only vehicle performance 

parameter considered was VCI.. (defined a.« the jalnimm soil strength in 

terms of RCI or CI that wiai permit a vehicle to make one pass/. Com- 

putations of VCI, were madtr for fine-grained soils by first conr-uting 

mobility index, as shown in table 5, and then looking up VCI- in 

table 6. 7or coarse-grained soils, computations were made for wneeled 

vehicles as shown in table 7. 

362. The following tabulation lists vehicles and VCI's for both 

fine- and coarse-grained soils. In the coirputations of VCI,, adjustments 

were made for nonpowered wheels and unequal axle loads. Techniques for 

making these adjustments are too complicated for inclusion in this re- 

port, but they basically involve motion resistances caused by the soil. 

One-Pass /ehicle Cone Index* 

Vehicle 

LARC LX 

Shoremaster: 
132,000 lb gross weight, 100 psi 
106,800 ID gross weight, 50 psi 
 (Continued) 

Fine-Grained Coars e-Grai ned 
foils Soils 

793 k6 

367 9h0 
220 137 

* Nonpowered wheels and unequal axle loads were considered in 
computations. 
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Oae-Pasa ¥ehlcle Ccme Inctex 

Vehicle 

Clark 512 

Belotti fi67b 

üyster J&20B 

Le'Rro-Porter 2582 

Lancer 3500 

Travelift CH 1150 

P&H 6250-'rc 

LeTro Crane GC-500 

M52 tractor-tradler 

6000-lb forklift    "> 

10,(XK3-lb forklift 

82l» forklift 

B$* forklift 

LARC V 

LARC XV 

;t 

Fine-Grained Coarse~Craiaed 
Soils Soils 

822 1160 

1012 2087 

8Ji0 6*6 

1255 100 

1213 9250»» 

651 .9011» 

935 ' 920 

712 ^ 

152 350 

30 96 

1»5 U8 

831 i20 

719 190 

31 lU 

112 10 

** If tire inflation pressure is reduced to 100 psi (from ll»9 psi), 
then VCI^ for coarse-grained soils becomes 825. 

t These six vehicles wer^ included for comparative purposes. The 
caterpillar Model 83^ forklift has never been built. It was included 
to demonstrate the ability to forecast the performance of vehicles 
still in stages of design. Although the &3b  is heavier than the 82l», 
its larger tires more than compensate for the increase in weight. 

363. As mentioned earlier, extrapolations beyond measured field 

data were necessary in some cases. Also, as shown by the extra computa- 

tion for the Lancer 3500, inflation pressure change can drastically 

change the VCI, particularly if the pressures are above 100 psi. The 

computations do, however, indicate that some relative performance com- 

parisons can be made even though the actual values in some cases may 

seem unreal. Data available on the LARC LX indicate that it will travel 

many passes on coarse-grained soil with a CI of 8C; therefore, a VCI, of 

kf  seems realistic. The tabulation in paragraph 362 lists VCI, for both 

fine- and coarse-grained soils; however, a VCI,.- (soil strength require- 

ments in terms of RCI for 50 passes) for fine-grained soils can be 
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Table 5 

Mobility Index Equation for Self-Propelled Wbeeied 

(AH-Mbeel Iteli^) Vehicles oa Fine-Grslned Soil 

Mobility _ 
index* 

pressure x ^^     ^^ 

factor 4- i ad clearance 
tire      „ gi^user       io^     " factor 
.factor     factor lactor 

. trans- 
x x.   *     * a«i3si<Äi factor      .   . 

factor 

irtiere 

Contact pressure factor: jfi-oss tfeig^t, lb 

Weight factor: 

outside diam 
nom tire     x of tire, in.  x Ho. of 
width, in. Z tires 

Weight Range, lb** Weirfit Factor Equationst 

<2,000 Y = 0.553X 
2,000 to 13,500 Y = 0.033X + 1.050 

13,501 to 20,000 Y = 0.1U2X - 0,U20 
>2C,000 Y = 0.278X - 3.115 

Tire factor: 10 + tire width, in. 
100 

Grouser factor: With chains =1.05 

Without chains = 1.00 

Wheel load factor: gross weight, kips 
Ko. of axles >« 2 

Clearance factor: clearance, in. 
10 

Engine factor: >10 hp/ton =1.00 

<10 hp/ton = i.n^ 

Transmission factor: Automatic = 1.00 ; ;. :'J.:  = 1.05 

* After MT has been obtained, VCI.. can be obtained from table 6. 
«* Gross weight, lb 

No. of axjec            i .  ,  , . 
Y = weight factor , X = ■"— r^—f——^:- 

Nc. of axles 
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Table 6 

Mobility Index Converted to Vehicle Cone Index for One 

Pass of a Wheeled Vehicle on Fine-Graiaed. Soil 

m VCI1 ML 
VCT, 

MI VCI1 MI 
VCIj^ 

0 1.0 kc 18.6 80 27.0 120 35-2 
i 3.k hi 18.8 81 27.2 121 35.1» 
2 5.0 1»2 19.0 82 27.1» 122 35.6 
3 6.3 Jf3 19.2 83 27.6 123 35.3 
h 7.2 liU 19.5 81» 27.8 121» 36.0 
5 3.0 »♦5 19.7 85 28.0 125 36.2 
6 8.7 U6 19.9 86 28.2 JL26 36.1» 
7 9.2 hi 20.1 87 28.1» 127 36.6 
8 9.7 1.8 20.3 88 28.6 128 36.8 
9 1C.2 1*9 20.5 89 28.9 129 37-0 

10 10.6 50 20.8 90 29.1 130 37.2 
11 11.0 51 21.0 91 29.3 131 37.1» 
12 11. U 52 21.2 92 29.5 132 37.6 
13 11.7 53 21.1» 93 29.7 133 37.8 
1U 12.0 5h 21.6 91» 29.9 131» 38.0 
15 12.1» 55 21.8 95 30.1 135 38.2 
16 12.7 56 22.0 96 30.3 136 38.1» 
17 13.0 57 22.2 97 30.5 137 38.6 
18 13.3 58 22.1» 98 30.7 138 38.8 
19 13.6 59 22.7 99 30.9 139 39.0 
20 13.8 60 22.9 100 31.1 ll»0 39.2 
21 ll».l 61 23.1 101 31.3 ll»l 39.1* 
22 Ih.k 62 23.3 102 31.5 ll»2 39.6 
23 Ik. 6 63 23.5 103 31.7 ll»3 39.8 
2U lh.9 61»   - 23.7 10k 31.9 ll»U 1»0.0 
25 15.1 65 23.9 105 32.1 l'»5 1»0.2 
26 15.U 66 2li.l 106 32.3 ll»6 UO.l» 
27 15.6 67 21».3 107 32.5 iV; 1»0.6 
28 15-8 68 21».5 108 32.7 li+8 1»0.8 
29 16.1 69 2l».7 109 32.9 ll»9 1»1.0 
30 16.3 70 25.0 110 33.1 150 1»1.2 
31 16.6 71 25.2 111 33.3 151 l»x.l* 
32 16.8 72 25.1» 112 33.5 .152 1»1.6 
33 17.0 73 25.6 113 33.7 153 !»1.8 
31+ 17.2 71» 25.8 111» 3l».0 151» 1*2.0 
35 17.5 75 26.0 115 3U.2 155 '»2.2 
36 17.7 76 26.2 116 34.1» 156 1*2.1. 
37 17.9 77 26.1» 117 3l».6 157 1+2.6 
38 18.1 78 26.6 118 31».ß 158 1*2.8 
39 I8.lt 79 26.8 119 35.0 159 

160 
1*3.0 
1*3.2 

Uote:    For MI above l6o, VCI1   can be obtained using the following 
equation: 

VCI    = 11.48 + 0.2 MI ^2— 
1 MI + 3.7!» 
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Table 7 

Cowwitc^ion of Vetolcle Cone Ijidex fcr Qae Pass of a 

Vheeled Vehicle oa Coarse-GraJaed Soil 

Vehicle 

Equation:    Vehicle cone index (VCI  ) » sustilogaritha* - 0.350 (contact 

area factor, 3L} ♦ 0.0526 (nuaiber of tires, X«) 

♦ 0.0211 (tire pressure, Xj + 1.5870 

Vehicle and Soil Cliaraeteristica 

(1) Gre»s vehicle weight, lb » i        

(2) Hogdnal tire width, in. »  

(3) MB diaaeter, in. » , 

ik)   ÄuiÄier of tires = ^ = 

(5)   Tire ply rating =  

(6)   Tire pressure, psi = X   - 

Factors 

(7\   MoMnal tire widthT in. if >2.h, factor (7) = 2.0 
if <2.kt factor (?) = 5-0 Rim diameter, in. 

(8) Wheel diameter factor = (7)** x (2) + (3) =   

(9) Contact pressure factor = 0.607 x (6) + 1.35 11^Q X jgi - k'?3 

= 0.607 x + 1^35 117.0 x - U.93 

(10) Contact area factor = X    = log *rf = log ( ) =   

(11) Strength factor = [-0.350 x (io) + 0.0526 x {k) + 0.021]   x (6) 

+ 1.5870] =  = [-0.350 x  + 0.0526 x -v 0.0211 

x  + 1.5870] =   

Vehicle coue index (VCI ) = antilogarithm (11) ~ antilogarithin (_ 

•    Logarithm to the base 10. 
**    Number in parentheses indicates value assigned to that  factor number. 
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ccasputed from tables 5 and 7. For coarse-graired soils, only one-pass 

performance is determined because tests have shown that oiniraum soil 

strength for "go" on the first pass cm coarse-grained soil is adequate 

for "go" on subsequent passes. 

Soil Strength and IMclas.ass Requirentents 
for Vehicle Operation 

Unsurfaced soils* 

: jSk. Strength and thickness requirements for unsurfaced soils 

were dotermined through use of the nomograph shown in fig. 107 (from 

reference 31) and the following aquation (from reference 32). 

t = (0.176 log C + 0-12)^£X-CBR " 7 (!) 

where 

t = thickness of strengthening layer, in. 

C = traffic volume, coverages 

P = single- or equivalent single-wheel load (ESWL), lb 
2 

A = tire contact area, in. 

CBR = measure of soil strength as determined by Test 101, refer- 
ence 16 

365. Example calculations of the soil strength and thickness re- 

quirements for operation of the Shoremaster on unsurfaced soils are 

given in Appendix A of WES Miscellaneous Paper S~12-3k.        Similar com- 

putations were made for each of the vehicles included in this study; 

strength and thickness requirements are given in table 8. The determi- 

nations required the following input data: 

* The method of analysis described in this section differs from the WES 
vehicle cone index system primarily in its definition of failure. 
This criterion was developed for operation of aircraft on unsurfaced 
soils of medium or greater strength (>CBR h),    Failure is considered 
to have occurred when ruts of approximately 3 in. or greater have de- 
veloped. In the VCT system, failure occurs only when the vehicle be- 
comes iraraobülized, regardless of the degree of rutting that has 
occurred. 
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a. Vehicle characteristics, i.e., gross weight, wheel con- 
figuration, and tire contact area.      •  -* 

b. Anticipated traffic volume. 

c. Subgrade strength (CBH). 

Soils beneath landing mat 

366. Strength and thickness requirements for soils beneath land- 

ing mat were determined through use of the following equations: 

urn 

where 

CBR = 

(t.2875 log C + 0.1875) /   p    711 
V8.1 CBR  TFJ 

(2) 

TR (see aquation 2,  (3) 
reference 3^) 

CBR = measure of the soil strength as  determined by Test 101, 
reference 35 

P = single- or equivalent single-wheel load, lb 

TR = thickness of flexible pavement structure replaced by landing 
mat, in. 

f = repetitions factor 
2 

A = tire contact area, in. 

C = volume of traffic, coverages 

367. Example calculations of the soil strength and thickness re- 

quirements for operation of the Shoremaster on landing mat placed on a 

soil subgrade are given in Appendix A of reference 33. Similar computa- 

tions were made for each of the vehicles included in this study; soil 

strength and thickness requirements are given in table 9« The input 

data for these determinations are the same as those stated in para- 

graph 365. 

368. A test was performed at WES to determine if the corner posts 

of a hQ-ft  container would cause any serious damage to M8A1 landing mat 

laid on a 10-CBR subgrade. An 8-1/2- by 6-1/2- by k-3/k-in,  cast  iron 

block is constructed in each comer of a commercial container. The cor- 

ner block was placed on the landing mat, and a load of 17,000 lb was 
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applied. The test indicated that there will apparently,fee no damage as 

long as the containers are stacked only one high.    ''  '■■' 

Requireaents for Flexible PaYetnents 

369. , It was beyond the scope of this study to consider strength 

requirements for elements of a flexible pavement structure above a sub- 

grade of known strength. It was considered sufficient to develop only 

thickness requirements for flexible pavement. Thicknesses for flexible 

pavements, as presented herein, were determined through use of the fol- 

lowing equation: 

t = a. 'VÄ - O.oWl - 1.1562 (log £SSj- o.6i*lU /,     CBR\
2 

I106 -TJ 

- 0.^73 
/,       CBP.V 

(see equation 20a,  {h) 
reference 36) 

where 

t = total thickness of superior material required above a layer 
of known strength to prevent shear deformation within this 
layei- of soil, in. 

a, = load repetitions factor, which varies with number of wheels 
and volume of traffic (see fig. 82, reference 36). 

2 
A = tire contact area, in. 

p = SWL or ESWL tire pressure, psi.  For single-wheel loads, 
p0 = SWL/A . This is an actual tire pressure and is gener- 
ally equal to the tire inflation pressure. For multiple- 
wheel configurations, pe = ESWL/A where the ESWL* is de- 
termined by methods shown in Appendix A of reference 37. 
This is an artificial tire pressure, consiatent with use of 

* The E3WL is based on the ratio of maximum deflection beneath a 
multiple-wheel configuration and one wheel of that configuration com- 
puted assuming a homogeneous Isotropie, ha]f-space loaded by a uni- 
formly distributed circular load. The ES'/L varies with depth and is 
determined at sufficient depths to provide data for construction of an 
ESWL versus depth curve. This curve is required for each specific 
vehicle considered. 

?lli 
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the .contact area of one tire, and has no relation to actual 
tire inflation pressure 

CBR •= measure of the strength of soil as ieterMned by Test 101. 
reference 35 

370. Solution of equation It has been coiu/uterlzecl for ti-eatiseit 

of complex wheel configuration geometry, and the computer program 'Jns 

used in this study. The basic data required to determine tni^kness re- 

quirements for flexible pavements above a bubgrade of known strength for 

the study vehicles are the same &s required to determine thickness re~ v 

qnirements of unsurfaced soils and soils beneath landing mat as dis- 

cussed in paragraphs 26h  and 366. Thickness requiremente for each 

vehicle considered were determined for 200 and 50,000 passes through; 

solution of equation U, and the results of these computations arp:shovn 

in figs. 108-118. 

Area Requirements 

371. A study of area requirements was made based on the capabili- 

ties of the selected equipment. Typical layouts of storage and marshal- 

ling a.-eas were scaled to determine the number of containers that eculd 

be stored in an area of approximately 5 acres. These layouts are shown 

in figs. 119-122. A layout for the front-loading forklift was not in- 

cluded because it is not normally used for stacking but is employed in 

the loading of railroad cars, trailer chassis, and general utility 

tasks. 

Analysis of Soil Strength and Thickness Requirements 

Soft soils 

372.    Examination of the tabulation in paragraph 362 indicates 

that the vehicles considered in this study, in general, are not capable 

of operating on soft soils because they have VCI's of 300 or greater.    A 

cone index of 300 is  approximately equal to a CEr! value of h,  and soils 

having a CBR above this  value are not generally considered soft soils. 
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The M52 tractor-trailer combination and the Shoreraaster (at reduced 

load) were the only vehicles considered that have anj apparent capabil- 

ity of operating on soft fine-grained soils, fhe Shorenaster (at re- 

duced load and tire pressure), LeTro-Porter 2582, and LeTro Crane aC-500 

apparently are capable of opeiating on soft coarse-grained soils (san«3y 

beaches). It is evident from an examination of the operational capabil- 

ity of the container handling vehicles considered in this study that 

other vehicles must be evaluated if operational capability on soft soils 

is a major consideration. 

Unsurfaced so1'Is 

373. Requirements for unsurfaced soils are given In table 8. It 

is emphasized that the criteria used to determine these requireiEents in- 

volved considerable extrapolation for application te the loads imposed 

on the soil by most of the vehicles considered. It is evident from an 

examination of the requirements given in table 8 that unsurfaced soils 

should not be considered if the desigr traffic volume is greater than 

200 passes except perhaps for the Shoremaster and M52 tractor-trailer 

combination. It is anticipated that if the required strength of unsur- 

faced soil is greater than about 15 CBR, other types of surfacing will 

be more economical in most cases. Availability of materials and engi- 

neering construction units are important considerations in determining 

type of surfacing used for a specific facility. 

Soils beneath MEM landing mat 

37^. Requirements for soils beneath MBAI landing mat are given in 

table 9« It is emphasised that the criteria used to determine these re- 

quirements necessitated extreme extrapolation for application to the 

loads imposed on the mat by most of the vehicles considered. It is evi- 

dent from an examination of the requirements given in table 9 that, in 

most cases, M8A1 landing mat does not have sufficient strength for use 

under the container handling vehicles considered. It appears that MBAI 

landing mat may be used economically for up to 50»000 passes of the 

Shoremaster and the M52 tractor-trailer combination and for 200 passes 

of all other vehicles considered except the LeTro-Porter 2582 and the 

two large cranes. M8A1 landing mat was not designed for loads imposed 
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by sost of the vehicles studied, and stronger nats should he cor-äidered 

in further studies relative to surfacing requiraserts for container 

handling vehicles. It ai^ears that container comer posts will not 

seriously daaage M8A1 mat laid on a 10-CBB subgrade if the load does not 

exceed 17.5 kips. 

Analysis of Reguirements for Flexible Paveaents 

375- Thickness requirements for flexible pavements for all ve- 

hicles considered are given in figs. 108-118. The criteria used to de- 

termine these requirements were developed for very heavy aircraft, and 

loads considered in development of the criteria were as great as or 

greater than the loads imposed by the container handling vehicles con- 

sidered. Therefore, these criteria did not require extrapolation for 

application to development of the requirements given in figs. 108-118. 

A comparison of thickness requirements for flexible pavement for 50,000 

passes of each vehicle considered is shown in fig. 123. This comparison 

indicates that the M52 tractor-trailer combination is the most efficient 

relative to flexible pavement i-equirements. Of the c^-ber vehicles con- 

sidered, the Shoremaster requires the least thickness of flexible pave- 

ment. As & matter of interest, the variation in thickness requirements 

as a function of pay load for the Shoremaster is given in fig. 12i». This 

figure gives some indication of the effect that the variation of con- 

tainer weight has on pavement thickness. 

Analysis of Area Requirements 

376. The layouts shown in figs. 119-122 indicate that side- 

loading forklifts and straddle carriers can store approximately 200 

20-ft container equivalents per acre by stacking containers two high as 

compared with 70 per acre for a chassis operation. The yard gantry has 

the potential of stacking almost '♦OO 20-ft container equivalents per 

acre by stacking containers three high. These numbers are only approxi- 

mate and will vary considerably with the size and shape of each storage 
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area. They will also vary considerably if different size containers are 

handieä at the same  facility. 

Restrictions on Surfacing Hequireinents 

377. The relative requirements presented in figs. 108-118 and 

tables 5 and 6 were developed primarily for the purpose of providing a 

basis for evaluation of the effects of vehicle characteristics on  engi- 

neering construction effort relative to surfacing requireisents. For 

purposes of comparison, these requirements were determined for traffic 

volumes of 200,  10,000, and 50,000 passes. In some instances, particu- 

larly with reference to M8A1 landing-sat-surfaced and unsurfaced soils, 

combinations of variables (load, tire pressure, CBR, traffic volume, 

etc.) used in determining the surfacing requirements are outside the 

limits of basic field test data used in development of the procedures 

for determining these requirements. In such cases, extrapolation beyond 

the limits of basic test data was required. Therefore, these require- 

ments are not intended for general use as design criteria in engineering 

manuals. 

378. The surfacing requirements presented herein may be used as 

design criteria in accordance with the restrictions stated in the fol- 

lowing subparagraphs: 

a. Flexible pavement design curves: The characteristics, 
such as load, tire pressure, etc., of all container 
handling vehicles considered are within the limits of 
field test data used in development of equation h; 
therefore, the thickness requirements shown for flex- 
ible pavements in figs. 108-118 can be used as design 
criteria with no restrictions. 

b_. CBR and thickness requirements for unsurfaced soils: 
The characteristics, such as load, tire pressure, etc., 
of some of the container handling vehicles considered 
(LeTro-Porter 2582, Travelift CH 1150, LARC LX, and 
LeTro Crane GC-500) are outside the limits of the basic 
data* used to develop equation 1 and the nomograph shown 
in fig. 107, both of which were used to determine the 

* See table III in reference 31 and tables 1 and 2 in reference 32, 
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CBR and thickness requlrsoents for iBisurfaced soil given 
in table 8. These requirements may be used as design 
criteria in accordance with following restrictions: 

Traffic 
Volume 
in Passes   Restrictions on Use as Design Criteria 

200   CBR and thickness requirements shown in 
table 8 may be used without restriction for 
the Shorenaster, Clark 512, Belotti BSfb, 
oyster ri620B, Lancer 3500, P4H Crane 6250-TC, 
and M52 tractor-trailer. 

CBR and thickness requirements given in 
table 8 may be used if necessary and identi- 
fied as "tentative criteria" for the L/VRC LX, 
LeTro-Porter 2582, and Travel!ft CH 1150. 

CBR end thickness requirements given for the 
LeTro Crane GC-500 should not be used for 
criteria in any case except tinder emergency 
conditions. Wie reliability of these re- 
quirements is unknown. 

10,000   Basic test data for operations of vehicles on 
unsurfaced soils are limited in scope to data 
from traffic volumes of less than about 5000 
passes. The reliability of requirements de- 
veloped by extrapolation for volumes beyond 
the limits of basic test data is questionable. 
•Hie thickness and CBR requirements shown in 
table 8 for 10,000 passes should not be used 
for criteria except under emergency 
conditions. 

£. CBR and thickness requirements for M8A1 landing mat: 
The characteristics, such as load, tire pressure, etc., 
of some of the container handling vehicles considered 
(LARC LX, LeTro-Porter 2562, P&H 6250-TC, and LeTro 
Crane GC-500) are outside the limits of the basic data* 
used to develop equations 2 and 3, which were used in 
determining the CBR and thickness requirements for M8A1 
landing mat given in table 9« These requirements may be 
used as design criteria in accordance with the following 
restrictions: 

See table h in  reference 38, end table 2 in reference 3h. 
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Traffic 
Volu&e 

in Passes   Restriction; cm Ifee as PesljgD Criterih 

200   CBB  and thickness requireM-nts given in 
table 9 M^" ^ vsed vithout restrictiems for 
the Fhoreaaster, Clarfe 512, Belotti B67b, 
lister I«620B, Lancer 3500, Travelift CB 1150, 
and M52 tractor-trailer. 

CM and thickness requirements given in 
table 9 «ay be used if necessary and identi~ 
fied as "tentative criteriew for the LAI«; LX, 
LeTro-Porter 25^, I*H 6250-TC, and the LeTro 
Crane GC-500. 

10,000   CBR and thickness requirements given in 
table 9 nay be used if necessary and identi- 
fied as "tentative criteria" for the Shore- 
master, Clark 512, Belotti B67b, oyster 
H620B, Lancer 3500, Travelift CH 1150, and 
162 tractor-trailer. 

CBR  and thickness requirements given in 
table 9 for the LARC LX, LeTro-Porter 2582, 
PtH 6250-TC, and LeTro Crane GC-500 are not 
recommended for use as criteria except under 
emergency conditions. 

50,000   A traffic volume of 50,000 passes is so far 
outside the limits of basic field test data 
that the reliability of requirements shewn in 
table 9 is not known. The CBR and thickness 
requirements shown in table 9 should not be 
used as criteria except on an experimental 
basis. 
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PAST VII: SOUIPVENT 

Introduction 

379- It is not within the scope of this report to discuss the 

capabilities or missions of the krmy's  port construction conpanies. A 

thorough study of the organisation and equipage of the port construction 

battalions and separate companies was completed in March of 1970 with 

the publication of TOE's 5-166T39 and 5-167T.'0 

380. Some discussion of equipment is considered Justified because 

of the tremendous influence it has on the efficiency of marine construc- 

tion operations. As mentioned earlier, the Chief Engineer of the Euro- 

pean Theater during World War II considered the availability of nodern 

large-capacity construction equipment of the utmost iisportance. The 

validity of his observation was supported by experience in marine con- 

struction operations conducted by commercial contractors in Vietnam. 

The equipment used in constructing port facilities was outfitted for 

specific construction tasks. Cranes were of adequate capacity and were 

provided with hoists having torque converters and pneumatic controls, 

booms designed to take the lateral thrust of side-battered leads, and 

crawler assemblies with extendable side frames. Barges were equipped 

with anchor fairleaders, compressed air receiver tanks, and fuel and 

water storage tanks and were suitable for ocean touring. 

Construction Cranes 

381. Some of the lifting requirements for cranes used for mili- 

tary port construction are: 

&.    Placing litO-ft DeLong caissons through the openings in 
the DeLong barge. With the block and tackle, the load 
would be approximately 6h  tons raised to a height of 
l60 ft, 

D_. For driving the DeLong caissons, handle a l;_!0,000-f't-lh 
pile hammer with hanging leads. With the block, the 
load would be approximately 70 tons raised to a height 
of 100 ft at a radius of 25  ft. 
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c.    For dredging and wreckage removal, a 6- to 8-cu-yri- 
capacity clamshell.    The load would be approximately 22 
to ?5 tons at a radius of 60 ft. 

ä.    For piledriver attachments with commercial 26-1«.  leads, 
the load would he 20 tons at a radius of 35 ft. 

£.    Lift a LCM-8 for repairs.    The load would be approxi- 
mately 63.C tons at a radius of 35 ft. 

f.    Lift an Airaai pontoon.    The load would be approximately 
50 tons at a radius of 35 ft. 

392.-   These lift requirements are not completely rigid, and it 

appears that there is a definite need for a crawler crane with a coroaer- 

cial lift rating of 165 to 200 tons.    One of a number of different 

cranes that will satisfy these requireisents is the American Model 9299 

crane equipped with the Skyhorse counterweight attachment.    The largest 

standard crane In the kn<ry*s Iftventory is the 60-ton crawler.    This 

crane is rated at a lifting radius of 25 ft and, therefore, it is com- 

parable to a commercially rated 110- to 120-ton crane. 

383.    Crawler cranes above ho to 50 tons capacity are not gener- 

ally transportable over a road unless the upper and lower units are sep- 

arated.    Larger cranes  (100 tons) are not considerably less transport- 

able than the ^0- and 50-ton cranes.    Normally a large crane can be made 

transportable by removing the crawler side  frames  from the crawler lower 

assembly.     Howevei.  it is doubtful that large-capacity cranes would be 

needed at locations other than the immediate port area or along naviga- 

ble waterways.    Use in either of these locations would not  require dis- 

assembly. 

38U.     If it  is determined by the Army Combat Development Command 

that a large crane will be operating on a barge,  consideration should be 

given to the use of a stiffleg derrick or crane.     Stiffleg derricks 

and cranes  cost about half as much as mobile cranes of similar capacity. 

The stiffleg derrick sacrifices the capability of   full  rotation and 

mobility for the advantage of using the barge as  a counterweight. 

Stiffleg cranes are relatively easy to erect,  and the hoist and other 

components  can be replaced if they are damaged.     Fig.   125 shows  an 
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artist's concept of several construction applications that cranes will 

be needed for in a port area. 

Construction Barges 

385. Construction barges provide a mobile platform from whicn men 

and equipment can operate over water. Ideally, the barges should be 

relatively insensitive to wave actions and should be able to carry 

highly concentrated deck loads. Figs. 126 and 127 show layouts of ma- 

rine construction barges, with one equipped with a mobile crawler crane 

and the other a stiffleg crane. The barges are illustrated with anchor 

mooring winches, tool storage sheds, and air compressors for the opera- 

tion of pneumatic winches, tools, and pile hammers. 

336. The ancnor hoists and wire rope should have adequate capac- 

ity to position and hold the barge in anticipated currents. Fig. 128 

shows the approximate capacity required for various size bargas and cur- 

rent velocities. The chart can also be used to select the size of 

hoists employed as barge movers. A hoist having a single-line pull of 

10 tons should normally be adequate for mooring most barges. The 

5-3A-ton hoists shown in fig. 126 are those currently in the inventory 

and are designed for use with a skid-mounted pile driver. The hoists 

are adequate for small barges, and, when they sire rigged as shown, one 

operator can control the bow and another the stern. Some construction 

foremen, however, may prefer to have the anchors rigged to each side, 

rather than fore and aft. 

387. A matter often overlooked when laying out c construction 

barge is the position of the winch with respect to the line sheave. The 

hoist line should lead from the drum to a tmeave that is 1-1/2 to 2 

times the distance in feet of the drum length in inches. For example, 

if the drum is 26 in. long, the line from the drum should lead to a 

sheave that is from 39 to 52 ft away. If adequate lead distance is not 

provided, the wire rope will be damaged from uneven spoolinc and its ca- 

pacity significantly reduced. 

388  Balanced-head fairleaders are mounted on the barge fore and 
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(Courtesy oj Clyde Iron Works, Duluth, Minnesota) 

Fig,  128.    Line pull versus barge size for various current velocities 
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aft (fig. 129). These units prevent the anchor line from being daaaged 

and also hold the anchor away froa the side of the barge when It is be- 

ing retrieved. 

(Courtesy of Smith-Berger. 
Seattle, WaMngtonf 

Fig. 129. Fairleaders 

389. The barges shown in figs. 126 and 127 are equipped with two 

double ballard^ on each side for securing material bargf^s and large har- 

bor craft. The ballards should be of sufficient, strength to withstand 

the pull of tow bridles during ocean towirg. The cleats are positioned 

at 25-ft intervals to permit the securing of small watercraft and 

fenders. 

390. The most ideal barges for construction use are flat-deck, 

dry-cargo barges from 100 to 150 ft in length and 30 to Uo ft in beam. 

Once the equipment to be employed on the barge has been selected, a sur- 

vey of the barge should be performed to determine if it is structurally 

adequate. A conservative approach would be to assume that the frame 
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will carry the entire load andi the strength of the skin will provide a 

factor of safety.    Periodic inspection should be made of the barge to 

ensure that it has not been daraaged. 

391. As was mentioned in Part TV, it appears that a barge similar 

to the Navy's Asmi pontoon could be constructed that would satisfy re- 

quirements for construction barges as well as pier nnd ecüeway modules. 

A study should be made to determine if these barges  should be adapted to 

either the LASH or the Seabee system. 

Pile Driving Equipment 

392. Pile driving equipment can be found in all sizes and config- 

urations.    Hammers range in size from pavement breakers to large off- 

shore hammers weighing more than 125,000 lb.    The diving rigs may be 

simple (fig. 130) or sophisticated (fig.  131). 

393. To drive long timber piles efficiently, a pile driver with 

100 ft of extended commercial i6-in. leads would be suitable.    The crane 

to support the leads, hammers, and pile should have a commercial rating 

ef 100 to 125 tons and be equipped with a power-operated brace or spot- 

ter.    A pile hammer with an energy rating from 2ht000 to 30,000 ft-lb 

should be used.    The hammer should be single-acting, and the ram should 

be equipped with a mechanism that will permit a variable-length stroke. 

This provision will help reduce damage that often occurs during the 

initial stages of driving long slender piles.    The crane boom, driving 

leads, and brace should have sufficient strength to tolerate fore and 

aft batters of h:12 and side batters of 2:12.    Appendix B describes 

different lead types,  advantages and disadvantages of each, and a method 

for the calculation of the crane load used as a pile driver.     If a pneu- 

matic hammer is used, provisions should maKe it possible to mount the 

air compressor behind the  crane's  counterweight.    This  eliminates the 

clutter of hoses  and pipes running over the deck or ground and elimi- 

nates  the problem of moving the compressor when driving piles  on land. 

The driving of large concrete or steel piles  require hammers with energy 

ratings greater than 30,000  ft-lb.     If this  requirement exists, the 
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(U. S. Army Photograph) 

Fig.  130.    Array skid-mounted pile driver 
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(U. S. Army Engineer Dätrkt, Vkkfburgj 

Fig. 131. Commercial pile driver 

necessary equipment should be included in the base development plan for 

early procurement. 

391*. For pile driving operations involving a small number of 

piles within a limited area, a skid-mounted pile driver can be effec- 

tively employed. A typical application could be the driving of two or 

three pile bents for a highway bridge. The Army's skid rig can be 

transported to the site on two trucks and assembled by a crane or 

wrecker. If necessary, the skid rig can be erected using only the dual- 

drum wench that comes with the rig. 
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395« The Amy's skid rig has undergone little nodification since 

World War II and should he modified to provide a hoc» hoist and powered 

fore, aft, and side hatter capability. The powered hatter provision al- 

lows the leads to he returned to a nearly vertical position for picking 

up piles and assuming the desired hatter for driving within a realistic 

period of time. A torque converter en the hoist would allow more pre- 

cise control of the pile and hammer and, consequently, improve both ef- 

ficiency and safety. 

196.    "Hie ürlving of the DeLong caissons »squires a large offshore 

pile hammer with a ram weight of approximately itO,000 lb and a stroke of 

3 ft. Ramners of this size weigh approximately 50 to 55  tons. The 

hanging lead sections and hook block required to support, the haaner may 

weigh up to 20 tons. Cranes capable of handling loads of this magnitude 

have commercial ratings of 150 to 200 tons. 

397. The limited time available **or construction cf military port 

facilities requires that pile driving equipment be as  efficient as pos- 

sible. The Army  should make a realistic appraisal and define in spe- 

cific terms what ainiraum pile driving capability it requires. Equipment 

capable of satisfying these needs should be procured. 

Dredging Equipment 

398. Dredging in conjunction with milr'.tary port construction pro- 

jects allows a port to service large vessels without first lightening 

them to reduce their draft. It also permits facilities to be con- 

structed closer to shore with a net reduction in both the total con- 

struction effort and materials required. Also, dredging may in some 

cases be more efficient than land-based operations for moving fill ma- 

terial and the borrowing of aggregate. 

Problems with dredgii a; projects 

399- Experienc- during World War II and during the Vietnam con- 

flict indicates that there are a number of problems associated with 

dredging projects in the TO: 

a. Transportation of dredges to the TO is a major problem. 
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Hoppei dredges and sidecasting dredges are the only ones 
that sr«? seagoing. Other dredges either have to be 
toned to the site or asscrabled fron components trans- 
ported aloard cargo ships. 

b. Security of dredges within the TO presents a mmber of 
difficulties. The  routine patterns followed by dredges 
greatly limit the effectiveness of any passive defensive 
measures. Pipeline dredges are virtually stationary 
targets. In Vietnam, dredges were attacked on a number 
of occasions and several were sunk. Because munitions 
can also be ingested into the pump, provisions must be 
made to limit the damage that would result from a deto- 
nation within the hull of the dredge. 

c. The availability of dredges and crews for use in early 
stages of deployment in a TO is a major problem. The 
U. S. Amy at the present has no trained military dredge 
crews or portable dredges suitable for use in a, TO. 

d. Although dredging equipment was available in past oper- 
ations, it was not always suited to the particular 
projects for which it was utilized. A better under- 
standing of the capabilities of various types of 
dredges is necessary for military planners to program 
the requirements for proper dredge equipment. 

Transportation of dredges 

^»00. As previously stated, hopper and sidecasting dredges are 

seagoing vessels and present no major problem for deployment other than 

their relatively slow cruising speed (below 15 knots). Dustpan dredges, 

however, usually have flat-bottom, shallow-draft hulls with a low free- 

board. These characteristics make them undesirable for ocean towing. 

The larger cutterhead dredges are normally designed for ocean towing 

after a certain amount of preparation that is similar to that performed 

on floating cranes. Small portable cutterhead dredges are small enough 

to be transported over the road on tractor trailers. Ellicott Machine 

Corporation (Baltimore, Md.) has actively undertaken a development, de- 

sign, and building project of a di'edge of their proprietary design that 

is compatible with International Standards Organization container stand- 

ards. A prototype will be tested in mid-1973. An investigation of the 

transportability of dredges aboard barge ships revealed that a 2h-in. 

standard cutterhead dredge could be transported aboard the Seabee. All 

Navy cutterhead dredges are transportable in the well deck of an LSD. 
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Security of dredges 

Uol. There appears to be no sure means of securing a dredge 

against eneay attack. The best passive measures woold be to vary the 

drudging operation so that routines would not be readily apparent and to 

nove the dredge after dark if it is tinder potential eneay observation. 

hQ2.    Mine booms and patrol craft equipped with side-scanning 

sonar should provide reasonable protection against raining. Ihe dredge 

hull should >»e coapartmentalized, and the stove box and puaap should be 

partially enclosed by a blast deflector. 

Availability of oridge crews 

fcOS. Although dredges could be procured from civilian sources and 

transported overseas aboard barge ships, enticing their civilian crews 

to go with the dredge might prove to be a problem. The  only trained 

military crews are currently part of the naval construction battalion 

and are trained at the Naval Construction Battalion School at Davis- 

ville, R. I. Figs. 132 and 133 show a lU-in. cutterhead dredge and a 

small tender employed in the training at Davisville. A study should be 

Fig. 132. Navy dredge 
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(U. S. Nevy Photographj 

Fig. 133. Dredge tender boat 

performed to determine if the school facilities could be used for train- 

ing Army dredge crews and what prerequisite qualifications should be es- 

tablished for personnel who would attend the school. 

Selection of dredge plant 

hOk.    The selection of dredge equipment for use in military port 

construction operations has been simplified in the past by the lack of 

transportability. Jn  many cases, hoppers and sidecasters were employed 

on projects better suited for a pipeline dredge simply because they were 

the only dredges capable of getting to the sites. 

Hopper dredge 

I4O5. A hopper dredge (fig. 13^) is a seagoing, self-propelled 

ship with trailing suction drags that pick up material and discharge it 

into compartments in the ship's hull. When the compartments are loaded, 

the dredge moves to the spoil area and dumps the material through doors 

in the bottom of the hull. 

ko6.    Hopper dredges deepen and widen channels by making multiple 
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Fig. 13^. Hopper dredge 

passes over an area and taking up thin layers of material under the 

drags on each pass. A hooper dredge works best in open water over long 

cut areas. A hopper dredge b sfficiency drops greatly when used inside 

harbors where the cut lengths are shortened and the area for maneuvering 

is limited. 

kOf.    Hopper dredges are suited for use in open water where wave 

action would preclude the use of a cutterhead dredge or where a pipeline 

would be a hazard to navigation. The hopper dredge is highly maneuver- 

able but draws considerable water when loaded. For this reason, many 

are equipped with sidecasting booms to open a channel from which they 

can begin to work. 

Sidecasting dredge 

'♦OS. A sidecasting dredge (fig. 135) is also a seagoing, self- 

propelled ship with trailing suction drags that pick up thin layers of 

material under the drags. The sidecasting dredge discharges material 

through a pipe over the side of the dredge rather than pumping the 
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(U. S. Army Engineer District. New Orleans) 

Fig.  135.    Side^asting dredge 

dredged material into hoppers. This permits the dredge to operate con- 

tinuously and maintain a very shallow draft. 

k09'    The sidecasting dredge is most effective where there is a 

littor-il current across the channel to take the discharged material away 

from the cut area. The littoral current is more effective in carrying 

light material. 

^10. When there is no littoral current, dredging starts in the 

center of the channel and progresses outwai-d. Material is redredged 

until it is moved outside the channel area. The sidecasting dredge has 

the same characteristics as the hopper dredge and is limited in effi- 

ciency where maneuverability is restricted. 

Jill, A hopper dredge can be used in a manner similar to that used 

by a sidecasting dredge.  If the littoral drift is strong and the mate- 

riai is very light, the hoppers can be allowed to fill and overflow. 

This type dredging is referred to as "agitating." Two of the Corps of 

Engineers' hopper dredges are equipped with sidecasting booms that a]low 

them to operate either as a hopper dredge or a sidecasting dredge. 
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Cutterhead dredge 

Ul2. The cutterhead dredge (fig. 136) is the most functional of 

all dredges because it can operate in materials up to a consistency of 

soft rock. It is normally not self-propelled mid must be moved aboard 

ships or barges or be towed to the worksite. The cutterhead dredge is 

capable of pumping through long floating lines or onto shorelines. It 

can build hydraulic fills to elevations above the floodplain at the same 

time that it is cutting a channel. The dredge works most efficiently 

when aaking a deep cut in relatively calm waters. Most cutterhead 

dredges can work in currents up to 7 mph, but the spud ladder and float- 

ing pipeline severely limit its use in waters subject to wave action 

over 2 or 3 ft high. 

Bucket dredpes 

Ul3. Bucket dredges are classified as grab, dipper, and ladder. 

They are basically mechanical in their manner of operation and require 

the support of barges to carry away the spoils. 

klh.    The grab dredge (fig. 137) is nothing more than a crane and 

a clamshell or orange peel bucket. It is capable of working in rough 

water but requires the use of barges to carry spoil away from the dredge 

areas. It is also well suited to removing debris from ships and chan- 

nels, A crane capable of using a 6- to 8-cu-yd-bucket is most suitable 

for military construction. 

^15. The dipper dredge (fig. 138) is essentially a crane shovel 

mounted on a barge. Its primary advantage is its ability to work in 

relatively hard rock. It may consist of a backhoe mounted on a barge. 

Ladder-bucket dredge 

^16. A ladder-bucket dredge has an endless chain with buckets 

attached that move about a ladder. The buckets cut the material from 

the bottom, bring it up the ladder, and dump it into a sluice that lets 

it fall into barges. The barges may be self-propelled or Aay be moved 

by tugs. The ladder dredge works on cables running to anchors to hold 

the desired position and to advance tne dredge. The dredge is capable 

of working in most types of material.  It is adaptable to working in 

areas with little maneuvering room, such as decks and piers. It is not 
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(Courtegy of Great Lska Draige and DoA Compmy. 
Union, New Jersey! 

Fig. 137.    Clamshell dredge 

(Courtety of Great Lakes Dredge and Dock Company, 
Union, New Jersey) 

Fig. 138. Bucket dredge 
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self-propelled and. is liraitesi hr moderaXe vave action.    LaMer-bucket 

dredges are not widely used in the United States; however, they are used 

in aost other parts of the vorlf.. 
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PART ¥111:    COMCLUSIOKS AHD REC(»«®IIDATIOHS 

Conclusions 

ill?. A study of past reports of port construction activities in- 

dicates that there is a general lack of aarine construction eqolpinerit of 

adequat« capacity. 

I»l8. Cc«ataineriaation of cargo passing through jidlitary ports re- 

quires that new facilities be designed for the Anay Facilities Component 

System. However^ design live loads imposed by containers and container 

handling equipment must be determined. This will require some knowledge 

of equipment that will be employed in the future. 

Ul9. The Seabee and LASH barge ships offer a »neans of delivering 

large prefabricated structural components and large floating equipment 

to an overseas theater much faster and more reliably than previously 

pursible. Their cargo could include: 

a. Pier and wharf modules 

b. 2U-in. cutterhead dredges 

£. Construction barges 

dL Tanker mooring terminals 

£. Floating cranes 

f_.    Causeway sections 

£. Landing craft and harbor craft 

1*20. Military engineers in the field should have available basic 

enginepring .exts on the construction of port facilities. 

h21.    A model is a very simple and straightforward tool for use in 

port plarmiag.  It aids in the coordination of staff activities and 

helps planners to visualize potential problem areas. 

U22.    There is a definite need for methods and equipment that will 

permit rapid and thorough collection of terrain intelligence data within 

a port area. These data are essential for the making of sound and 

timely decisions on foundation design, dredging, and site layout. 

hn3,     Tt appears lea^ible to fabricate transportable concrete pier 

modules that are capable 0*'  supporting large container gantry cranes as 
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well as extreoely high wheel and axle loads, fbese units could be 

transported aboard barge ships «id would require considerably less 

rasintenance than steel barges. 

h2h.    Glue-laminated wooden panels offer significant savings in 

both construction effort and transportation requireaents within the TO. 

In general, they were found to reduce deck thickness requireoents by 

50 percent* 

h25.   The vide variation in the configuration of comercial roll- 

on/roll-off ships precludes the developaent of a standard facility to 

service them, 

J»26. Reel-type pipe laying barges are in use ccaanercially and 

offer a sssans of rapidly installing submarine pipelines up to 12 in. in 

diaaeter. This equipment can be Installed OR DeLong "A" barges pres- 

ently in the iUnay's inventory. 

^27. A rigid-arm tanker mooring terminal investigated during the 

study appears to possess several advantages that would be of value to 

Kilitary engineering: 

a.. Rapid iustallatlon 

b< Simplicity 

£, No need for special installation equipment 

^28. The DeLong self-elevating barge has demonstrated its ade- 

quacy for use as a discharge facility for existing break-bulk general 

cargo vessels. However» a thorough analysis must be made if these units 

are to service vessels with displacements exceeding 20,000 tons in 35 ft 

or more of water at sites where currents run perpendicular to the axis 

of the pier, or in areas where the approach velocities may exceed 

0.5 ft/sec perpendicular to the pier face. 

h29'    Various types of large-capacity container cranes can be 

mounted on the decks of DeLong barges, but a detailed structural analysis 

should be made for each piece of equipment selected. In most cases, 

•nodifications will be necessary to adequately strengthen the structure. 

1430. If installed at exposed locations, DeLong barges should be 

equipped with adequate fendering. The use of large rubber tires should 

not be expected to offer adequate protection except when small vessels 
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are involved. T5ie Bndgestmie Super-Arcb Fender (FV 009-5-3 or PV 009- 

6-4») appears to be the nost prartical for ftendeilng at exposed locations. 

^»31. Caisscms and jacks left extending above deck level c. ele- 

vated piers will hinder the operation of truck- and crsvler-nounted 

wfeirley cranes. A thorough settlenent analysis should be perforaed 

prior to welding off the spuds. Ibis analysis should preferably include 

the recording of tiiae-settleaent data for each caisson. 

U32. One-dimensional stress wave analysis indicates that yield 

stresses any be exceeded in the DeLong caissons during driving if a mas- 

sive soil plug is permitted to form at the bottom. The stress wave 

analysis also indicates that not less than a 120,000-ft-lb haomer should 

be emDloyed to drive the caissons. 

'»33. DeLcHJg "B" barges can be transported cm the top deck of the 

Seabee barge clipper provided that approximately % ft of the stem of 

the barge is removed. 

h3k.    There  is a need for a small spud barge which can be trans- 

ported to the TO aboard a barge ship and be empl .yed as a prefabri- 

cated module. Thi.'s barge should also be capable of serving as a flat- 

deck cargo or construction barge. 

^35. I^e relative surfacing requirements developed for represen- 

t. tive container handling vehicles provide data for comparison of sur- 

facing 3quireiaents as a function of vehicle characteristics. The rela- 

tive surfacing requirements developed for this investigation shov that 

it is absolutely essential that surfacing requirements be evaluated 

prior to selection of container handling equipment in order to minimize 

construction effort associated with provision of adequate operating and 

storage area at military ports. 

1»36. The vehicles considered in this study do not generally have 

adequate operational capability for use in over-the-beach operations. 

^37. Unsurfaced soil should not be considered for storage and 

marshalling areas where the design traffic volume is much greater than 

200 passes. 

1*38. M8A1 landing mat is not adequate for general use as sur- 

facing for storage and operating areas at military ports without 
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restricting the types of equipnent employed and/or the gross weight of 

containers. Only two pieces of equipoent, the tractor-trailer and the 

Shoreaaster are suitable for continuous operations on MftAl landing mat. 

^39. It was not possible to determine the exact thickness of 

flexiole pavement reqiired for each piece of sample equipaent. The 

reassn for this inability was that no statistical data were ayailable to 

allow correlation of the number of passes being applied to a given sec- 

tic« of pavenent with the nursber of containers being handled. Also, no 

data were available on the statistical distribution of container weights. 

hkO. The surface area requirement varies considerably with a host 

of different parasseters. It is apparent that up tn 20 acres of aarshal- 

ling aid storage area may be required for each container ship berth, de- 

pending on the type of operation. 

hkl.    Sufficient information is not available on the operational 

traffic pattern of container handling equipment. 

Recomroendat i ons 

hk2.    The Army should develop specific performance requirements 

for marine construction equipment including dredges, construction, 

barges, large pile drivers, and heavy construction cranes. 

W3. The Office of the Chief of Engineers should actively par- 

ticipate in the Army's containerization program. It is believed that 

this will permit rational tradeoffs to be made of container handling 

methods and equipment against the engineering effort required to support 

them. 

kkh.    The  availability of the LASH and Seabee barge ships to de- 

ploy marine construction equipment and large prefabricated construction 

modules should be determined. All future equipment procured should be 

deployable by one of these two systems. 

H5. A book set consisting of civilian texts (Appendix A) should 

be included in the Table of Organisation and Equipment (TOE). 

hh6.    Appropriate documents in the training literature program 

should recognize the value of using a model in the planning of a military 

port. 
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iVf. The methods and equipment deFcribed herein for the rapid 

collection of terrain data should be evaluated for adoption in the ?*"•. 

^8. If current DeLong barges are deteralned not to be structur- 

ally adequate for container facilities, serious consideration should be 

given to the use of a concrete pier eodule. 

W9. Further investigations should be performed to deterrsine 

possible application of glued-lamnated panels in TO structures. The 

investigations should determine if the h- v.y 20-ft panels uould be pric- 

tlcal for the Arnry's needs and if the equipnent necessary for field 

erection is available. 

si50. A rigid-ara tanker n.ooring terninal should be further inves- 

tigated to üetermin» its suitability to military apnlications. 

k^l. A thorough strui'tural analysis should be performed on the 

DeLong barges to define their ability to support container operations 

and equipment. 

h^2.    Either the l8-in.-diam, 9-in.-ID or the 2.1-in.-diani, 

ll-l/2-iti.-ID cylindrical rubber fender appears to offer a wide range 

of uses and ease of installation by troop units. Therefore, they should 

be incorporated into the Army Facilities Comoonent System.  If contin- 

gencies call for DeLong barges to be installed at exposed sites, a 

fender system with a high energy-absorption capability should be in- 

stalled on elevated piers. 

^53. The necessity of driving DeLong spuds should be investigated 

thoroughly.  If it is found to be a valid requirement, driving equipment 

should be evaluated and classified in the military'r material list. The 

position of the bottom diaphragm in the caisson should be evaluated to 

reduce the driving stress, if possible. 

^5!+. The practicality of modifying DeT.ong "B" barges for trans- 

port aboard the Seabee barge ship should be investigated. The lateral 

stability of the barge under horizontal loading should be determined. 

^55. A small spud barge should be designed that will satisfy the 

requirements of a construction module ant   a flat-deck cargo or construc- 

tion barge.  It should be deployable on a barge ship. 

Uc)6.    Surfacing requirements should be determined for each 



Container bandliiH* vehicle cocsidereöi for use at ailitary ports prior to 

procurasent in ordor to evaluate the effects of vehicle characteristics 

on engineering construction effort relative to surfacing requlreaents. 

k^f.    A comprehensive traffic study sliouid be aade of the various 

types of container handling vehicles during actual operation in storage 

areas. Data resulting froa such a study would provide information for 

deteraining vehicle operational patterns ns  a fioction of vehicle char- 

acteristics. This information could he used as a basis for developing 

methods for design of various areas according to variation in antici- 

pated traffic density. This would be input for t'evelopaent of storage 

yard layouts that would provide the necessary area for efficient opera- 

tion. The study should also consider variation in container size and 

weight so that equivalent operation factors might be determined for use 

in evaluation of vehicles relative to surfacing requirements. 

1*58. Appropriate portions of tbis report should be incorporated 

into the Army training literature program. 
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cedure," Field Manual FM 101-5, Jun 1968, U. S. Government Printing 
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APPEHDIX B 

SELECTIHG LEAD TYPES AND 

CALCULATIHG CRANE LOADS 

(From McKieman-Terry Corp. Catalog 6806OO) 
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Selecting .I^ead 'firpes 

SWtN6iNe LEAO- 
IWs L«ad is hMg kern » Cmm Hem nWi a sisge S«. to «e. A I»!» sMM 
«a fl» ffsirt M ttK Fi« tocalm gai«r«f «Mi ^HMs^ nMs itfeöei. «id Mtl 
FfMb « at (te tew«l Battei wNh tte «pporti^ (Amt um. Snrt «i^^f I«*:, 
art eltm ^ te assist ffi driMig Stttl Skeet Nng. 

•WOi SMä« Points sccami hi pami Ms Laid i> fttt to i«iale swHöuiöf tr 
s^pi HMHtr wtt W* wMttat pndsc jlfgnwuit of CdBt aMi Na. 

•Sacanse Mesa l*aJs are pserattr I$-20 ft slwtv tei iw«, &«• rat »M* 
art fartter. »»Mfe Oe &«« caiatXy S SSöBA 

•Can am is a Me sr «* or «mr tte edfet af an «»Mian. 
»F«r la^ Uatf and Bsflm rcqabHitnls. Me Laai ««M CM 6e s^pimled an Vie 
gmrt iMt fte We s MM mta (tee «itaw! ««siiie^ JSTOM^S tte 
imtUaf ioal 

# 

•tte^wes 3!tewB Cf«t 11 to leae. I im Hasmr. I tor Ptel or Z-Onaa Cr»« «ritk 
Lead tag « SMr^ trow Bean Point 

• Because et Crane line S«JMS»R. precise ^sütow^ st U»S witb f'ät Haä fe 
dMadtMdstn, 

• BBfealt Is canM tmting af t»»J it SMAä% Psmts .(« net securrd to paiwj. 
• It is mere dMcutt t« piKitM feme«* ttese lea* tfj» witt any other. You must 

rely on t&mtx «ihite C S. a»!»es te «we. 

SWINGING I ;^AOS 

UNDERHUNG LEAD- 
Tim ItM B pismd to the Boom Point ami connected to the Crane Cad 6» eMWr a 
R^d BottMn Braa for vertical driving or a Manually or HydraulicaRy MjasMrie 
Bottom Brace tot Fore mi Mt (awing. 

MVMIMES: 
• Loiter and generally less expensne Van eiteodcd type Lead. 
• Iteqwres only 2-DruRi Crane. 
• Accuracy m locating lead in fetel or fore ami Aft Batter jHisiftons. 
■ Rigid control of Lead during positioning operation . 
• Reduces rigging time in setting up and breaking down. 
• Utilizes Sheave Head in Crane Boom. 

• Cannot be used for Side to SiA; Batter Drwing. 
• length of Pile limited by Bows length since this type of lead cannot be eitended 

above the Boom Point. 
• When long leads dictate the use of a long Boom, the working radius which results 

may Sa excessive for the capacity of the Crane. 
• Does not allow the use of a Boom shorter than the lead. 

UNDERHUNG LEADS 

EXTENDED 4-WAY LEAD - 
This Lead attaches to the Boom Point with a swivel connection to allow Batter in all 
directions when used with a Parallelogram Bottom Brace. Extension of lead over the 
Boom P'j.n! must not «ceed '/j of total Lead length or up to 25 ft. maximum. Proper 
selection of components will provide a lead which can be accurately positioned 
hydraulically or manually and which can be remotely controlled (Hydraulic Phase only! 

MVftNTUES: 
• Requires only ?Drum Crane 
• Accuracy in locating lead in Vertical Position and all Batter Positions 
• Rigid control of Lead during positioning operation. 
• Compound Baiter angles can be set and accurately maintained. 
• Allows use of short Boom with resulting increase in capacity. 
• Boom can be lowered and Uads folded under {tor short-haul over th» road and 

railroad iraveO when Crane of adequate capacity is used. (This depeids on the 
length of Lead and Boom and the configuration of the Crane.) 

OiSADVANTftGES: 
• Heaviest and most «pensive of the three basid leari types. 
• More t'jublesome to assemble. 

EXTENDED. 4-WAY LEADS 
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Calculating Crane Load 

T« cataMr ite f^ Lsaä » r«» mi Mt ftrtttr 

MH idEcURf ftt Lud tteüKnis Md 
mmmf ta ««Hfjr- tt» Pie tngtk and fltt 
Sritw nqwHMi^ byont lead and Cnm «Mil 

aw. &» fijawa A t B MwsMte 
' rt parity at l^ds and llamner ta 

centef af latoMan ta eMäsk i*. i*. 4%. ete. 
Swtaf af ffwriti ef l<xi and Hanw 
la Ic in ariMt at tenfCL) 

T#K swa «I owMRb d Lead sectior , Mbtn 
■an and Hiamer näh redact to center af 
Cme ndatoM i^as toe WM(^ iormria: 

(See igures Aft 8> 

N =!■ Son of ■,. «j. Wj, tic. 
Mt 

4 - MMaBrinlR. 
»j ^ tMw tmmtom M «seal 
v. = Toe Lütf Sictüji toft 9^tM Ntad 

IM% e(pimt!ent toad radka (b) Md total wei^.t 
(W) tefer to Cr»w Mamrfadurer's IHtmg Cqtadty 
Oiart. 

(See 8» foNomng etanvte) 

FieURE A—FORE BATTER FtfiURE 8— AFT BATTCR 

TYPICAL EXAMPLE 
hi 8» (Mowmi eiaqrie, m shall calculate the Crane load using a 
70 ft extended lent on a 3:1 Fore Batter ami a MKT 0E-30 PHe 
Hammer. We shall consider using a Manitowoc Midel SX» B Crane 
with a SO ft. Boom. The Lead wilt consist of a 30 tt Slide Sectnn 
wNh Sheave Head, (1) 20 tt Intermediate Section, (1) 20 ft. Inter- 
mediate Section «nth Bottom Brace Connection and Bottom Brace 
62-074. (See figure C) 

c„ tw»»K« tuiatu» t3BJJS f oii3«iw ± inuuth 4 urn»»» 
»'S + MM + »» + »II + IS« ♦ 1711 ^    ' 

IW.7S0 + WJW j- Ijj» ♦ S«.»8 4 M,148 ♦ MJjg MUM      „ .,. ,„    ^jp >     v-^   -261«. 

Our result shows the Load to be 19,967' at an equivalent Load radius 
of 26.1 ft. In checking the Lifting Capacity Chart of the Manitowoc 
Model 3000 B Crane, we find the capacity at 28 ft. radius and 50 ft. 
Boom to be 29,700'. This indicates a safe operating condition. 

In these calculations and examples the weight of the Pile and its 
effect on the equivalent Load radius has been omitted. Generally, in 
a Pile Driving operation the Pile is threaded under the Hammer when 
the Leads are vertical, thus is not reflected in the Batter calcula- 
tions. When the Pile Batter is set, one end of the Pile rests on the 
ground and the Hammer is resting on top of it. This reduces the 
equivalent working Load on the Crane to less than shown in the 
above examples. 

NOTL If the Pile is threaded into leads before Batter is set then 
the Pile weight must be cons jered i.i these calculations. FISSURE C 
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